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INTRODUCTION
I, the Chairman, Estimates Committee, having been authorised
by the Committee to submit the Report on their behalf, present this
Eighty-third Report on the Ministry of Health and Family Planning and Works, Housing and Urban Development (Department of
Works, Housing and Urban Development)-Department of Printing
and Stationery (Printing Wing).

2. The Committee took evidence of the representatives of the erstwhile Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply (Department of Works
and Housing) on the 14th October, 1968. The Committee wish to
express their thanks to the Secretary of the erstWhile Department
of Works and Housing and other officers of the Department for placing before them material and information they wanted in connection
with the examination of the estimates.
3. The Report was considered and adopted by the Committee on
the 11th April, 1969.

4. A summary of conclusions/recommendatiOns contained in tbe
Report is appended (Appendix VI) .
•
5. A statement showing the analysis of recommendations contained in the Report is also appended to the Report (Appendix VII).

P. VENKATASU13BAlAH,

NEW DELHI;
April 14, 1969.

Chairmaft~

Estimates Committee.

Chaitra 24, 1891 (Saka) .

(;\')

CBAPTD I
INTRODUCTORY
. (i) llistorica1

~

1.1. The :Printingand Stationery Department hu a histol'1 ~.
of a hundred years. The first Government of
India press ··was set up in 1863 at Calcutta. In 1947, there were liz
Government of India presses as detailed below:

4endinS over a period

~mmt

of India Pre", Hatings Street, CcdcuttCl

1.2. In October 1863, the Military Orphan Pres. was taken over
by Government and was placed in charge of Superint..:ncient, Gov~rnment Printing, India, for printing of
administration reportl,
.eodes and miscellaneous work, and in addition, the printing of i.be
.army list and military forms, formerly done at the Military Orphan
Press, was also transferred to this Central press. The Printing
()ffices attached to the Finance Department and the Comptroller
General's office were abolished and the work was transferred to the
Central press. In 1884, the Foreign Department Press was abolished
texcept for a small section) and the work was transferred to the
·Central press. In 1885, the presses of the Home and Public Works
Departments were amalgamated with the Central press. On com'rletion of the Secretariat building, the press was shifted to 8, Hastings
'Street, Calcutta. After the transfer of the capital in J9!2. a branch
ilf the Central press was opened in Delhi, which became an independent press in 192a.

of India PreBB, Sim14
1.3. The old Government Central Branch Press, Simla was established in 1872. The Adjutant General's press was amalgamated
with the Government of India Press in 1885. The present Govern:JIlent of India Press, Simla is the result of amalgamatlon, in March
1924. of the Government Central Branch Press and the old Government Monotype Press set up in 1904.

-Government

GOl1e1'71.ment Of India Press, Rashtrapati BMW", New Delhi.
1.4. Set up as the press of the Private Secretary to the Viceroy

m 1872, it was primarily meant for the printing of private and per-

.,na} correspondence of the Viceroy aDd Illso of the work 01 the
'Viceregal household. The press came under the administrative
control of the Ministry of Works, Mine. and Power on August 23.

2
1947. At present, it is engaged mainly with the work received from.
the various offices of the President's Estate and the Prime Minister'sSecretariat.
Government of India Press; Aligarh
1.5. Set up in 1879· as the :dovemment of India Forms Press,.
'. Ali~~r~, ]In!~er the .control of the Posts and Telegraph~ Dep~Thnent.
,.the, press .was responsible for storage and distribution of forms.,.lD
•. 1if24, the. administrative control of the press passed from the Directo~ rate General Of~osts and Telegraphs (DGP&T) to the . P~ip.tu)g
and Stationery Department. The DGP&T took over the control of
storage and :distrlbut~on of P&T' forms with effect from March '.1l5,
1955, ~hich is now functioning under a .separate SupE.l'intenq.ent of
~'P&'TForms & Seals. With effect from this date, the charge of tl)e·
<,'t:»ostal Seals Office so long under the control of the Manager, Gov· ernment of India Press, Aligarh, also vested with the Superinten· 'l!ent' of P&T Forms " Seals.
•,

" ~ment of- India Press, New Delhi
.1.6. In 1912, with the transfer of the capital from Calcutta ~o
.' Delhi. a portion of. the Centra1 Government Press at Calcutta WlilS

: moved to Delhi with some of the Central Secretariat Departments.
~ In 192~, following the general reorganization of the Government
· presses, the Delhi press was separated from its headquarters {,ffi~e
~t. Calcutta and was made an independent press. In 193J, it was
transferred to New Delhi in the newly constructed building at Minto· Ro~d.
Government of India Press, Temple Street, Calcutta
1.7. Set up in 1924 as the Government of India Forms Press, tbls
press wa,S. entrusted with the job of printing the large numbe;r of
· standard forms of the Government of India after the termination. pt
8 contract with. a private firm and the creation at the time of t1l:e
- Central'Forms Store for storage and distribution of forms. The pr&ss
: continued function:ng on a temporary basis until March 1929, wh~'
'it was placed on a permanent footing. It is now housed in R thret!storeyed building at Temple Street, Calcutta .
. '(il) ExPan"ion' during post.independence period
. '1',8. The above named six presses were wholly eng!'lged in:' pro-

•'dlJctlon of administrative reports and manuals and forms requim
'". by the Government 1>f India. In the post-independence period, with,
'}tl1e launching of development plans, expansion of governmental eot!'~tles'iti "t~; soebt 'and"'cultunl fields, development bf··to\oiri,sm .add'

;;,

!eountry's incteaseci

pai'tici~l\ti~n ip "'iriternatiOnfil"aff,airs~~ll~ . ~~

, betweenGnvernm.ent'sptinting needs 'arid the capadtyavailable
-in the Govermn'ent of'Indiapr,e,sses'widened.
'
'
':.

1.9. An Expert Committee; was then appointed by Governm~t,
in 1949 to survey the printing' needs of Government in relation to
, the capacity available in the Government of India presses and to
suggest future development programmes. The Committee made'~a
number of recommendations. They -came to the conclusion that 'it
was advisable for Government to have:itso'Wn'pre~ses located and
distributeq on a zonal basis. The Committee were also of the ,view
. that 'it was necessary in the larger interest of economy that tlie
printing of the Government shbuld be cent~'al:sed and controlled by
a single departl ' e n t . '
"
}

,

1.10. Beginning with the First Five Yea:r: Plan, with the expansion

of the 'presses already existing, the following
, ernment presses came into being: '

well-equ;PPE'd gov'.,

Glmernment of India Press, Nilokheri
1.11. Set up towards the end of 1948 in the rehabilitation cC'lohy
. of Nilokheri in Haryana, the press was organized by the Ministry

, of Rehabilitation for giving training to displaced persons. The·
press v,fas taken over by the Printing and Stationery Department in
. February 1954 from the Community Project Administration and'
was expanded with aid received under the U.S. Technical Coopera, tion Programme for community development activity. Its expah&ion programme is still continUing.

Gov,ernment of India Press, Nasik
1.12. Set up in 1951, the press was shifted to the main pre:s Luild~
ing in 1965. Later on, the building for .the forms press wing as
also the air..conditioning of the photo-litho wing was completed. The
location and the layout of the factory, office buildings and residential colony in one self-contained campUs have all been ideally
planned for this press.

Government of India Press, Faridabad ,(HaryClna)
1.13. The press was started in 1956 as a very small unit to cope
with 'the increasing demand of the Publications Divisinn -if the'
Minirtry of Information and Broadcasting, Since then it has Deen
PXpanded considerably and has been eqUipped with pro~ss depart'm~t, latest type of' machinery and ebonoid plant for preparation
ot plastic plates for production of prestige publications' and pub'Ucity· work: of high .quality. EarUer in J952,anothel', press, the'

•

CTnited ~es8ha4beeD taken over by th" MiNltry of Works, BoUIiJW
alld Supplyfi'om the Ministry of InfoX'JIlAUOIl and ,eroadcutiAIWith effect from.March 1, 1959 the United Pre.. wu amalgamated
with the Government of India Press, Faridabad.
Go11emmeat oj J"tlia Pre.., Ga"gto1c
1.14. A small press was set up at Gangtok in 1960 to meet the
printing requirements of the Information Services of India in OaDl"
tok and Kalimpong under the Political Oftlcer, SlkkiJn

Government 011n4i4 Preu, Coimbatore
1.15. This press was programmed during the Second Five Year
Plan to meet the printing needs of indentors in the southern reglc-Do
It commenced production in 19M.
-Government of India PTeBB, KOTatty (Kerata)
1.16. This press has been planned as a forms press to meet the
requirements of indentors in the southern region. It went into
partial prodUction in October, 1966. Supply of fast running rotaries
is awaited to put the press into full production. Government of Ind:a Press, Santragachi
1.17. The building occupied by the Government of India Press,
Hastings Street, Calcutta was considered as unfit for continued use
:10r factory purposes by the Central Public Works Department and
'removal of heavy machinery from the first and second floors of the
'building was urged by them in 1956. For setting up a self-contained
unit for envelope-making and manufacutre of D.O. stationery .•
"number of machines relating to this work was shifted from the
.Hu~tings Street press to the erstwhile DGMP Depot buildings at
Santragachi which were at that time available. In addition to this,
a number of lino machines and printing machines relating to the
printing of patent specifications and similar jobs were also transferred to Santragachi. With this eqUipment, a branch unit of the
Government of India Press, Hastings Street, Calcutta, started functioning at Santragachi in 1958-59. Subsequently, all new machinery
purchased for the Government of India Press, Hastings Street, Calcutta by way of addition and/or replacement were of AC specifica.
tions and were instar ed at Santragachi as a transitional move for
.ultimate, transfer of this press to Santragachi.
1.18. In 1958, as accommodation at Temple Street press for setting up 12 rotaries was n(j)t ready when the machines arrived, these
"Were iBstalled at Santragachi. In 1961 a decision was taken that thn
12 rotaries installed at Santragachi should be retained and run there.
IThe following two units thus started functioning atSantraeachl:
(1) A branch of the Government of India Prell, Hastings

,5
Street, Calcutta. mainly CO'Deemed with tile prlntiJll of
patent specifications and the manufacture of ));0.' .Ad
other stationery including envelopes; and
(if) A rotary unit as a branch of the Government of india
Press, Temple Street. Calcutta.
With effect from April 1, 1963 these two units were amalg:1ma!ed and
were placed under the charge of a Manager as an Independent unlt.
Government C1f India Press, Ring Road, New Delhi
1.19. The foundation stone of this press, which is the fourteenth
in the chain of government presses in the country, waf laid in December, 1954. With the building nearing completion and arrival of
most of the printing and binding machines, the press Is now Icbeduled to start functioning before the end of 1968-69.
Rc!iting of the Government Of India PTesB, Hasting, Street, Calcutta
at Santragachi
1.20. The work on this project was started in 1963 and it il Ukel,.
10 be completed by July 1969, when the Hastings Street press w1ll
be shifted to its new building at Santragachi.
TI.?;ct Book Presses at MYlore, Chandigarh and Bhubanesh..cCZT
1.21. As a part of the. scheme to provide text books under the
compulsory primary education scheme, these three presses are beinl
estabUshed with machinery gifted by the Federal Republic of Germany for printing school books and other educational literature 1n.
regional languages. These presses are a Plan project of the Ministry of Education and will be under the administrative control of the
Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery in accordance with the
principle of centralised printing in the printing and stationery
organization.
Government of India Forma Store, Calcutta
1.22. This organization is also under the charge of the Manftlo!er,
Government of India Press, Temple Street, Calc:utta, assisted by •
non-technical Assistant Manager. This forms store is engaged ill
the stocking and distribution of civil and military forms.
Outside Printing Organization, Calcutta
1.23. This is a small organization under the charge of an Assistan'
Controller and is engaged main"y on the farming out of P. & T.
forms under triennial contracts and Dverflow of work in Calcutta.
(iii) OrgaDizatioDal Set·up
1.24. The Printing and Stationery Department has been under the
administrative control of different Ministries at different times. At
present, it is under the control of the Ministry of Health .and Family
Planning and Works Housing and Urban Development.

!!,

,L25, '~e~ headquarters office Of the Prih'tin~and' Statione'fy Deprinting
wing. The Printing and Stationery Department was placed under
itlle~ chllrge of a Chief Controller ot Printing and Stat~onerv towards
the end of 1955. From 1963 his; post has been upgraded t~ the level
" ,o~ ttte po::;t of a,J-oint· Secretary to Governmeht of India. The
";Po,~sibility for supply, of stationery' stores is vested with the Go,;eril.
, ment of India S,tationery Office, Calcutta under the charge ofa Controller of Stationery. The Chief Controller of Printing and Station.f' ery' is a33isted' on all' technical matters relating to, p~inting by the
"Cantreller of Printing and a Project Officer (in charge of projects for
: setting lrp of new presses). In addition, the headquarters offire:is
':comtituted with two Deputy Controllers under the Controller, of
Printing. In administrative matters and in matte,rs of labour-man: agem'ent relatiohs in the Government of India presses and other nonindustrial organizatLms under the control of the Department, the
',Chief Controller is assisted by the Controller of Administration and
l :a·Deputy.controllcrs (Administration).*
.

:i;;,

i p~rbAen~ is an, integrated office and there is no, separate

res-

1.26. The Department has on the printing side, 14 Government of
India' Presses, an Outside Printing Organization, and a Forms Store.
1.27. There atc 10,364 industrial and 1872 non-industrial employees
'
,;in the Government of India presses as on 31st March, 1968.
(iv) Functions
1.2n. The Printing and Stationery Department functioning 8.
'service organization 'attending to the printing requirements of both
· the Houses of Parliament, various Ministries and Departments of the
Government of India and the Union Territory Administrations. It
\'u'ndertakes 'ihe~ printing of the official gazette, Acts, reports, eocles,
budget papers and other se~re,t wO:k etc. ~e .De~artment is also
responsible for arranging the printmg and dIstributIOn of all kinds
· of publicati'OJl.s and forms required by Defence, Posts and Telegraphs
· and Civil Departments, etc.

*At the ti~e of factual verification, the Mini~try have stated .as
under:
)
. "~e Printing Wing of the Headquarters Office on the technical
: ,ide now consists of:,
. (1) Controller of Printing-Two
(ii) Project Officer (Printing)-One
(iii) Manager Grade I-One
' .
('rhls, post has been created in the Project Cell to accelera~e
, the setting up of the three text book presses at MYSON,.
"
:ah~bant!shwar and Chandigarh.) ,
(iv) DePuty·Controller (Printing)-Four."
----------------~~-

7
1.29. Requisitions for printing from different Ministries and Departments of the Government of India are generally received in the
office of the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery and a-]ocated to the different presses by the Controller of Printing/Deputy
Controller of Printing. Jobs, for which special- authorisation has
been given, however,' go directly to the pre3ses. -

1.30. The Government of India presses h~ve been set up keeping
in view the l?road classification of work. For instance,' the Government of India Pre,s at New Delhi has been specially desigried for'
printing of some parts of the official gazette, Parliament work, budget .
papers and top-secret work of the Government of India, while the
GOvernment of India Press at Aligarh is mostly engaged in printing'
of P. & T. forms.
1.31. Where jobs cannot be execUted through the Government of
India presses either for want of equipment or for want of capacity, .
they are farmed out to private presses. In certain cases, the Depart- .
ments are given powers to farm out work themselves and are given
advice regarding drawing up of specifications, forms of quotations,
etc. The rates obtained by them are scrutinised and approved by the
Printing and Stationery Department who are also responsib't>. fel1'
cheCking and countersigning bills for such jobs.
1.32. This department also renders technical advice to various
Ministries as also the State Governm-ents in matters 'relating to':P~"
curement and setting up of machinery and equipment for printing
presses. Technical officers of this department are associated with
the various committees of the Indian Standards Institution, the Chief
Controller of Imports and Exports, the. Ministry. of Commerce for
import of printing machines, the Ministry of Education on technical'
educatio..'l and text book printing, the Ministry of Labour and Employment for training schemes and the Ministry of Industrial Deve-'
lopment and Company Mairs on development of printing machinery
etc.
1.83. While priCing, stocking dis:tribution and sale of official publications are made through the. Manager of Pub'ications, Delhi, standard civil and military forms a~e printed and stocked by the Mana- ~
ger, Government of India Forms Stores and Press, Calcutta and dilltrlbuted to various indentors all over the country on receipt of their
lrldents.
.
"

1.34. All printing work of the, Government of India is ~ntrali~ .
in the Printing and Stationery Depa1'tlTl:lenf and printinr' at private
p;e~es by the departments theJPselv:~ isprohibited,e.x;cept with the
P#or . approv111 of the Chi~f. .controller. of ,Printing $I,l~ ,.Statj~eI'Y.~.
The object of centralisation is to ensure economical production and
to give the government departments an efficient technical service.

CIIAPTER D

METHOD OF EXECUTION
(i) Control aDd Supervision

2.1. The volume of government printing has shown a very steep-

rise after Independence due to the expanding activities in at ficldg,

particularly developmental, educational and social. Before Independence, the Department was almost exclusively responsible for'
the fOImlUlation of policy and regu'atbn of government prinl1ng.
With several departments having set up their organisation for planning their printing requirements, this exclusive character of the
Printing and Stationery Department in matters of gove.rnment printing has undergone a change and has resulted in considerable reduction of control of this department on matters of Government's printing work.

Prj,nting Indentors
2.2. The Committee have been informed by the Ministry in a
written note that the Printing and Stationery Department Pore attendin~ to three kinds of indentors for stationery, forms and printnOD-plying indentors, paying indentors (by book-debit) an'ct
cash-paying indentors.

m" •

2.3. Most of the civil departments are non-paying indentors. They
do not provide funds in their own budget for stationery and printing,
this being provided for by the Printing and Stationery Department.
For local purchase of stationary and for private printing of small
yaIue, budget provision under "contingencies" is, however, made by
the indenting department!!, in their own budget.

2.4. Requisitions for all printing work are placed by the indentors on the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery who is to'
decide whether these should be printed through one of the Government of India Presses or are to be farmed out to private Presses,
depending on the type of work involved. the load obtaining at the
time at the Government of India presses-the object being to get the
jobs executed within the time scheduled laid down by the indenUn•..
departments.

Volume of

~mment

prin.tin.g

2.5. The' Committee' have been that in 194'7-48 the Government'
of. J'Ddia
produced 2.80 lakh Pages and consumed' 3.61-0.'
. pressel
.
" .

8

.

t

Srltlsb ton.. qt paper. The volume of work dane' by theR preIS_
diiiiDg the three years ending 1967.88 has been the folIow!ng:Year

No. of

._-------

pages

Sheet
Paper'
impressions consumed'

[akh

crore.

Metric
tonnes

[4'66

77'08

14,665

[3'69'

75'9 1

14,3 14'

I3' lb

81'37 (not avail:'"
able so far)

2.6. In a note the Ministry have infonned the Committee that it
has not been possible for them to furnish any indication about theanticipated load for the year 1968-69, as no such forecast have been'
received by them from indentors.
2.7. In terms of expenditure, the following figures have b~en furnished by the Ministry to indicate the volurM' of work aone durillg'
the three years ending 1965-66, which included the cost of paper...
direct payment to workers and all types of overhead' charges:
1963-64

Rs.

1964-65

Rs. 6.48 crores

1965-68

Its. 6:53 crores

5~64

crores

As the audited figures in respect of 1966-67 (or the' pres!les have tlOe
beenrecelved so far; it has not been, possibie far the Ministry to furnish the figures pertaining to that year.

2.B. According' 'to an analysis carried out by the Ministry•. 20 pe~
~t of the .above figures represents the value of printing work done

fo.r the defenee services while 30 to 35 per cent represents the valuS'
of work done for ,the p, & T. Department--tbeybein, thelar~
unile indflltora. .'
'.
..

10
r,r.

~.9 ..The <;o~x:nittee h!lve b~e~ fur~ish.ed .witA.the fol~~'Ving ~ta
'ituUcatmg the expenditure and the value of work dOne in the Govern~'
-mentof India presses' dUring the period 1960-6i ',to 1964-65: - "
,
-----.~----

..- - . - - - -

Expenjiture . VaJ.ue of work
done (including
CO~[ of paper
etc.)
-

__

I"'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • • • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . - _ - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Rs.

Rs.

"I <}60-6 1

1,98,25,896

4,00,23,435

'1961-62

2,06,88,8c:a

4,3S,OS,8~o

·1(}62-63

~97,56,68S

19 53-64

2,50,44,638

1964-65

3,04,93,786

5,63.89,968

------- - ,--'-'-

.' 2.10. Explaining the method of caiculation of the value of work.
,done by the Government of India presses, it has been ~tated by the
;l4inistry in a written note that the Government of India presses
work on no-profit no-loss basis and as such the value 01 '\1X)rk done
,by each press as shown in the above statement represents more or
Jess the expenditure incurred for the purpose includinlt cost of
'lRlper, binding' materials etc. whi('h are' not exhibited al; e,,-penditure
,by each pr.ess.
2.11. The increase in the value ot work done during 1964-65 as
.compared with the previous years has been due to increase in the
value of work in all presses (with the exception of the Go\'ernment
,of India presses at Simla and Gangtok) brought about through more
input, better outturn and gradual expansion of certain Government
of India pr~sses to meet the increased demam:l for printing. Com'parative fall in value of work done in the presses at 'Simla and
'Gangtok during this year was due to less, expenditure 'CD accoun~ of,
~ight etc., in the case.ctf the press lit Simla and less supplies of
paper in the press at Gan'gtok.
2.12. A statement showing the valUe of work don~ by the Govern-

~ent of India presses for various non-~aying aridpayingdep~-.

'ments!oftices " of the Government of India. Budget head~w1se. and'
-cash-paying bodies during ~9,64-65 as ,c~mpared witlithe previOUS
year, as fUrnished by the Mhiistty is reproC:hlced below. . The, ~

11
01 paperJ bindbl,g,materlals and- freight charges, etc. have also beeD
included in the ~es to indicate the actual c'ost of work done for
those departments10ffices/other bodies.

---_.--_._-,-,----

Broad head of Account

(I)
-.;,;-----

-----------

- - - - ------,._---'--Rs.
Ri.

(a) FREE PRINTING
I. Customs
2. Union Excise Duties
4. Taxes on Income other than Corporation
Tax
5. Estate DutY
6. Taxes on wealth
9. Land Revenue
10. Taxes on Vehicles
12. Sales Tax
13. Other Taxes and Duties
i 5. Registration Fees
, 18 .. Parliament a"d 'State Legislatures
19: General Administration.
.'20. Audit
2 I. Administration of Justice
· 22. Jails
'2,3. Police
'24. External Affairs
· 25. SUPQli~ and Disposals.
26. Miscellaneous Departments
27. Scientific Departments
"28. Education
: ~9. Medical
30. Public Health
'31. Agriculture,.
. 32. Rural Development
• 3'3; Animal Hu&bandty
'34. Co-operation .
, 35. Industries
36; Broadcasting
'37. ,Commu'lity D: ...elo,me~t Projects

.'

• 1,82,001
' 3,09,427
.
,
, 16,03,950
, 2,891
4,552
39
579
231741
1,11,550
II3
7,55,53 6
72 ,25,213
24,63,010
79,042
5,900
1,75,378
6,34,~82

4,3 6;83 2
23;2.0,025
5,37,690
5,12,444
4,13,879'
2,30,630
3,20,(;76
8,837

411
, 3,21"8
.2,2.4,331
II,73,43S

, S3,94 i ," .

--------~-----

25,28,9~S
4,4~3

9,561
45

1,096

7 2 ,069
3,5 8,333

-

,9,08,79 1
70,98,3 66
22,97,439
1,44,247
13,760
3,60,824
5,59,444
2,64,64'
3,66,944;
7,94,5 2 3
5~38,924
4)94;~4

'5,19,(r/7
4,62.,840

402

,. 7;998

17,119
9,12,100

12,03,341
78;~

12
(I)

31.

Labour and Employment
J9. Miscellaneous Social Service OrgaDilation
40. Capital outlay on Industrial Development •
.,,; Multipurpose River Scheme
43. Irrigation, Navigation
SO. Public
Worb
I
53. Ports and Pilotage
54. Mercantile Marine
Light houses and Lightships .
56. Aviation
57. Road & Water Transport Schemes •
63.. Currency end Coinage .

ss.

(2)

(3)

RI.

Rs.

36,5 0 5

1,52,745

5,37,83 1 .

5,69,26()

48
1>48,220
8,37,640
12,440
12,349
72 5
1,23,184
144,654
14,013
35,248
20,52,722
20,989
14>40 3
.7,86,15 1

1,39()
1,50,233
19,:n,22416,102
9,298-

166,5 18

96,989
3 1,93g
144,686
179,098
27,64,361
17,431
,15,191
30 ,44,221
15,201
1,01,396-

14,353

2,335

2>44.61,7°5

2,88>47,432

4. Taxes on Income other than ColToratiO:1 Tax 75 1
1,763
IS. Registration Fees

7,tJ9S

~.

Mint.

68. Stationery & Printing
6Q. Opium

10.

Forest
11. Miscellaneous
14. Grants-In-aid to State Govtl.
79. Defence Services
roB. Capital Outlay on Dandakaranya.
Development Scheme •
no. Capital Outlay on Porta
TOTAr.-(a)

"9-

(I) PRINTING ON BOOK DBBIT :

is.

19.

24.

Parliament and State Legislatures .
General Administration
Enema! Affairs 'NEFA'
Miscellaneous Departments
Scientific Departmentl .
Education •

26.
'1,7.
28.
'1,9. Medical
30. Public Health

16>47,237

303
14,53,015
16,731
55,375
6,00,8234,02 [
63,223-
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------------------------------31. Agriculture
33. Animal Husbandry
35. Industries .
36. Broadcasting
3,8. Labour and Employment
39. MisCellaneous Social Service Organisation
5 I. Bombay Development Scheme
Ports and Pilotage
'So Lighthouses and Lightships
70. Forests
71. Miscellaneous
73--,6. Contribution and Misc. Adjustments
79-82. Defence Services
13-89. Railways
90. Posts and Telegraphs
1 [3. Capital Outlay on Public Works
124. Capital outlay on Schemes of Govt.
Trading

n.

TOTAL:

RI.

2,62,417
1,379
54,943
14,124

Ra.

1,94,4Oj
1,7SP

,,6S,
84,_
1.. [8,5

1,12,348
[3,095
8,2[S
563
12[

3,28,045
127,100
1,14,19,519
2,34.330
I,73,94~18

1,64,33~

11,0:11

1,20,84,36 1
2,36,~

2,OIA9,S~

2,M

(b)

(c) PRINTING ON CASH PAYMENT:

71. Miscellaneous
TOTAL:

TOTAL:

(c)

(a)+(b)+(c)

2.13. The Committee note from the statement

,-ean 1963-64

t_

showm. the val..

et printing work done in Government of India Presses during

and 1964-65 that although there has been IOJDe red....
tioG in the value of the work done in respect of eertafD heads ~
aecou.nts, there has been a Vfty sharp increase in respect of lIOIDe ~
the items e.g. 'Taxes on ineome other than Corporatloll tar, 'otlaer
times aDd duties', 'Administration of Justlee', 'Police', 'PubUe BeaItIa',
'IIldustries', 'Labour and Employment', 'Public Work', 'CarreIIc,. ....
CoiDage', 'Mint' and 'Miscellaneous' under free printing. The eo.
mittee ~rest that the Ministry should analyse the causes of tM

14
.h~ Increase In the value of printing work in consultation with the
MhUStrles concerned and take up with them the question of taldng
IDeasuresto effect eeonomy in the printing work in the Government
of Wia al far as possible.

l

2.14. The Committee further suggest that the Ministry should
_tinue to analyse the causes of sharp rise in expenditure on parttOitIar·ltems every year and take it up with the Ministries/Depart_ats concerned sO that an overall watch is kept to avoid unneces18ry. expenditure on printing. They regret that· there is no such
~all conbol in existence at present.
I

.

. 2.15. In a written note, the Committee have been informed by the
Ministry that quite apart from the enormous increase in thE prlnt~ng ;work other than forms, the increase in work on the account of
D.O. stationery, postal forms, civil and military forms ha.s also been

heavy.

.

'.

2.16. When asked to indicate the quantum of printing work on
Iorms for the various Ministries and Departments (Ministl'y-wise)
during the last three years, the. Ministry. have informed thE' CommitMe.in a written note that it is not possible for ·them to furnish
ftgures Ministry-wise, because the accoun~ing s'ystem in thE' GovernfnEmt of India presses does not provide for such a classificaticm. The
method for accounting for Jobs printed for variqus Ministries and
Departments is to debit the cost as and when it is incurred to the
'elev84t overheads. The statement of expenditure booked at the
end of the year will on'y show the total nronetary value of the work
~o.he' for Ministries and Departments of the Government of India
for all types of jobs.
2.17. While the Government of India Forms Store Calcutta. is the
S~~B:~~.ljlp0l'!: that stocks and distributes. ciyil an~ milit~ry for~s to
vanoU$ indentors, postal forms, as and when prmted. either by (he
"'Government of India presses· by private pr~s£es, are despa~ch~d
~~~e:~tf~":~o·~sial ~tock depots. Moreover, a tlurnb~r of. ~on.-sta:rid.~~d
J.or~~ _aJ:'~ printed in the various. Governme~~. ~f In~a Pr~s~~s .,~~r
;~istQes ~nd Departments in the Government of tndI~.N~it~er,a:~y
.account of. the total number of such forms nor the cost in. respec.t'p f
~.e~ch . the~e items is shown in. the accounts ma~ntaitled by ~e
~r'e$~es," The following details have only beeu·furnished iothe CoP;l......~it~
~o indicate t;he
overall quantum
of D.O ..stationef)', ~etterhea4s
,"
.
.
.
..

or

ol

,'

,',.'

-

.

'

'JS

and forms printed for all the Ministries and Departments of the Go,...
ernment of Indta:-

----_.. _-------------------

Year

In Government
Presses

In Private Presses

----------------. -

49' 27 crores sheet
impressions.

166· 48 crores page
impressions,

45 '02 crores sheet
imr,ressions.

57'31 crores page:'

50' 98 crores sheet
impressions.

48'81 crores page
iinpressions.

impression..

2.18. Asked to indicate the figures of sheet impresslflns in terms
of page impressions for purposes of comparison, the Mfnistry haw
furnished a written note to the Committee, in which it is stated:-

0'

"Presumably, the Committee would like to have an idea
the comparative volumes of work done in Governmen.
of India presses and in private presses. While, for com.
parifon, a common denominator is nesessary, the numbe,
€If sheet impressions cannot, with any degree of apprO,.
ximation, be converted into' page impressions since tilt
number of pages covered by a sheet impression varlet
widely from job to job. The numbers of jobs and thelt
monetary values can, however, be compared. The information for 1964-65 is given below in a tabulated form:No. of items

Value of

jobs done
in rupees

Jobs done by Ministries/Departments for which approval of rates has been given.
.
.
• 1280

65 '41 Lakh.

Jobs pertaining to Director of Advertising and Visual
Publicity
.
.
'.
.
.
,
. 236

26'09 Lalth.

Printing jobs done by Headquarters Office (Chief
Controller of Printing and Stationery) and Assistant
Controller Outside Printing, Calcutta through private pt,esses

30' 48

Lubs

----------------------------------------
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No of Items

"orks got d.one through the State Government presaea
Value of work done through outside agencies .
of work done in Government of India presses exduding papet and binding material.
.
,

~a1ue

Valt!e of jobs done
in rurees

9'99Lakhs
131 '97

LakJ:w

305 •00 Lakh.

From the above it will be found that the total value of
about Rs. 132 lakhs on printing done through outside
agencies represents 30 to 31 per cent ot the total value of
lVork done both through outside agencies and the Government of India presses. Audited figures of only upto 19MISS are available."
1.1•• The Committee note that the Ministry are compiling figarea

ahut the volume of printing jobs turned out in Government of India

.reSHS in terms of sheet impressions whereas in resperi of similar
Jobs farmed out to private presses the ftgures are compiled in terms
.. ~e Impressions. It has been contended by the Ministry thRt for
~es of comparison, the production in these two sedors' cannot
t.e converted into a common denominator with any degree of appr..
zm.tion. The Committee fail to understand however. why statistie.
for ),oth the seriors caDDot be maintained on identical stRndal'ds. ..
these circumstances they do not know as to how far the comparative
t,ures of the value of jobs done in the Government of India Pres...
• ad of the jobs ,ot executed through private Presses are reali.tle.
2.20. The Committee relret to note that neither any £r.(.·ount .f
the total number of non-standard forms nOr the cost in respt"ct of
these items is maintained by the Presses. As matters stand, no1MMIy now knows about the expenditure incurred by Governm~nt d
India in printing the ciw, military and postal forma annually. This
.tllation should therefore, be remedied early,
DCm4ftd,s fOT

P. & T. forms

2.21. The Ministry have informed the Committee in a v.ritten note
that one of the biggest indentors is the Posts and T€'legraphs De,artment. According to the information furnished to the Committee the P. & T. Department would require about 16,200 tonnes of
:hl'M!l ley the end of Fourth Plan-14,OOO tonnes of essential forma
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.and 1800 tonne! for non-essential forms. Their requirement of esBeJ'
tia! forms for the year 1966-67 was 11,800 tonnes. As against thill,
the Printing and Stationery Department have been able to give abo1lt
60 per cent satisfaction to the P. & T. Department both through tlw
Government of India presses and through private press~.
2.22. According to a study of the requirements of the P. & T. n.partment conducted by the Printing and Stationery Department,
their requirements of foI'IDil came to 20,788 tonnes of paper. Basel
'On the study made and on discussions with the P. & T. Departm.
the Printing and §t&tionery Department have come to the follpWinl
.conclusions:
"(I) beginnin'g from 1943, the Printing and Stationery Depu\ment have not been able to satisfy the requirement of tbe
P. & T. Department and their dissatisfaction is on the Sa-

crease;
(Ii) 831 essential forms studied fall into 13 technical groUlll,;
(iii) these 13 technical groups can be categorised

.

under i
different types of work, each type requiring 8 productial
plan and 8 system of its own. The number of iterDI ",
forms under each type is shown 'in the table below:

Technical Group
No.

No. of
items

Percentage

involved

total

58, 72 mainly printing

3-4

5-9
Itj-I2

22' 26

4S

printing and simple binding

S •42 printing and complex bindinc
5 . 06 specialised machinery

multi-operational in charact...
including numbering, involYing specialised machineflY ....
equipment.
100'00 TOTAL

(iv) A low degree of satisfaction exists in respect of item.
falling under Technical Group Nos. 4-13 in the reverie
order, the lowest satisfaction being in Group No. 13. ThI.
group comprises forms which are relatively the most important ones both from the points of view of public sattafaction and its revenue earnings.
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f'Recently, the P. & T. De~rtment has come out with a proposal
for opening of a departmental press to cover the huge deficiency.
In this proposal, it has been stated by the Department that 60 crores
'of various types nf numbered receipts would be required
out of which the Government of India. presses, according to
their assessment, are in a position to supply only 30 crores .
.Another area in which there is a huge gap between the
demand and capacity is in
respect of tag
labels.
The
demand of this item is 25 crores at present which would rise to 38
erores by the end of the Fourth Plan.
"The available printing capacity in the Government of India
presses, on the other hand, is 10 crores only and this would fall short
-Of requirement by 28 crores."
2.23. It has been stated that the Printing and Staticnery Department arrange for printing of 831 essential forms as ap.ainst the 2000
. types require.d by P. & T. Department. These forms are by and
-large printed in the Government of India presses at Aligarh, Nasik
. and Calcutta. In the Calcutta region, the jobs which cannot be undertaken by the Government presses for want of capacity arc farmed
uut to private presses against running rate contract,s, while at Aligarh
and Nasik, the work is executed in the Government pre:sses at those
places.
2.24. As stated by the Ministry the Government of Iudia presses
at Aligarh and Temple Stree.t, Calcutta receive the work direct from
P. & T. Forms Store. The value of work done by these presses during
1964-65, 1965-66 and 1966-67 has been indicated as under:
I964-65

Rs.
(i) Government of India Press,

Aligarh.

.

.

I 965-66

Rs.

1966-67

Rs.

.

106>49,497

97,22,827

98,26,522

, (ii) Government of India Press,
Temple Street, Calcutta .

72,95,844

7 1 ,61,000

67,21,780

2.25. When asked to indicate the procedure for distribution of the
PiT forms which are mostly printed by the Government of India
preu, Aligarh, the Ministry have informed the Committee in a
written note that the Aligarh Press makes over the printed forms
to the Superintendent in charge of the Postal Depot which is under
administrative control of the P&T Department. The Superintendent
mcks and distributes these forms to his various indentors. The
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·(lovemment of India presses at NasUt, Calcutta and Koratti delivu
in bulk to the Postal Stores Depots at Nasik, Calcutta and Madru"
.for retail distribution to P&T indentors in the respective regions.
2.26. The Committee have been informed by the Mini£try in a written note that to meet the shortage of essential P. & T. forms
on account of non-supplY or short supply by the Goverll"ment of India presses the heads of P. & T. Circle:" have
been permitted to get their four months' reqUirements printed locallyon each occasion. The power is limited to Rs. 7.500 for each form
and each occasion. These powers are exercised by {hem after the
Superintenqent of the Postal Stocks Depots concerned has certified
that the forms are not available and that the Government presses
are not ina position to supply the requirements in time. Powel'8
have also been delegated to the heads of P. & T.circles to the extent
of Rs. 500 for the local printing of publications and other non-standard forms and Rs. 5,000 for local printing of non-essential P. & T.
standard forms. The powers are exercisable in respect of each
form/publication on each occasion, subject to funds being available
in the budget proviSion.
2.27. When asked to indicate whether the reasons for non-supply
or short supply of P. & T. forms by Government presses have been
investigated and proper remedial action taken, the Ministry have
informed the Committee in a written note that out of ahout 2,000
types of forms in use in the P. & T. Department, only 831 have been
treated as 'essential' and these are being printed in the government
presses. The rest are known as 'non-essential' forms and are got
printed by the Heads of Circles of P. & T. through private printers
as these are generally required in smaller numbers for local use by
the different heads of circles and as the capacity in the Government
presses is not adequate even to print all the essential forms. It
may he noted, however, that in the terrru: of tonnage the non-essential
forms represent only 11 per cent of the total tonnage whereas the
essential forms represent 89 per cent. The reasons for non-supply is
in~ufficient capacity to match the demands.
2.28. Owing to the tight foreign exchange position, this Ministry
could not get the necessary allocation from free resources for the
essential machines and even in the case of the Government press at
Koratty, the Ministry of Finance wanted a technical delegation to
be sent to investigate the feasibility of getting from East European
countries machines which thev had hitherto been purchasing from
the United Kingdom. The de;e.gation have since reported that most
of these specialised item~ of machines are' not being manufactured
by the East European countries and have necessarily to be imported
from free resources areas. An allocation of foreign exchange to th~
extent of Rs. 14 lakhs from free resources areas has recently been
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made available to this department and this is going to be utilised for
the procurement of tag-label making machines. The question of further release of foreign exchange for the remaining specialised machines is under consideration of Government.

2.29. In reply to a question whether this printing of P. & T. forml
locally through private presses lead to any economy. the Ministry
has stated that since the. forms which the Government of India pres88I
are unable to print owing to lack of capacity, have to be prInted
locally and the printing in private presses is entrusted on the bas1tJ
-of competitive tender, it can be said that it is the best that can be
.done under the circumstances.
2.30. When asked to elaborate on the magnitude of shortage 1D
-capacity for printing of P. & T. forms, the representativp. of the Ministry has informed the Committee during evidence:

"In the case of P. & T., there are certain items which require
special machines like tag·label making, certain types of
receipt books, etc. We have not got enough machines ill
our presses for these items. Even assuming that we gift
private orders to the extent they (the private sector) co
do on their own machines, that together with our OWB
capacity in our presses will not be able to meet the requirements."
2.31. When aske.d. to indicate whether there are any pending proposals for any Ministry setting up their own presses. the representative of the Ministry has informed the Committee during evidence
that the P. & T. Department have taken up the case of having their
-own press at the Cabinet level. Questioned about the reaction of
this Ministry in the matter, the representative has informed the
Committee during evidence:
.. <.

"If small presses are started by some departments, there will
not be prospects for promotion for the staft'. The pay
scales will be different."

•

•

•

•

•

"That is from the human angle, but the main thing, is, efficiency can increase only if these presses are placed under
a central authority which is supposed to be an expert
authority."
2.32. The Committee feel perturbed to note that the Government
pressel will be able to make only 30 crores of various types of num·
bered receipts out of 60 crores required by the P. & T. DepartmeRt
and with regard to tag lebels, the Government press capacity fall.
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1Ihort by Z8 crores. As per indications given, this gRp wilt not he
bridged mainly owing to msuJBeient capaeity to match the demu•.
2.33. The Committee note that foreign exchange to the extent of
. . 14 lakhs from free resources areas has reeently been made available to the Printing and Stationery Department for the procurement
of tag-label making machines for the Govermnent of India Press.
Koratty, which has been designed specially for printing of forms. .A.
ngards release of foreign exchamge for the remaining specialiiel
machines, the Committee would like the Government to come to . .
early deeision in the matter in view of the great shortfall in the rapacity to meet the demands of the forms.
2.M. What, however, pas.8es the comprehension of the Committee
is when the Ministry could not get the n8eeSSBry allocation from free
Fesourees for the essential machines, bow the requirements of foreip
J'esources for the P. & T. Press proposed to he set up by the P." T.
Department will be met. Moreover, in their opinion D decision haa
to be taken as to whether it will be advisable to allow separate preese to be set up by individual Ministries/Departments or whether aD
tbe presses have to be set up under a centralised control which II
8upposed to be an expert authority. Therefore, before any decisloa
is finally taken with regard to the proposal of the P. & T. Department
lor setting up their own press, a decision with regard to overall policy
in this matter should be taken.
2.35. The Committee recommended in this connection that ftrIIl
estimates of future demand for printing of P. & T. forms should H
prepared in consultation with the Department concerned and after
taking the overall position in respect of the demand for printing an.
eapacity available with Government and the private agencies, proposals for expansion of existing Government presses and/or setting up
of new ones should be put up for consideration by the proper authorities.
2.38. At the same time the Committee would like to impress upoa

the Ministry of Health and Family Planning and Works, Bousinr
and Urban Development the necessity to streamline the central printing organisation in such a manner as to ensure that tbe indentin&
Ministries/Departments can be assured of 8 dependable, economical,
efficient and quick printing service of standard quality compara~le
to the best standards of jobs obtained in more advanced countrIes.

Private Printing by Printing and Stationery Departmenr:
2.37. The Ministry have indicated that the demand for Government printing in Hindi and in English has been increasing ste.adil,.
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'and the gap between the capacity available in the Government pr~s..
es and the demand has steadily widened. The Presidential Order of
1960 for the progressive use of Hindi has resulted in an enormous
incr~ase in demand for Hindi printing. On account of paucity of
forelgn exchange and the general financial stringency in the coun-try, the programme of expansion particularly that relatiag to the
setting up of new units could not be implemented. The result is
-that the policy of cutting down expenditure on outside printing has
to be modified and the spill-over of the work which the Goverrurient
'presses cannot undertake had to be increasingly farmed out to private presses.

2.38. In a written note, the Ministrv have further informed that
the increase 'in Hindi printing has be~n particularly heavy of late.
As against the anticipated demand of 1000 pages a d'lY in the Delhi
complex, the available capacity does not even cover 30 per cent of
the total demand. Imttnediate measures. like setting up of IBM
Units. addition of capacity in the Ring Road press, will only be able
:to take care of a load of 560 pages in all, leaving a gap of 440 pages.
It has. therefore. become necessarv to farm out large quantities of
Hindi work. including transla,ted versions of Parliament debates.
Printing and Stationery Department have so far farmed out to printers outside Delhi 38.210 pages of· Rajya Sabha debates and 57,020
pages of Lok Sabha debates. These translated versions will continue
to be printed through outside printers until the Government ~f India
presses are themselves expanded for handling a larger volume of
Hindi work.
2.39. The second largest deficiency is in respect of printing of
postal forms, which has already been dealt with in an earlier section.

2.40. A statement showing the break-up of the jobs farmed out by
the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery and the Assistant
Controller, Out!"ide Printing, Calcutta during the years 1963-64 to
1967-68 (except for the years 1963-64 and 1964-65, for which the records are stated to be lying in the Court in connection with a criminal
case) as furnishe.d for information of the Committee is appended
(Appendix J). The actual expenditure figures shown in this statement do not include figures in respect of some of the jobs executed
by certain Ministries and Departments etc. which have been dele~at
ed certain powers as to the rates within which they are empowered
to get the printing done without obtaining prior approval of thtt
Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery.
2.41. From the figures given in Appendix I the Committee note
that although there was a faU in the value of jobs fanned out by the
headquarters office of the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery

Zl
anel the Assistant ControUer (Outside Printing), Calcutta in 1966-67
as compared to L965-66, tbere was a· sba~p increase in th., value 01
jobs farmed out during 1967·68 as compared to the earlier two years.
The Committee also note that the figilres of expenditure a~ shown in
tbe Appendix do not include the figures in resp~f!t of some of the
jobs executed by some Ministries and Departments wbic11 have been
delegated certain powers to get their emergent printing jobs exeeut.
·ed without obtaining prior approval of the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery. Therefore, these statistics also are incomplete
and show lack of centralised oontrol. .
. ,2.42. The Committe~ would like to impress upon Government that
a system should he evolved and consistently followed by the jnde1;lt,.
ing' Ministries and Departments of reporting all printing jobs got
\!xecuted departmentally under their own powers, so that the over~
turn of printing jobs annually got exeCuted by all the Governinental
departments put together is available with the Chief Controller of
Printing and Stationery.
.2.'3. The Committee note that the demand for printing on the
Government of India presses is for outpacing their existing capaclty
and therefore work has to be farmed out to private pres:;c,". In their
opinion the· Ministry should review· this ·..spect . from all angles in
order to find out if it would not he prudent and economical to pnme
the printing requir'Cments of Government of India to the extent possible for which serious efforts could be made.
(ii) C();ntrol over excessive in dentin,:

2.44;. In a written note the Ministry have informed the Committee that to prevent overindenting by Minlstries/I)epartments, no
requisition for printing of publications/forms is entertained by the
Printing arid Stationery Department unless the essentiality for printing is certified by an officer of the rank of Joint Secretarv or the
head of a depat1ment, as the case may be. Apart from this, all proposals for bringing out new periodicals and publications of a regular
. nature are scrutinised to bv a Screening Committee consisting nf
four secretaries to the Government 6f IIidia, assisted by the Chipf
Controller of Printing and Stationery.

. .Screening Committee
2.45. While considerinl! the proposals for bringing out of new
periodicals and publications of a regular nature the Screening Committee meticulously examines the matter on the basis of the ~uRt1·
fu:ation furnished by the Department con~erned ~o see. if it is absolutely essential tohTine out the periodical. The Screening Committee also makes sure that the size· of the publication and the number
-of c9pies. to ~e ~rbited are not more thari :required.
'

U
2.46. The Conunittee have been informed that this Screening-

Commi~ ha.c; been reconstituted as under:

(i) Secretary, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting:
(ii) Secretary, Ministry of Finance;
(iii) Secretary, Ministry of Works. Housing and Supply:

(iv) Secretary, Ministry of Industrial Development; and
(v) Secretary to the Prime Minister.
2.47. The Director, Publications Division. New Delhi is the convener of this new Committee. The Chief Controller of Printing IIllcl
Stationery is invited to the meetings of the Screening Committee.
2.48. The Committee desired information about the number anct
!WIle. of new periodicals and publications of regular nature which
were cleared by the Screening Committee during 1963-64 to 1967-68.
In reply, the Ministry have furnished the names of the following
periodicals and publications of regular nature cleared by the ScreenIng Committee:
Li8t of publications and periodicals of regular nature cleared by the
Screening Committee
1963-64

(I) News Letter-Monthly .
(2) Dairy

Journal

Extension

I

Monthly

(3) Swsth Hind-Monthly

Nationsl Institutes of C'..ommunity

Development Mussorie.
National
Dairy
Research,
Karna!'

Ministr. of Health and Family
Planning.

(4) Company News and Notes- Company Law Administration.
Fortnightly Bulletin
(5) March of India- Fortnightly.

Ministry of Information
Broadcasting

&

(6) National Institute ofCommu- National Institute ofCommuoity
ntty Development Digest- Deveolpment Mussorie.
Quarterly.

(7) Career Pamphlets.

Dte. General of Employment &:
Training.

(S) Quarterly Journal.

Directorate of Public Relatiolls,
Delhi Admin istratioll.

2S

(9) Quarterly Non- Coal BUlletin. Chief Inspector of
Dhanbad.

Mines,.

(10) Monthly statistics of Foreign
and Coastal Cargo Move-

Department of Commercial Intelligence and
Statistica,
ments
Calcutta.
(II) Developmcnt News-Quarterly Ministry of Transport and
Communications.
(12) Quarterly Journal for Buyers,
Ministry of Commerce.
Overseas
(13) Expon Service

(Weekly)

Bulletin

Ministry

of Commerce.

1"5-66

Nil.

Nil.

1966-67

(14) Consumers Service Bulletin- Ministry of C\>mmerce.

Weekly
(IS) SSB-News Fortnightly

. Directorate of SSB, Cabinet
Secretariat.

(I6) C.B.I. Bulletin-Monthly

Special Police Establishmen
Ministry of Home Affairs.

(11) Centre Calling-Monthly

Ministry of Health and Family
Planning.

%.49. The Ministry have also furnished the following list of proposals for bringing out ne.w periodicals and publications, which were
rejected by the Screening Committee during the same period:
PropoBGl8 for new periDdic4ls a.nd pubLications of regular nature"ejected by the Screening Comm.ittee
1965-66
(I) Rural Ir.dustry,

JOlurnal

Monthly

Planning Commission

1967-68

(2) Population Journal. Bi-annual.

Registrar General of India.

(3) Prescribers' Journal,
Quarterly

Ministry of Health and Family
Planning.

(.0 N.B.O. Building Information

National Buildings Organisation,
Minisry of Works, HousinJ.
and Supply.
Ministry of Education.
(s) Shabdvali Patrika-Ruarterly
Journal of Termtnology.
Bulletin-Monthly

(6) Hindi Samachar Jagat-

Central Hindi Directorate.
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:!.50. In a lew cases, as detail~d· below, where ,the number6f CO~
tes or the number of pages of the publications once cleared by the
Screening Committe.e had had to be increased, came up again for
scrutIny by them. 'l'hese publications were:
'
(i) Lok Udyog
(ii) Swasth Hind
(iii) Central Calling
(iv) Indian and Foreign Review

English
Hindi

English
English.

2.51. When asked to indicate the number of copies of the Gov'ernment of India Publications printed during 1963-64 to 1967-68, whfl'h
were in exces~ of actual requirement and the names of the MiI1i9tries/Departments to which each pertains and the amount of wasteful expenditure caused thereby by each of the pUblications during
the same period, the Ministry have indicated in a written note that
except two new periodicals and pUblications printed during 1963-64
to 1967-68 approved by the Screening Committee, mz. 'Career Pamphlet' and 'Monthly Statistics of Foreign and Coastal Cargo Movements'
(item Nos. 7 and 10 in one paragraph earlier), which are stocked
and distributed by the Manager of Publications, Delhi, under the
Printing and Stationery Department, all other publications are stocked· and distributed by the individual departments concerned. No
copies of the two publications stocke!! and distributed by the Managerbf Publications have so far become surplus to requirements and
as such. the amount of wasteful expenditure thereon has been njl.
2.52. Information in regard to other publications which are st"9ck~
ed and distributed by the Ministries and Departments concerned has
not been furnished.
2.53. The Committee note that a publicatiotl Of it l'eguhir Doture
onee c:leared by the Screening ~mmittee does not normally come up
for review before this Committee unless a necessity is felt by the
Controlling Ministry /Deparbnent of:intreasing the nnjrtbei of copies
or the number of pages of the publication. fte Committee recommend that all publications once cleared by the Screenin~ Committee
should be examined by tbem biemually with a vlew;to deciding upon
its further issue for another period of two years, takin~ into eons!deration its utility aud economies of printing and :publication obtain·
log at the time of review•

. ': .,' 2.54. The Committee also urge that at the tiqteof tb,b biennial exa-

mination,the Sereening Committee should invariably call for all information about the number of,copies of eae~ pubJiration ,p~inted.
number of ~opies distributed fre~ of cost, number of cQPies sold and
tbe number of copies which could not be ,utilised.
. .'
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Cont1"ol over printing of Forms and StatiOMry and special pubUcationa not of regular nature
--2.55. The overall quantum of D.O. stationery, letter-heads and
forms printed for all the Ministries and Denartments of the Government as a whole has already been given in-an earlier section.

2.56. The foHowing work-load in respcct of D.O. stationery items
has been furnished to the Committee by the Ministry in their written note:

No. of work dockets issued
D.O. letter-heads (copies approx.)
D.O. envelopes (copies approx.)

20,20,000

50,50,000

Official letter-heads (copies Approx.) .

-----.--------------.-----

2.57. The Committee desired to know whether there is any examination by the Printing and Stationery Department over the quantum of work done in respect of a particular Ministry. In the reply,
the representative of the Ministry has info~ the Committee during evidence:

"We have not got any ceiling (in respect of the quantum of
work done for a particular Ministry). Checks maintainp.d are that eithe.r a Joint Secretary in the Ministry or the
Head of the Department has to certify that thp. work is
necessary."
2.58. When asked to comment on the nature of a committee or a
machinery which would be in a position to control issue of forms
and special publications not of regular nature, the representative
()f the Ministry has informed the Committee during evidence:
...... the forms are so many that a standard committee like
that (the -Screening Committee for publications of regular nature of the Government of India) cannot just
function. Earlier a suggestion was made that a watch
should be kept on the expenditure incurred by a Ministry
and where there are wide fluctuations, we have no authority to stop them, but if we bring it to their notice
that there is wide variation and they can put a (·heck on
it, that itself will be 'a brake. All these letters are tleen
by the Audit and everybody is afraid of Audit."
315(Aii)

~.

,2.59. In the course of evidence the CQrninittee desired to know
if there was a recommendation some time ago that the D.O. stationery should be restricted to certain individuals only. The representative of the Ministry has stated in reply that the recommendation has been implemented and instructions had been issued to.
the Press. Asked to clarify why even now many officials had their
own D.O. forms, the representative of the Ministry has stated,
"They may be old stock." The Ministry have informed the Committee subsequently in a written note:
CIOn account of an enormous increase in the demand and theconsequent accumulation of arrears in the Government of
India Press, Calcutta, a review in respect of D.O. Stationery items was made. Afte'r the review, a circular
letter was issued to the various Ministries and Departments of the Government of India in August, 1968, laying down that D.O. Letter-heads would, hereafter, be
printed and supplied only to Ministers Deputy Ministers.
other high dignitaries, Secretaries, Joint Secretaries and
.Heads of Department."

2.60. In reply to the question on the check which is being exercised by the Chief Controller of Printing and StationerY, to see
that the recommendation was being implemented, the l'4inistry
have informed the Committee in a written note that printing requisitions for D.O. letter-heads are not routed through the Chief
Controller, but sent directly by the indentors to the Manager,
Government of India Press, K. S. Roy, Road, Calcutta. The Manager of that press has been instructed to restrict the printing and
supply of D.O. letter-heads to the officers of the categories as
mentioned in the earlier paragraph.
2.61. In a written note, the Ministry have informed the Committee of the following total number of different types (If forms.
being printed by the Printing and Stationery Department:

Civil

Army
Air Force
Navy
P & T (essential)
P & T (non-essential)
Gover lment 0'" India stationery items

4798
2096

820

145
83 1
2000

47
10737
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2.62; .The Committee desired to know in the course oi evidence

if any attempt was made to reduce the number of forms. The representative of the Ministry has stated in reply "I do not think any
such study has been carried out".
2.63. The Committee are surprised to Dote that tbe Central
Printing Agency of the Government of India is at present ()ngaged
in the printing of more than W,OOO types of various forms and
stationery for the Civil, Military and P. & T. Departments and that
there is practically no effective control on the nuu.lber and volume
of their production, nor is there any machinery available for as~er
taining whether there ~ould be rationalisation of the va\'ious types
and number of forms and reduction in the numbers of tbeir printed
copies. The Committee have also been informed that no study has
been carried out in this matter so far. The Committee feel that it
is high time that a serious study of this problem is made so that
those forms, the printing of which can be done away with, are
removed from this list, printing of non-essential forms are reduced
to the minimum: and wherever possible the number of different
types of forms is also reduced to the extent possible.
2.64. From the statistics furnished, the Committee find that the
numbet; of copies of D.O. letter-heads printed in 1964-65 was about
L30 crores as against only 52 lakhs in 1955-56. The copies of D.O.
envelopes printed have also gone up from 20 lakhs to n10re than
50 lakhs. The Committee are of the view that serious efforts are
cal1ed for to restrict the printing of D.O. letter-heads. While attempts
have been made by the Government of India in August, 1968 in this
behalf by laying down the categories of individuals to whom D.O.
letter-heads would hereafter be supplied, the Committee would like
the Minhtry to k~ep a strict watch over the Government of India
Presse'S to ensure that no exceptions are made to these categories and
even the number of copies of the letter-heads printed are also kept
to the minimum. As regards official letter-heads and other publications which are not of regular nature, the Committee desire the Minisby to review the position at an earty date in order to reduce their
number to the extent possible and effect economy in expenditure.

Private printing by indenting departments
2.65. Th~ Committee have been informed in a written note that
the indenting Departments and Ministries of the Government of
India have been delegated certain powers and within these limits
they are free to have their printing work done without obtaining the
approval of the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery.
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2.66. There are, again, certain payingindentors- who have separate
IJ1M!cial appropriations under contingencies for printing and publish..
ing through, private agencies. Defence, Posts and Telegraphs and
Publications Division are the major indentors of this category.
Because of inadequacy of printing resources available with Government of India presses, larger powers in all these cases have been
delegated to them so that they can have their urgent printing jobs
done through private presses. Recently, Director of Publications
Division has been given full powers to have all printing done in Hindi
and regional languages under his own arrangements.

2.67. Scientific organisations have also been authorised to go to
private printers for printing of scientific publications, if the government presses 'cannot do the work of requisite quality and within the
required time limit (Appendix II).
2_68. The details of powers of the various authorities to get their
emergent and unforeseen petty printing and binding jobs executed
locally through private agencies, as furnished by the Ministry, are
appended (Appendix III).
2.69. The indenting departments are given advice by the Printing
and Stationery Department regarding drawing up of specifications.
forms of quotations etc. The rates obtained by them are scr;utinised
and approved by the Printing and Stationery Department who are
also responsible for checking and countersigning bills for such jobs.

.-

2.70. The followin.g is the number of cases in which rates were so
approved during 1965, 1966 and 1967, as reported to the Committee:
- - - - _.. _ - ------_... - - - _.... _--_. __.
Name of the indenting department

Number of items during the years

(I) All India Radio
(2) Ministry of Education
(3) Census Commissioner
(4) Ci .... iI Derus, other t '\c~.n t\ I R,
;\1inistry of Educatioll 'mil Cen: IJ:;
Commissioner

5
T

295

47

59
494

(5) Defence
(6) P & T

TOTAL

1,280

1,012
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2.71. Asked to state the reasons for the authorisation being givea
by the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery to the indentiBi
departments for getting their printing jobs executed through private
presses, the Yunistry have stated in a written note:
"Such authorisation becomes inevitable:
(i) because jobs may be required in remote places as in the
case of command orders of military formations; Central
Government Qffices located in out of the way 'Places or far
away from the headquarters office and who may require
the work to be done urgently; or
(ii) where because of our not having the facilities for produc-

tion, such as special envelopes, tag labels, etc.; or

(iii) our not having the capacity to meet the requirements of

the indentors."

2.72. The rules/conditions for authorisation of printing work to De
done by government departments through private presses have duly
been laid down, vide Rule 12 of the Rules for Printing and Binding
and item 16 of the Annexure to Schedule V of the Delegation of
Financial Powers Rules 1958, copies whereof are appended (Appendices IV and V) .

.

2.73. The Committee have been informed, as already pointed out,
that in those cases where departments are given powers to farm out
printing works themselves, they are given advice regarding drawal
of specifications, and forms of quotations etc. When asked to indicate
whether the Printing and Stationery Department have any panel of
private presses to whom the work is farmed out by the individual
departments, the Ministry have stated in a written note that no sucli
panel is maintained by that Department. They have further stated:
"The Printing and Stationery Department only maintains
panel of private presses to whom work is farmed out by it.
The bigger print buyers like Director of Advertising and
Visual Publicity and Director, Publications Division maintain their own panels. It has not been considered necessary
by this Department to maintain a panel for other departments because the necessary control is exerciseo by the
Printing and Stationery Department at the time of scrutiny of tenders and/or approval of rates when the individual departments come up for the same."
2.74. When asked to indicate the quantum of work farmed out by
indenting departments to private presses for want of equipment or
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capacity with the Government of India presses, the Ministry have
furnished. the following infonnation:

Quantum of work farmed out by indenting departments
with approval of rates by the CCP&S, in terms of number
of items and money value:

------Name of Deptt.

During 1965

During 1966

During 1967

No. of Money
items Value

No. of Money
items Value

No. of Money
items Value

A.I.R.

5

1,80,04 1

2

4,00,686

Ministry of Education

1

674

6

43,539

295

20,68,778

283

7,7°,238

Census Commission
Civil Deptts. other
than AIR, Ministry
of Education and
Census Commission

42

Defence

96

P&T

258

5,47,190

47

62

7,050

59

84 1 42,09,720

648

7,47,905

494

1280 65,41,359

1012

19,39,873

27,21,625

891 40,65,114

2.75. The Department have no information about the quantum and
value of work farmed out to private printers by governmental
departments Wlder their own powers in respect of which Chief Controller's approval to rates was not obtained.
2.76. The Committee note that under the rules for authorlsatiOD
of printJDr jobs to be done by government departments through
private presses the Printing and stationery Department are posted
with the details of quantum and value of printing jobs lOt executed
by govern~t departments under this delegatiOn of powers. But
the Department will have no information about the quantum and
value of work farmed out to private printers by the Departments
under their own powers.
2.77. The Committee recommeDd that the desirabUlty of amending the rules whereby printing and binding jobs of all types execut;.ed by the paying and non-paymg Indentors of the Government of
India are invariably reported to the Chief Controller of Pr:nting and
StatiGnery may be examined so that the details of quantum and
value of printing and bindIng jobs <Ione by and on behalf of the
Government of India are a vallable at one place.
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Printing of Government Scientific PublicatioM
2.78. A reference has already beep made earlier to the authorisation given to scientific departments to get their publications printed
in private presses. In terms of Government of India letter No. 43
(35) /62-S&PII/P.I dated 4th April, 1964, the governmental scientific
·organisations under the administrat.ive control of Ministries and
Departments were required to indicate the quality of printing and
time schedule in accordance with which the materials were to be
printed. The organisations were also expected to indicate the names
of private presses which would be in a position to execute the job of
the required quality and within the required time. On the basis of
this information the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery
was to decide whether a Government Press would be able to
undertake the job or whether the work should be entrusted to a
private press.
2.79. The Committee desired to have a list showing the names
of scientific organisations which have been permitted to get their
printing jobs done through private presses without the agency of
the Chief' Controller of Printing and Stationery.
In reply the Ministry have stated in a written note:
''The names of some of the important scientific organisations are
given below:(1) Indian Bureau of Mines.
(2) Zoological Survey of India.

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Botanical Survey of India.
Geological Survey of India.
Authropological Survey of India.
Commission of Scientific and Technical Terminology under
the Ministry of Education.
Directorate of Plant Protection, Quarantine and Storage.
Directorate of Economics and Statistics.
Forest Research Institute and College, Dehra Dun.
Defence Scientific Research and Development Organisation, Ministry of Defence.
Delhi Polytechnic, Delhi, Ministry of Education.
Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad.
Delhi College of Engineering.
Department of Lighthouses and Lightships, New Delhi.
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(15) National Buildings Organisation.
(16) Town and Country Planning Organisation."

2.80. The Ministry have informed the Committee in a written note
that according to the instruction issued by them in April, 1964, Government scientific organisations, before getting their scientific publications printed through private presses, were required to obtain a
'no-obj~ction certificate' from the Printing and Stationery Dep~
Mento Revised orders have now been issued by the Ministry (in
their Office Memorandum dated. November 7, 1968) wherein the
scientific organisations, which are ordinarily entitled to free printing
from the Printing and Stationery Department, have been allowed,
subject to certain conditions, to -get their scientific publications.
printed at private presses without obtaining a 'no-objection certificate' from that Department. Quoting from their Office Memorandum dated the 7th November, 1968, the Ministry have informed th~
Committee:
" ...... the arrangement under which a 'No Objection Certificate' is required to be obtained from the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery by a Governmental
Scientific Organisation before it can get its scientific publications, etc., printed at a private press, has been reviewed
by Government. It has been decided that, until ·further
orders, the Scientific Orga·nisations, who are ordinarily
entitled to free printing from the Printing and Stationery
Departllient, may get their scientific publications printed
at private presses without obtaining a 'No Objection Certificate' from the CCP&S subject to the following conditions:
(a) The expenditure incurred on the publications will be
met by the Depptt. concerned.
(b) The rates are not more than 100% above the CCP&S'
Schedule of Rates.
(c) Quotations in excess of (b) above should be accepted
with the concurrence of the Associated Finance of the·
Department concerned.
(d) The sanction will be restricted to a period of two years
for the present.
(e) The departments should give to the CCP&S a list in
advance of such scientific publications which they
propose to give for printing during the year."
2.81. In reply to a query whether any attempt has been made by
the Printing and Stationery Department to get the printing jobs of

3.5

these scientific organisations !f!Xecuted through the Government of:
India presses so that the necessity of these organisations going toprivate presses is obviated, the Ministry have informed the Committee in a written note:
"Some jobs of scientific departments are done in Government
presses but it has not been possible to get all the scientificpuhlications of the governmental scientific organisation.
printed through the Government of India presses due to
shortagE' of printing capacity. To cater to the developing
needs of scientific departments, a science press project
has been included in the Fourth Plan proposals which are
under consideration by the Planning Commission."
2.82. The Committee note that the Ministry had to allow the Govemment scientific organisations In November, 1968 to have their
printing jobs done through private presses, due to shortage of capacity In the Govemment of India presses. They are however glad to·
note that a Science Press Project has been included In the Fourth
Plan proposals.
2.83. The Committee SlIggest that suitable arrangements may be
made by the Chief Controller of PrInting and Stationery for the
collectl. of intonnatlon of the volume and value of printing Jobs
got executed by the sclentulc organisations through private presses.
Printing Jobs of Director, Pu.blications Division (DPD).
2.84 The details of powers de*gated to the Director, Publication,
Division to resort to private printing in respect of (i) publications'
in regional languages, and (ii) prestige publications not exceeding
20 in number per year, subject to certain conditions, have already
been described in an earlier section. When asked to indicate the
liaison the Publications Division has been maintaining with the'
Printing and Stationery Department, the representative of the Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply (now, the Ministry of Health·
and Family Planning and Works Housing and Urban Development)
has informed the Committee during evidence:
"They (the Publications Division) are a publications department. They publish books, pamphlets and other publicity
material of the Government of India and get the printing
done through us. We print their books. All the printing
is channelised through us. They give us also translation
of book!'l in regional languages. We have invited quotations from ~J1 over India. We do not have capacity for
printing in Government presses all of it. Our capaCity is
3 to 4 thousand pages in a year in different languages in
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difterentpresses. So we have allowed them to give it to
private printers as far as regional languages are concerned."
2.85 Clarifying this point further, the representative of the Pub'lications Division (Ministry of Information and Broadcasting) has
informed the Committee during evidence:
"Ours (of the Publications Division) is mostly
meant to disseminate literature among the
its distribution is free but there is priced
As we are one among the many indentors,
thei.,iriority
that we need."
. ...

•

'

•

•

•

publiCity work
public. Mostly
literature also.
we do not get

•

"There is a small difference between the Publications Division
and other Ministries. Ours is a publicity organization.
Unless the pamphlets come out by the stipulated date,
they practically lose all value. For example, for the
Gandhi Centenary (celebrations) we have fixed a date.
The pamphlets and the literature have to be flown to
foreign countries. If we do not get the material by that
stipulated date, it does not serve our purpose."
2.86 When questioned about the value of work being produced in
the Publications Division their representative has informed the
.Committee during evidence:
"Ours (of the Publications Division) is a non-paying department. All the years all the work was being done by the
Controller of Printing and Stationery and it is they who
should be able to give the information prior to 1966. From
1966 onwards We have taken over this work, that is. for
the past one and half years or so. Our budget for the year
1966-67 was about Rs: 40,000 and for 1967-68. Rs. 1.45.000.
This is excluding the paper which is supplied by the Controller of Printing and Stationery free of cost."

•

•

•

•

•

"The cost of paper alone would be nearly Rs. 3 lakhs."
2.87 When asked to indicate what action is being taken hy the
Publications Division to get 20 prestige publications executed
through private presses in accordance with the powers delegated to
them, their representative has informed the Committee during evidence:
"We are not operating on it. We have not been delegated
powers for that so far."
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2.88 Clarifying the point. the representative of the Printing and
·Stationery Qepartment has informed the Committee:
4"I'his was agreed to in the inter-ministerial committee. but
after that they have to get the powers from their own
Ministry."

•

•

•

•

•

"We do (the printing of) it (these p~stige publications).
They have not exercised the powers delegated to them."
2.39 In reply to a question about the quantum of printing jobs of
the Director, Publications Division, executed by the CCP&S through
the Government Presses, the Ministry have indicated in a written
note that the fol1owing is the quantum of printing jobs of the
Director, Publicutions Division, executed by the CCP&S through the
Government Presses, in Hindi and English separately, during 196566, 1966-67 and 1967-68:
English
Year

1965-66' .

No. of ad- No.ofPeriodihoc Pubcals
lications

Hindi
No. of ad- No. of monthly
I' periodicals
lications

hoc Pub-

60

2
I
I

monthlies
quarterly
bi-monthly

27

3 monthlies
I bi-monthly

74

2.

48

3 monthlies

63

2.
I

monthlies
quarterly
monthlies
quarterly

20

3 monthlies

I

2.90 When asked about the quantum of printing jobs executed by
the Director, Publications Division, outside the agency of the Government of India Presses, in EngUsh, Hindi and regional languages
during 1965-66, 1966-67 and 1967-68 the Ministry have informed the
Committee in that note that with the exception of the publication
entitled "Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi" all other English
and Hindi jobs of the Director, Publications Division, which could
not be printed in the Go~rnment of India Presses, have been framed out by the CCP&S to private printers and the quantum of
work so done during 1965-66, 1966-67 and 1967-68 is given below:

sa

2.91 The printing jobs executed by the Director, Publications.
Division, in regard to English and Hindi volumes of "Collected
Works of Mahatma Gandhi", and the regional language publications
brought out under the pow~rs delegated to the Director, Publications Division, are given below:

En (CWMG) .

5

Hindi (CWMG)

6

Regional Languages
.-.-- .. - - - - -

4

4

2

5
93

-------

2.92 The Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi are being printed
at the Navjivan Trust, Ahmedabad, under a special agreement
between that Trust and the Ministry of Information apd Broadcasting with the approval of the Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply.

2.93 The Committee desired to have a note on the justification
for placing the Publications Division outside the control of the
Printing and Stationery Department. In reply, the Ministry haveinformed them that it would not be correct to say that the Publications Division has been placed outside the control of the Printing
and Stationery Department. Actually, the periodicals and the
English and Hindi publications of the Publications Division except
the UCo~cted Works of Mahatma Gandhi" are still being printed
by the Printing and Stationery Department.
2.94 The powers delegated to the Director, Publications Division r
to resort to private printing, are only in respect of the following:
(i) Publications in regional languages; and
(ii) Prestige publications not exceeding 20 in number per year.

2.95 These powers which were delegated to the Director, Publications Division in 1964-65 are subject to certain conditions, already
referred to in an earlier section. In practice, it is only since November, 1966. that the Director has been exercising the powers in
regard to (i) above. In ~spect of (ii) above, the powers have not.
been exercised at all.
2.96 These powers were delegated on the following considerations:

Being a publicity organization, the Director, Publications Division, demanded that the time factor was vital in the case of DPD
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publications and that if they were not brought out 1:1y a partictUar
dateline, they would lose all publicity value. Moreover, Government presses are also not adequately equipped for handling regional
language publications.
2.97 On a request being made by the Committee, the Ministry
have furnished the total number of publications and the number of
copies of each in different languages separately brought out by the
Director, Publications Division, as given below:
No. of publications & No. of copies brought
out in the year
Language

No. of No. of No. of No. of· No. of No. of No. of No. of
publi- copies publi- copies publi- cories puhli- copies
catio~s
cations
cations
cations

Assamese.
Bengali
·Guiarati
Gurmt'khi
Kanada
Malayalam
Marathi
Oriya

Tamil
Telugu
Urdu
-

-"-'-"'--'~-~----

Nil

Nil

"
"

"

"

"

"

,.

.'

"
"

__

563000

7

140000

6

175000

7

82100

7

r58000
120000

237000

100000

10

12

110000

13

295000
110200

63

1260000

93

22490 5 0

Nil
4
4

._- -.-

.-

3

13 8000

8
8
5

10

"
"
"
"

.

10)250

Nil

"

"

ro
16

Nil

"

"

9 0000
r05000

T4

"

"

9
3

400000
140000

320000
122500

2.89 In reply to a question the representative of the Publications
Division stated that, "We have large staff for the entire Division but
for respet·tive languages, we have one Editor or an Assistant Editor."
He added that. "Sometimes original material is prepared in regional
languages and sometimes it is translated." In reply to a question
why the arrangements for regional languages could not be good
enough when the earlier arrangement held good for the printing of
English and Hindi literature, the representative of Publications
Division has stated. "Even for English and Hindi we are p.etting the
delegation of powers. The Faridabad Press was originally meant
for the Publications Division. Now practically it is meant mostly
fer Parliamentary Wing; so we do not get the priority ...... tnt!mately in the centralisation scheme it has gone out of our hand. We
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do not get the priority. So we went to the Ministry. They had said
that they will delegaie the powers for Hindi and Englis~ also."
2.99 Asked whether the State Government Presses could not De
utilised for printing the literature in regional langua~es-the State
Press in Madras could be utilised for printing Tamil literature-·the
representative of the Publications Division stated, "The Government of a State does not come to our help actually. We get publ1catlOns in different regional languages printed through private presses
on a competitive quotation. Our delegation of powers by the WorKs,
Housing and Rehabilitation Ministry says that we should get it done
at competitive rates."
2.HiO The representative of the Ministry was asked whether the
rates were compared with those of Controller of Printing and Stationery. He stated, "They have delegated powers to us to operate
on their scheduled rates but the scheduled rates were framed in
1947,--20 years ago and it is an obsolete rate. Those rates wer..
revised in 1957. Stil} they are 10 years old and we know today the
market is not the same. So W)e have to operate within 50 per cent
above those rates. Above 50 per cent the Chief Controller of Printing & Stationery has the powers. We are not able to do within that.
If it exceeds that, we have to go to the Ministry of Finance."
2.101. The Committee feel unhappy to note that the schedule of
rates of printing framed in 1947 and revised in 1957 is still holding
good even though the market rate has risen considerably. The result
is that the Publications Division have to operate within 50 per cent.
above the scheduled rates and even then they are not able to do
it within that ceiling and have to go to the !V[inistry of Finance.

2.102. In view of the fluctuating market rates and conditions,
the Committee desire that the'Department should have a pernlanent ma~hinery to constantly review the rates of printing of various
Items and types of work and issue revised schedule of rates at
least quinqueJUlially. The schedule of rates now in operatQ1 since
1957 needs to be revised without any further delay.
2.103. As regards printing of publications brought out by the
Publication Division, the Committee feel that an effort should be
made to see whether it would not be possible to utilise the langua.ge preso:;es of the various State Governments to bring out the literature in the regional languages by the Publication Division. This
should be possible In case the state Govemment Presses have any
UDutilised capacity. The Committee hope suitable a.ctlon In the
matter will be Initiated.
2.104. As regards the delegation of powers to the Publications'
Division for bringing out 20 prestige publications by printing them
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tbroq'h private pnsses, the Committee DOte that the PrInting alul"
stationery Departmeat are stU1 prin*r these and the Publlcatlolla
Dlvfslon have not e:rerclled the powers de1eptecJ to them.
Printing jobs of Di~ector of Advertising and Visu.al Pu.blicity

(DAVP).
2.105. With regard to the Director of Advertising and Visual
Publicity (DAVP), it has been stated by the Ministry that in July,
1947, the late Department of Works, Mines and Power agreed to the
Advertising Consultant (now DA VP) getting his printing jobs done
through his own arrangements without reference to the then Controller of Printing and Stationery. The position was reviewed, on
receipt of an Audit objection in 1953, and having rt>gard to the nature
of work undertaken by the Advertising Consultant, the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery reiterated in 1954 his earlier
clearance in regard to the Advertising Consultant getting his work
printed through private printers on competitive tE'nder basis without
reference to him. At the instance of the AGCR, a formal letter was
issued on 8th November, 1957 to the DAVP, with the concurrence of
the Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply authorising him to get
his printing work done through private presses, where necessary on
paper supplied by printers, on competitive tender basis, without
reference to the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery.
(CCP&S).
2.106. o DAVP's printing jobs are entrusted only to those printers
who are on the Directorate's panel drawn up on the recommendation
of a Committee on which the CCP&S, the Publications Division, and
the Ministries of Finance and Information and Broadcasting are
represented. The DAVP has been delegated full powers to entrust
any job upto Rs. 50,000 on the basis of lowest tender.
2.107. In a written note, the Ministry have furnished the following data about the quantum and value of work farmed out of private
printers by the DAVP under their own powers in rEspect of which
approval of the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery to the
rates was not obtained:
Jobs !a1'med out by the DA VP

Year

No. of
items
.~----'-----'-

.. -

Value in
lakhs of
rupees

1964-65

236

26'09

1965-66

300

4°'16

1966-67

205

20'3 2

'2

2.108. Referring to the large variations in the annual value of
printing jobs dODe by the DAVP during 1964-65 to 1966-67. the Committee desired to know the authority which maintains a control over
the amount of printing done by this Directorate. In reply, the
representative of the Printing and Stationery Department has intormed the Committee:
"The Information and Broadcasting Ministry and their Associated Finance sanction the budget for the DAVP. We
have nothing to do."
2.109. On being asked
tionery Department have
of printing being done by
-ed the Committee during

to indicate whether the Printing and Stasome say in the matter of rates or volume
the DAVP, their representative has informevidence:

"The only way is that all printing, whether it is to be executed
by Government of India presses or by outside presses, should
be done through us."
Explaining why the DAVP could not come under sonie
·schedule, this representative has further stated:

kind of

"They are mainly doing quality jobs whereas We print ordinary
books, manuals or forms. They are doing highly illustrated books or posters."
'
2.110. Asked to state whether the DAVP is maint/loining a schedule
·of rates for private printing and whether his rates compare favourably with those of printing jobs executed by the Chief Controller of
Printing and Stationery through private presses, 'the Ministry have
in a written note stated:
"The DAVP does not maintain any schedule of rates. Tenders
are invited from approved panels of printers and the work is
awarded on the basis of lowest valid tender, taking into
account, the time, the nature of work and the reasonableness
of rates.
No comparison of the rates of the DA VP for private printing
is made with the schedule of rates maintained by the CCP&S.
The main reason advanced by the DAVP is that jobs executed
through private presses by the CCP&S on the basis of his
schedule of rates are entirely different from thoEe handled by
the DAVP and that the existing schedules do not provide for
rates for such work."
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2.111. When asked to clarify the powers of printing delegated to
the DAVP, the representative of this Directorate has informed the
Committee during evidence that upto Rs. 50,000, the DAVP has got
his own authority for printing and this authority is for each item.
2.112. Explaining whether the concurrence of the Printing and
Stationery Department on any of the items of printing is taken by
the DAVP, this representative has further stated:
"We refer all individual jobs to the Controller of Printing and
Stationery and we obtain a clearance from them. As soon as
we get the requisitions from the indenting Ministries, we call
for tenders and at the same time we send a copy of the requisition to the Controller of Printing and Stationery where the
time of the opening Of the tenders is clearly stipulated and
we expect the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery to
let us know whether they will be in a position to do it through
any of the Government presses and invariably we get a reply.
Sometime back we were not getting a reply, but now we have
been insisting that we should get a reply and they have been
kind enough to give a reply that they will not be in a position
to undertake it in Government presses. Then we give to the
lowest tenderer."
2.113. In reply to a query whether the DAVP is not paying excessively to private presses for his printing jobs and whether ar.y of the
officers of the Printing and Stationery Department should not be
.associated with the DAVP when tenders are decided. the representative has informed the Committee during evidence:

"We

(DA VP) had correspondence on this and this has been
sorted out long ago. This is an order from the Government:

'I am directed to say that the President is pleased to authorise you to get the printing job done, wherever necessary, by
private printers on a competitive tender basis withou, reference
to the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery.'
This is the authority on which we are operating."
2.114. When asked to indicate how far it is possible for the Chief
Controller of Printing and Stationery to turn out printing jobs of the
DAVP with efficiency and in time so that the necessity of DAVP
getting these jobs executed through private presses be obviated. the
Ministry have informed the Committee in a \vritten note that it has
not been possible for the Printing and Stationery Department to
315 (Aii)LS-4
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accept Ulany of the DAVP publicity jobs for printing in the Government of India presses since they have limited capacity for this type'
of work. The DAVP jobs are invariably time bound and rush jobs
which are mostly in regional languages. A lot of work is done by
Photolitho in which area this department's capacity is limited. Even
in the case of letter-press printing work, the quality required is of a
high standard and printing in multi-colours. They require concentration of resources and special attention. Since the capacity in
Government presses has not been found suffiCient, acceptance of
DACP jobs for execution in these presses within the time limit
specified becomes difficult.
2.115. However, in order to handle DAVP jobs also in the Government of India presses, we have incladed provision for two Photolitho Units in our Fourth Plan prGposals.
2.116. The question of executing some jobs of the DAVP in the
Government of India presses was discussed in March, 1963, when it
was decided that before the DAVP puts out jobs to tender, a list of
jobs should be submitted to the CCP&S fortnightly. The CCP&S
held monthly meetings with the officers of the DAVP to decide as to
which job could be executed in the Government of India presses and,
thereafter, determine the overflow that had to be farmed· out to
private printers by the DAVP. This was considered necessary for
two reasons, to give the CCP&S an idea of the type and total load
of jobs the DAVP gave out and to utilise to the extent possible the
resources in the Government of India presses for the execution of
such jobs. This practice lapsed slowly and the procedure now followed by the DAVP is slightly difterent. While calling for tenders
from private presses for a job the DAVP now endorses a copy of
the .notice to the CCP&S to enquire whether it is possible for a
Government of India press to execute the particular job within the
prescribed time limit. On. receipt of no reply Or a negative reply,
the DAVP farms out the job to a suitable private press on the basis:
of tenders.
2.117. It is l\rgued by the Ministry that once a decision has been
taken to farm out a job by the DAVP, the CCP&S has no further
responsibility in the matter. The printing jobs are, however,
entrusted by the DAVP only to those private printers who are on
that Directorate's panel. This panel is drawn up on the recommend~
ations of a committee on which the CCP&S, the Publications Division
and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting are represented.
The DAVP has full powers to enter into contracts for any amount.
His power to issue finanCial sanction is, however, limited toRs. 50,000 per job.
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2.118. In the course of evidence the representative of the Printing
and Stationery Department stated, "As far as this control of the
Chief Controller on DAVP publications is concerned, merely sending
us a copy of the requisition is not enough." The representative of
the DAVP explaining the position stated, "Some time back there
was a note from the Works and Housing Minister telling us that we
should make a reference of all the jobs to the CCP&S, get his
clearl\nce and then entrust the work to private press. Subsequent
to that we were meeting once a month and we explained to them our
difficulties. Then it was decided that we should see the Deputy
Controller and we used to have a sort of meeting in the same place
where our office is located. Subsequently, we found that the Deputy
Controller was not giving his decisions on the spot and they put us
on to the Controller. Then Controller had his own difficulties. In
the case of publicity items sometimes we are asked to execute a job
within 24 hours and most of our jobs are quality jobs. We explained
to them our difficulties and appreciating our difficulties they said that
simultaneously tenders could be called and a copy could be sent to
them. So, along with the tenders that we issued simultaneously we
asked them to let us know whether they could undertake it and there
is time enough for them to refer to all the presses. After the tenders
are received we take another week or 10 days to finalise them.
Suppose it is beyond Rs. 50,000, it is to go to the Ministry which
means another 15 days. In fact for the past two years, We have been
getting only a negative reply from the CCP&S."
2.119. The Committee wanted to know if it would not be desirable
to associate an officer of the CCP&S when the DAVP decided upon
the tenders. The representative of DAVP stated, "If they would
like to come, we have no objection. But one point is that tenders
are finalised at different timings and I do not know whether they
would be in a position to come every time." The representative of
the Printing and Stationery Department stated, "We can associate an
officer but I do not see any 'particular advantage that we will get
out of it. The point is keeping a check on the DAVP that they dO
not give the private printers a job that can be done within the time
schedule in a Government Press. For th$t the DA VP should give UI
a reasonable notice and should get the clearance from us sufficiently
in advance and not merely send a copy of the tenders and call us
when they have made up, their mind that a particular thing will go to
the private press."

2.120. The Committee note that the Director of Advertising and
Visual Publicity (DAVP) jobs are invarIably time hound and rush
jobs mostly In regional ~guages and the capacity in Government
presses has not been found to be adequate enough for acceptance of
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DAVP jobs for execution within the time llmlt specl1led. They further
Dote that while calling for teDders from private presses for a job the
DAVP now endorses a copy of the notice to the CCP & s to enquire
whether It is possible for a Government of india press to execute the
particular job within the prescrlbed time-limit. The Committee
desire that this present practice of simultaneous notice should continue for the time being and the work should be given to the Government of india presses If they can do the job In time.

2.121. In the m~ttme the Committee hope that it will be possible
for the Printing and Stationery Department to have their plan for two
photolitho units implemented during the Fourth Plan for which
proposals have been made in order to handle DAVP jobs also in the
Government of India presses. The Committee trust that this proposal has been made after carefully assessing avaUable capacity for
photolltho work In the country.
2.122. The Committee Dote that no comparison of the rates of the

DA VP for private printJag Is made with the schedule of rates maintained by the CCP & S, the main reason being that jobs executed

through private presses by the CCP & S on the basis of his schedule of
rates are entirely dI1ferent from those handled by the DAVP and
that the existing schedules do not provide for rates for such works.
The Committee would like the DAVP to ensure that special care i:'\
taken, in view of the fact that their rates are not comparable to the
schedule of rates, to see that the rates charged from them by the
private printers are reasonable and competitive.
(iii) Job-costing in Government

Presses

2.123. In a written note, the Ministry have informed the Committee that Shri G. P. Shahni. the then Officer on Special Duty in
the Cabinet Secretariat, O&M Division (no\" Dn',:'rtment of Administrative Reforms) was deputed in 1957-58 b enquire into the
working of the Printing and Stationery Department and to mggest
ways and means for improvement. The nature of the investigation
by Shri Shahni had been one of the O&M organisational and managerial surveys whose objectives would be work simplification and
work measurement.
The Ministry held the opinion that Shri
Shahni did not go into the various proposals but made recommendations on the basis of the views held by the officers of the Printing and Stationery Department and hence the recommendations
made by him in his report (1957...58) could not be treated as impartial. It was also observed by the Ministry that they w~re already
pursuing most of the recommendation made by Shri Shahni.
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2.124. The report of Shri Shahni inter alia recommentied that
"with regard to cost control" individual job costing system should
be tried in a Government of India Press. It has been stated that as
per recommendations of the Shahni Committee a pilot scheme was
introduced in Government of India Press, New Delhi, but it has not
worked satisfactorily. The whole costing system in the presses is
being looked into at present by a team of officers appointed by the
Ministry. The Cost Study Team comprises of the following members:
.
(1) Deputy Secretary in the Ministry of (erstwhile) Works,
Housing and Supply (now Health and Family Planning
and Works, Housing and Urban Development) as Chairman;
(2) Project Officer (Printing) in the Office of the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery; and
(3) a Cost Accounts Officer of the Ministry of Finance.

This team has been set up to investigate costs of production in the
Government 6f India presses and their comparison with costs in the
private sector.
2.125. The team was required to complete their work and submit
the Report by October, 1968. Now it is expected. to submit its report
by the and of March, 1969.·
2.126. Questioned about the reasons for not pursuing the recommendations of the Shahni Committee for almost ten years, the representative of the Ministry has informed the Committee during evidence that necessary staff for the job could not be sanctioned and
therefore that work was given up.
2.127. It has been stated by the Ministry that in cases where the
departments are authorised to farm out their printing work directly
to private printers, rates are approved by the Chief Controller of
Printing and Stationery. When asked to indicate the basis on which
the rates of printing by private printers are approved by the Printing
and Stationery Department, the representative of the Ministry has
informed the Committee during evidence that the tenders are compared with the schedule of rates maintained in that Department. The
rates for private printing are not compared with the rate of printing
in the Government of India presses.
2.128. When asked to indicate the cost of printing in a Government of India Press, for example, per page, the representative of the

---_._-----

• At the time of factual verification, the Ministry have stated as under:
"The term of the Cost Study Team has been extended beyond March,
1969 to the 30th April, 1969."
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Ministry has informed the Committee that as far as their costing
system is concerned, there is no job-wise costing of work done.
2.129. On being specifically asked to indicate whether the total cost
of administration of the printing wing of the Printing and Stationery Department as also the total production of printing jobs can in
some way be related so that an idea can be had of the economics of
printing in Government presses as compared to private presses, the
representative of the Ministry has informed the Committee:
"In some case we do know the cost. We do a few forms and
we do know the costing. In Aligarh the printing of forms
is cheaper than the rates that we obtain from the private
presses .
. As far as private presses are concerned, a majority of them do
not have the costing system. Only a few of them have it.
But, they are not going to tell us as to what their costing
system is."
2.130. Explaining the point further, the representative of the
Ministry has stated during evidence:
"I have not said there is no cost system at all. There is a cost
system duly approved by the Comptroller and. Auditor
General of India. But the cost system provides for account
of Budget Heads of Account. What I said was that we do
not have job-wise costing system, we do not have a costing
system for each job, for which we ought to know what
is the salary, pension contribution, leave salary, contri-·
butions, overheads, depreciation of machinery etc. It
means clerical work."
2.131. When aElted to indicate whether in the present system of
el1ocation of cost to budget heatis, a slip for a particular job is issued
and as the job changes the slip changes, entailing one additional
posting of the same slip in case of change over to job-costing system, the representative of the Ministry has informed the Committee
during evidence:
"I will make it clear, the system of accounting is like this.
We have been running our presses like s.ervice tiepartments so that when a job comes in and a number of people work on the job, each man has a time sheet. He
records the time and there is no separate slip for each
job. From theEe, all are posted continuously headwise.
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It is not going job-wise. At the end of the month we
know how much wOTk has been done continuously un'der
.a particular budget head. If I want to have a job-costing
system to evaluate the job there will be so many entries
and then isolation of these things job-wise and also process-wise."

:2.132. Clarifying if it is not tha.t -every entry being posted now
'Under one heat!, will have to be posted under one additional head
under the job-costing f!lystem, the represen1i18tive has further stated:
''Linking up of the thing will be ctifticult. We found it a
colossal task becmlse in tying to I have got to rationalise
and .change the system. 'This th.ing is. being gone into by
the costing study team as to' what extent the change is
necessary and what types of 'changes are necesE'ery for a
job-costing system to be introdu~."

Comparative rates

of

printing in GOveTnme1'I.t and privat.e preBse,

2.133. The Committee desketf to know if job-costing was not
necessary for deciding whether the ~ansion of the central printing organisatian under the Ministry was to the mivantege of the
Goverl)ment and the people. Clarifying the point the representative of the Ministry has informed the Committee during evidence:
"This point was also raised by the Public Accounts Committee and we 'did say that w.e would try to work it out.
,Government have appointed a committee to go into this.
They are going into whether job-wise costing will bring
·about economies or not. Or whether the costing of government presses will be cheaper as compared to the private
presses and 90."

2.134. The recommendations o'f the Public Accounts Committee
Teferred to is as follows:
"The Committee hope that early action will be taken to set
up the team to devise a methoti of working out the cost
of publications printed in Government presses. They
wggest that periodical reviews should be undertaken to
assess the cost of printing in Government of Indie presses
vis-a-vis private presses with a view to improving the
.efficiency of Government presses."
,[Para 2.43, 63rd Report (1966-67)].
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2.135. When asked to furnish, the comparative rates of printing,
of different kinds of jobs in the Government of India presses as
compared to the rates in the private presses, the Ministry have informed the Committee in a written note:
"No comparison is mede of the cost of printing in different
Government of India presses with the cost of printing in
private presses, as such a comparison will not be realistiC'
for the following reasons:(i) As faI' a~. we are aware, there' is no uniform system of
costing followed by private presses. The pricing by them,
is a matter of policy and not of BctUlaI costs.
(ii) The Government of India presses are run as a service

.department and, in the matter of acceptance of a job,
the presses have no choice at all, whereas priwte printers do not accept any unremunerative work.

(iii) The Government of India presses are required to do,

certain jobs of the Ministry of Defence and of the Parliament and printing works of a secret nature, which
require special security arnmgements.

(iv) Works of extremely urgent nature also have to be
accepted and executed in Government of India -presses
within rigid time schedules, necessitating payment of
heavy overtime allowances.
(v) Working hours in some of the Government of India
presses are 44 hours per week in the day shift and 38
hours per week in the night shift, as compared to 48
hours work in private presses.
(vi) As a model employer, Government 'gives its employees
several amenities like subsidised housing, medical facilities, leave travel concession, children's education allowances, etc., which are not ordinarily enjoyed by employees of private presses.
(vii) As rates quoted are a matter of policy of individual
finns, there is no standard yardstick by which it can be

compared. Moreover, printing rates fluctuate considerably during 'lean' and 'peak' periods."

2.136. The Committee feel perturbed to learn that the then Oftlcer
on Special Duty in the 0 & M Division, Cabinet Secretariat, who
was deputed in 1957-58 to enquire into the workilll of the Printing-
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and Stationery Department "did not go into the various proposals
but made recommendations on the basis of the views held by the
officers of the Printing & Stationery Department and hence the recommendations made by him in his report could not be treated as
impartial". If this was the view held by the Ministry, the Com.
mittee fail to understand why this matter was not· brought to the
DOUce of the Head of the Organisation & Methods Division in the
Cabinet Secretariat and a new organisation and method study carried
out immediately.
2.137. The Committee are also unhappy that although in 1957.58'
individual job costing system was to be tried in the Government of
India Press, New Delhi, it could not be implemented as no staff for
this work was sanctioned.
2.138. In view of the arguments advanced by the Ministry in justi.
fication of their statement that '(no comparison is made of the cost
of printing in different Government of India presses with the cost
of printing in private presses, as such a comparison will not berealistic", the Committee do not understand why in that case a Cost
Study Team has been appointed "to investigate costs of production
in the Government of India presses and their comparison with costs
in private sector." The Committee are of the view that the question
of introducing job costing. system in the Government of India presses has not at all been given the importance it deserves, during the
past ten years.

..

In the opinion of the Committee it is essential to have individual
job costing system in the press without which there can be no dependable basis as regards the economics and utility of getting the
work done through Government presses vis·a-vis private press or
for the expansion of the existing Govemment presses or for the installation of new presses. The Committee feel that re-organisation of
the functions of the Government of India presses for the purpose of
rationalisation to improve their efficiency and to introduce economy
in production is overdue.

Schedule

of rates for private printing

2.139. On the basis of the Ministry's statement that there is no
Eystem of job-wise costing in the Government of India presses, the
Committee desired clarification on what basis the rate for privateprinting is fixed by Government. The representative of the Minis
try has informed the Committee during evidence:
"We have got schedule for printing in a standard form. We
have also obtained the rates for it. We are also revising
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the schedule of rates. We have appointed an Officer on
Special Duty to revise the schedule of rates."
.2.140. The representative has further informed the Committee:

'''It was prepared some time in war-time.
'some time in 1957 on ad hoc basis.
been thinking of revising it. We
appointed an officer to do so, and he

Then it was revised
Since then we have
have only recently
is on it."

2.141. When asked to indicate for how many years the quotations
ihat were received by the Printing and Stationery Department were
"Very 'much higher than the existing schedule of rates, the represen1:ative of the Ministry has informed the Committee:
'''We have found in the last seven or eight years that the increase in certain types of work has' been very much, even
'over hundred per cent, but in some small items of work
it is almost equal or small per cent above the schedule of
'rates."
2.1~. The Committee desired to have a detailed note indicating
'When the schedule of rates for private printing was first prepared,
,bow many times thereafter it was revised, and when the necessity
for revising it again was felt. when the request for appointment of
'08 Special Officer to be put on the job was made and when the request
was approved and then the incumbent was put on the jobs. In reply,
the Ministry have informed the Committee as under:
'''The Schedule of Rates first came into existence early in the
year 1942. The rates were made applicable to all classes
of presses, big or small, and orders were placed at these
'rates on them straight-away for the printing of work of
non-confidential nature without inviting tenders every
time. In the year 1944, it was decided to draw up two
.·separate schedules of rates-one for the bigger presses and
another for the smaller presses. Accordingly, fresh tenders were invited and two schedules, called schedule 'A'
and schedule 'B', were drawn up. This came into force
in 4ugust 1945. In course of time, the scheduled rates
come to be regarded un-attractive by the printing industry and most of the private presses expressed their unwillingness to undertake Government printing work at
these rates. The post-war inflationary tendencies contributed in a great measure to the increase in printing rates
in the private sector. Government considered this
carefully and an ad hoc increase of 33-1/3 per cent on the
rate of composing and 20 per cent on printing over the
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scheduled rates was sanctioned. This increase came into
-eftect after the 14th February, 1947. Even after this
increase, printing rates continued to rise further, primarily
due to the increase in prices of materials, wages, etc.
.After considering all the aspects of the problem, Government agreed (in May, 1949) to an enhancement of 50 per
,cent over the basic schedule of rates and desired that the
question of any further revision might be taken after a
year. As this 50 per cent 'surcharge' was considered misleading, it was decided to merge it with the basic schedule
of rates. The schedule of rates was printed for the first
time in 1956 and converted into decimal coinage which
came into force with effect from 1st April, 1957. Thereafter, there has been no revision so far.

:2. The necessity for further revision of the schedule of rates

..

was increasingly felt since 1962 when it was found that
the rates quoted by private printers on tenders were in
many cases even more than 50 per cent higher than the
scheduled rates, which is the limit upto which the
CCP& S, under the powers delegated to him, could
place orders on private presses on tender basis. As rates
.quoted exceeded this limit, frequent references by the
CCP&S had to be made to Government for approval of
tendered rates. Therefore, the CCP&S proposed in April,
1967 for the· appointment of an Officer on Special Duty
-solely for the purpose of revision of the schedule of rates
.on a more realistic basis than by mere invitation of ten.ders or by allowing ad hoc increases over the existing
rates as had been done hitherto. For reasons of economy,
the post could not be sanctioned in that year but was
sanctioned on the 4th June, 1968. The incumbent was put
on the job on the 24th August, 1968."

2.143. Clarifying the question as to since which year rates about
50 per cent above the schedule of rates are being paid to private
printers, the Ministry have stated that the increased rates, as in(!orporated in the existing schedule, i.e. 50 per cent over the original
'Schedule of rates, are being paid to private printers from 2-5-1949.
Since October, 1962, Chief Controller of Printing & Stationery was
·given powers to farm out work upto 50 per cent over and above the
revised schedule.
2.144. When questioned whether the schedule of rates include the
.cost of paper, board and binding etc. or these charges are met sepa-
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rately and whether the Government departments, in any of thesecases, supply paper to the private presses, the Ministry have informed
the Committee that quotations are normally invited by indentors '
without paper, as paper is usually supplied by Government departments who mostly obtain it from the Stationery Office. There are, .
however, special items like tag-labels, special envelopes, identity
cards, etc., which are items not commonly used and for which raw
material may not be readily available in Government stock. In such .
cases, indentors invite quotations inclusive of the cost of materials.
2.145. The cost of such paper, board and binding materials as are
used by the printers themselves is compared with the rates of the
Government of India Sta.tionery Office, plus 14 per cent handling
and inciden~ charges. In other words, the cost of paper, etc. quoted
by a private printer is considered reasonable if it does not exceed
the Stationery Office cost of similar material by more than 14 per
cent.
2.146. The Committee are surprised to note that the rates for
private printing now being maintained by the Ministry with reference to which acceptance of tenders for printing jobs being farmed .
out to private presses is decided by Government, first came into
existence as early as 1942 and that these rates were Dloclified on
ad hoc basis in 1947 and in 1957 after which there has been no
revision of these rates.

.

2.147. It is all the more surprising that even though "50 per cent
over the original schedule of rates are being paid to private printers.'
from 2-5-1949" and "the necessity for further revision of the schedule
of rates was increasingly felt since 1962 when it was found that the
rates quoted by private printers on tenders were in many caseseven more than 50 per cent higher than the scheduled ratClil", theincumbent proposed to be appointed for the revision of the schedule
of rates on a more realistic basis in April, 1967 was actually put on
the job on the 24th Aug-ust, 1968 only.
2.148. The Committee are also surprised to note that Government
have- been farming out certain types of printing jobs to private
presses in the last seven or eight years at rates which are even over
hundred per cent above the schedule of rates. Therefore, the·
Committee cannot help reachinlt the conclusion that the schedule
of rates maintained by the Department for private printinl has norelation whatsoever to the realities of the situation. The Committee
hope that the Officer on Special Duty solely appointed for the revision of schedule of rates on a more realistic: hasis will complete his·
jolt expeditiously and that a periodical review will be undertaken-
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to assess the cost of printing in Govermnent of India presses vis-avis private preaises with a view to improving the efficiency of the
:Govenament presses.
(iv) Out-side Printing Organisation
2.149. The Committee have been informed that prior to 1947,
the Manager, Government of India Press. Calcutta used to farm out
printing jobs beyond the capacity of government presses to outside
agencies direct. As this farming out jobs involved scrutiny of legal
aspects, examination and analysis of tenders, drafting of agreements
etc. and as the Managers did not have the time or the facility for
this additional work. the Outside Printing Organisation at Calcutta
was created initially as a separate section under the headquarters
office to arrange printing through private presses. The Outside
Printing (D.P.) Organisation as a separate entity has been iunctioning from 17th October, 1947, when it was placed under the charge
of an Assistant Controller, Printing. The administrative control
.of the Outside Printing Organisation was subsequently transferred
to the Manager, Government of India Forms Stores and the Press
with effect from 24th July, 1956.
2..l50.

~xpLaining the functions being
performed by Outside
Organisation, the Ministry have informed the Committee
that this Organisation farm out printing jobs to the private printers
either on ad hoc tender basis or places print orders under the
Triennial Rate Contract for Posts and Telegraph forms and arranges
Scrutiny and payment of bills therefor. The triennial rate contract
is entered into by this organisation on all-India basis. At present
the triennial rate contract 1966-69 is in operation. In this contract,
297 kinds of essential P&T forms have been included. The requisitions for the P&T forms are received from the Superintendent
Postal Stores Depot, Calcutta. In addition to P&T forms, some
forms of the civil and defence departments, certain periodicals and
some jobs in regional languages are also printed through this organisation on ad hoc tender basis. Among these publiootions being
executed through the Outside Printing Organisation the Monthly
Statistics of Foreign Trade of India anti the Indian National Bibliography of !'<lational Library are two important items.
Printin~

2.151. Giving further details about the triennial contract enter-

ed into by the Assistant Controller, Outside Printing (ACOP), the

Ministry have informed the Committee in a written note that the
demands for essential forms are received from the P&T Department
and screened with a view to seeing which of them could be prined in the Government presses. For printing jobs which cannot be
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accommodated in the Government t>resses, tenders areinvited on all-India basis by advertisement, Acceptance of tendersis then decided by en ad hoc committee consisting of the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery and the representatives of the
Ministries of the Health and Family Planning and Works, Housing
and Urban Development (Department of Works Housing and Urban
Development) and Finance, A representative of the P & T Department attends this meeting, On the basis of their decision, a contract
is entered into with various printers for a period of three years for
a number of P & T forms, Print orders are placed during the currency of the contract as and when required,
2.152, The following statement showing the jobs (P & T forms)
executed under the triennial rate contract during the period from
1965-66 to 1967-68 has been furnished:
Details of the jobs (P&T forms) executed

Year

Loose forms
(in terms of
copies)

Book forms
(in terms of
copies)

Value in
rupees

1965-66

9,28,25,272

34,65,5 0 5

2,431433' 15

1966-67

5,06,94,508

19,38,080

I,6r,II9'90

1967-68

6,50,04,659

32,3 1,673

2,46,784'75

20,85,24,439

86,35,258

6,5 1,337'80

TOTAL

Details of the jobs (non-P&T Forms) eXlcuted on ad hoc tender basis:

Loose forms
Book forms
(No. of copies) (No. of copies)

Year

Value in
rupees

1965-66

8,23,426

4, 820492

3,35,231 'oS:

1966-67

II,99,250

3,19,966

2,11,969'6&

1967-68

9,50,450

2,04,505

2,00,057 '63

29,73,126

10,06,963

7,47,258 ' 39

TOTAL

2,153, Initially, the charges for all jobs are met by the Printing
and Stationery Department from its budget grant and subsequently,
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debits in the case of P & T forms are raised against the P & T Departmlent and in the cases of other paying departments, the debits.
are raised against the departments concerned.
2.154. The sanctioned strength of staff of the Outside Printing
Organisation at Calcutta is as under:
Assistant Controller, Printing
Overseer (Progressing)
Accountant
Head Clerk
UDC in-charge
U.D.C.
L.D. Clerk

I

2
1
3
4
21
27

Dutl:ry
Paper counter
Peon

7

Farrash
Chowkidar .
Sweeper

1
1
1

(including 4 leave reserve)

5
4

(including
reserve)

I

leave

78

TOTAL

The annual expenditure for the organisation for the last three years:
is as shown below:

--._--

1965-66

1966-67

1967-68

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

Establishment

2,35, 824' 95

256,089'20

2,73,724' 93

Other charges

5,608' 12

4,888'24

5,045'08

2,4 1,433 '°7

2,60,977 . 44

2,78,770 '01

2.155. The Committee desired to be informed of the necessity at
the Printing and Stationery Department to have a separate set-up
which is fairly expensive, instead of allowing the P ~ T Department'
to manage the. work themselves. The representatives of the Ministry has informed the Committee during evidence that the Outside~
Printing Organisation was set up in 1947 to take over the overflow
of printing works of P & T Department in Calcutta region. In Cal-
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"CUtta there are presses which have been printing these forms since
1924. There was no forms press except the one at Aligarh and at
1hat time private printers only used to do all the P & T forms ..
2.156. In reply to the question whether the Aligarh Government
Press authorities are in a position to do the P&T work which is now'
being done at Calcutta by the Outside Ptin!ing Organisation indepen<tently, the representative of the Ministry has infonned the Committee during evidence:
"Aligarh printing press does P&T work independently, but
Dot all of it. P&T work is far in excess of the capacity
of Aligrah Press. Aligralf is fully ocoupied. The Calcutta (OutSide Printing) Office is doing the work of
'farming out whatever work is offered by the Government of India, whether of P&T or of any other department."
"If I may explain a little further. there are 831 essential
forms to be printed. We scrutinise them. We consult
other (Government) presses also, not only Aligarh.
Nasik has a forms wing; Santaragachi Press has a forms
wing. We consult them also whether they would be able
to take up some portion of this work."
··J:I&T forms' 'we printed at

Aligrah. nearly 3000 tonnes of
them; then, at Nasik, 2000 tonnes; 500 tonnes are printed
in Santragachi, Calcutta."

2.157. In reply to the query whether this Outside Printing Orga:nisation is not adding unnecessary overhead charges, the representative of the Ministry has informed the Committee during evidence:
"With the insistence of the P&T Department to print trilingual fonns, - - in English, Hindi and a regional language
- - we may have to strengthen this outside printing
organisation and probably open one in Madras and another in Bombay to take care of this."
2.158. In reply to a query whether it is posible to centralise the
job of printing P. & T. forms at one place rather than getting them
done at Aligarh, Nasik and Santragachi as at present, the Ministry
have informed the Committee that the volume of work of printing
-of P. & T. forms is too large for any single Government Press to
handle. Moreover, these forms are required all over the country,
Regional arrangements for printing and distribution are administratively inevitable and costs on storage and transport are also
claimed to be less. Centralisation of the job of printing P. & T•
. 'fonns is not considered desirable by the Ministry.
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2.159. Commenting on the feasibility of amalgamating the Out-

'Side Printing Unit in the Office of the Chief Controller of Printing

and Stationery and the Outside Printing Organisation at Calcutta.
the Ministry hav~ informed the Committee in a written note that
the Outside Printing Or,ganisationat Calcutta receives reQuisitions
for P. & T. forms from the.. Superintendent Postal Stores Depot,
Calcutta, who stocks and distributes P. & T. forms :t;'equired by
P. & T. circles in that area. In the triennial rate contract, the
private presses on whom orders are placed are mostly located nearabout Calcutta and the Outside Printing Organisation. Calcutta,
stocks and issues paper and binding materials to them. The Assistant Controller. Outside Printirlg has also to inspect periodical1y the
presses. keep a continuous account of paper and materials w.ith the
printers so as to ensure that they are well within the amount of
1nsurance cover, scrutinise bills and pass them. Thus. for the
smooth working of the printing and supply of P. & T. forms to the
P. & T. circles in the Calcutta region, it is desirable that the OurSIde Printing Organisation should be located in Calcutta itself
instead of in Delhi.
\

2.160. The Committee note that in vie~. tthehe
......s of the P. & T.
Department for forms all over India, ~ urangementli for
their pri",ting and distribution, and storage and transport ~ inevifable and hence centralisation of the job of pnattng P. & T. forms
is not considered desirable by the Ministry. On the other hand tbe
Ministry feel that they have to strengthen the Outside Printing
Organisation at Calcutta and probably open new offices in Madras
~nd in Bombay with the insistence of' the P. 8& T. Departmcnt to
print trilingu!ll form. The Committee hope that any expansion of
the existing organisation or opening of similar organisations in
other areas will be considered only if it is found that the new presses
llroposed to be set up by the Ministry would not be able to meet
the requirements for P. & T. forms and other work of the Government that is being done by the Outside Printing Organisation at
present. The Committee mrther hope that the expenditure involved
In the expansion of the organisation, when it is absolutely unavoidable, should be kept to the minimum commensurate with efficiency.
2.161. The Committee note from the statements furnished that
the eost of printing P. & T. fonns executed under the triennial ;'te
contract during the period from 1965-66 to 1967-68 is Cheaper as eompared to non-Po & T. forms executed during the same period on ad
hoc tP.Dder basis. The Committee would like the Ministry to analyse
the causes in order to see if cheaper rates tban at present could not
'be obtained for getting the non-P.&T. forms printed through
private pres.ses.
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(v) Method of Execution

PrOdttctiOn capacity and short-fall
2.162,' It bas been mentioned earlier in this Chapter that about

30 to 31 per cent of the total value of printing jobs of the Govern-

ment of In'diB is being executed through outside printing agencies.
With a view to determining the justification of this 19.rge voluMe
of printing jobs being framed out to private printing presses, the
Committee desired information about the optimum capacity of the
Government presses and whether the proc.es::', are being utilised ,-.0.
their optimum capacity and the factors taken into C'onsitieration
for determination of this optimum.

·2.163. For an assessment of efficiency or. the mted rapacity in
the presses, the mechanical composing and printing are the two
most important productive centres in a press. The following work-ing figures have been arrived at by the Ministry for the Government of India presses under their control:

._-_._.------- -- - - - . SI.

NCl.

Name of G. 1. Press

2

1

I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Mechanical Printing
composing' Annual
output
output
capacity capacity
in terms (in crores)
of Royal in terms
Octavo
of sheet
pages
impressio ns·
3

Government of India Press, k.s, Roy Road,
Calcutta
Government of India Press, Rashtrapati Bhavan,
New Delhi
4,595
8
Government of India Press, Simla
7 ,3 2 4
. 8,65 0
Government of lndia Press, Aligarh
2,01,040
Government of India Press, New Delhi
Government of India Press, Temple Street,
4,3 2 5
Calcutta
1,02,297
Government oflndia Press, Nasik
8,65 0
Government ofIndia Press, Nilokheri
I,JO,946
C.JOvernment of India Press, Faridabad

4

0·8f

3'64'
19'65
15'35
12'43
20.t::,
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10.
II.
12.

13.

3

2

J

Government of India Press, Gangtok
Government of India Press, Santragachi
Government of India Press, Coimbatore
Government of India Press, Korany
TOTAL

4,3 25
32,5 68
47,83 8
6,87,842

4

--l'IS

25'07
I I '53
5'69

133 crores

A ctual Annual Production

1965-66,
1966-67
3. 1967-68
I.

2.

77' 08 crores
75 '91
"
81'37
"

2.1M. Asked to explain the big gap between the printing capacity and the actual production in the Government of India presses,
the representative· of the Ministry has informed the Committee durJng evidence:
l1lade a rough assessment taking into consideration certain variables. We tried to aSS~6 the capacity on the basis
of the character of work, but. if tbat character of work
gets altered, naturally there is drop in production. We
went on certain assumptions and have now asketi the
Managers (of Government presse~.) to report back how
far our. assumptions have really been correct. They have
made un assessment and we are actually making a productivity study whether the basis of assessment made
by us really bear any relation to actuals.

~'We

I have some figures. In the case of composing room we find
the efficiency is now about 83 to 98 per cent provitiing
that the assumptions are right. But when it comes. to
printing section, it is less and that is why we find the
variations are th~re."
2.165. With regard to the basis of their calculation of the data
about the optimum capacity in the Government press-es, the representative has stated further:
.
"The (above) 133 crores in terms of sheet impressions that
they (government) had given is on the basis: of the assump-
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tion that ell the presses would work 1.8 shifts. In aome
cases the presses, are not yet start~ working the second
shift.
Now, we have for the benefit of the Committee here tried to
get more figures in the matter as to what extent we are
right and how far our productivity really is with reference to actuals. We have calculated these figures on the
basis of the peak efficiency. Now, people in the Government presses do not work to that peak efficiency. We
have found in Calcutta it is about 68 per cent, in Simla
it is 87 per cent, in Aligarh it is 81 per cent, showing that
our 'Own asse.ssment is. n'Ot bad anti the level of productivity of the people is not bad. But when we come to
another press in New Delhi, it is less, showing that the
out-turn: is lefs and our assessment is too optimistic."

Second Shift in Governmetnt Presses
2.166. On being asked to analyse further the likely addition to
output from the extm point shift both on the composing and.
the printing side, the Ministry have informed the Committee in a
written note:
"In August, 1964, a crash programme for increa"ing printing
capacity in the existing Government presses, during the
last year of the Third Five Year Plan, namely, 1965-66,
was submitted to Government and the Planning Commission. In addition to schemes for replacement of existing
old machines, installation of new machines, etc., it was
also suggested that 80 per cent 'Of the printing machines
of the government presse~, at Faridabad, Nasik, Aligarh,
Santragachi and Nilokheri, be worked in the second shift.
The printing machinery in other presses VMs already running to this extent. Government approved the proposals
in principle. The Planning Commiesion also approved the
proposals in February, 1965 for advance action during
196~66. The proposals for addition to plant and machinery
could only be accommoda~ in the plan. The additional
shifts were to be run as non-Plan items.
2..167. During this period, there was a ban on creatictn of posts.
In view of thie~ draft proposals obtained from the Managers were
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lubjected to detailEti scrutiny and were forwarded to Government
ud were approved by them. on different dates as indicated below:
Name of press

S1.
No.
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Government of India Press, Faridabad
Government of India Press, Santragachi
Government of India Press, Aligarh
Government of India Press, Nasik
Government of India Press, Nilokheri

Date of
Date of
proposal sanction
6-11-65

29-9-66
4-7-66
14-7-66

18-12-65

11-10-66
11-10-66
11-10-66

The proposal was
received from the
A.M. (Tech.) Nilokheri on 14-10-65
and, on relaxation by
Government of the
ban on creation of
posts, sanction was
issued by Chief Controller of Printing
and
Stationery to
the creation of the
additional posts on
24-3-66 .

2.168. The following presses are running a seconti shift to the
extent found to be practicable ferr balanced production between theh'
compositing machine and bindery branches, relative to the wlume
and nature of work, required to be tione in those presses:
(1) Government of India Press, Minto Road. New Delhi.
(2) Government of India Press, Faridabad.
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government
Government

of Intiia Press, ~imla.
(jf India Press, Nasik.
of India Press:, K. S. Roy Road, Calcutta.
of India Press, Aligarh.
of India Press, Nilokheri.
of India Press, Gangtok.
of India Press, Temple Street, Calcutta.
of Intiia Pres~, Santragachi.

Second shifts have not been introduced in the G<tvernment Press at
Coimbatore and Koratty. These presses are comparatively new

establishments-the one at Coimbatpre having been commissioneci in.
January. 1964 and the other at Koratty, in October, 1966. A second
lihift can be intro\:iuced only after providing full complement of
ad, etc., to work a eomplete first shift. Proposals fur introducing
second shifts! in these presses to the extent of utilisation of 80 per
cent of the existing printing machines are under consideration 1lO"N."

2.169. The Ministry have further indicated that the actual SallCtioned strength in the night shift being short of full utilisation of
1.a shift, the optimum capacity figures woub:i necessitate a down.
ward revision as indicated below:
"Figures of optimum capacity in Government Presses:
Mechanical
Printing
composing (in sheet
(converted impressions)
into Royal

Octavo
pages)

lakh

crores

<:;apacity based on I ·8 shifts

6' 89

133

Capacity based on cent per cent day shift and the actual
sanctioned strength in night shift
.
.
.

5' 27

121'27

-------------~---

--------------

2.170. It has been stated that the average performance in respect
of mechanical composing sections ranges from 88.8 to 94. per cent of
the capacity for the three years. This should be considered as
reasonably gootl.
2.171. As regards printing, the average £w ell the presses comes
to about 64 to 67 per cent for the three years. The efficiency in the
different presses ranges from 35 to 100 per cent. The lowest is in
New Delhi Press which handles by and large all arecret work,
Parliament work and urgent jobs. The main reasons for the shortfall are:

(a) Most of the jobs received are of ahort-run nature which
mcreues the make-ready time (non-running hours) ami,
consequently, reduces the mechine running hours.
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(b) 60 to 75 per cent of the jobs executed in this press ar~ ~t
a priority nature. Certain jobs like bills, proclamations,
extraordinary gazettes etc., have to be print~d· andtieli;
vered on the same day of their receipt or next ·day· and
machines have to be kept waiting to receive them."
.. 2.172. On being asketi to clarify whether due regard has been
;gi"'en to 'make-ready-time' in deducing the CO~posini capacity of
.about 7 lakh pages and the printing capacity of 133 crores in sheet
impressions, as indicated earlier, the representative <f1f the Ministry
:has informed the Committee \:luring evidence:
"Make-ready-time has been accounted for. In determining
capacity we have taken into account several factors, including make-ready-time. In the case of f'Orms' work,
where we have long-run-printing, which is difterent when
comparetl to book work or mixed type of WOTk, we have
lBllowed a certain percentage for make-ready. On verifying
this percentage with actuals, we find that they are not
realistic and that accounts for this big gap between what
is expected and what we have got. Actual printing Gutput is directly relatetl to the number of ~rmsprinted.
This is a variable rector, whereas when we estimate capacity we assume that we shall be having 25 per cent of the
time spent on make-ready for forms.
'For one type of work we have taken that (25 per cent of the
production time as make.-ready-time). We have three
types of work, viz., forms work, book work and mixed
work. Make-ready-time allowed for form work is 15 'per
cent, fO'r'book work it is 30 per cent and for mixed work
it is 25 per cent."
2.173. In reply to the question whether they have any forms indi-eating the machine-time taken, the representative 'Of the Ministry
-~ informed the Committee:
"We have now introduced a form from which we can get the
proportions between the total time for which the, people
are employed and the total time spent on production and.
total time spent on non-production."

The Committee were '81so informed that this has been introduced
,about a year ago.
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2.174. Asked to indicate whether the introduction of the

new

form. is part o'f the prdductivity determination in the Government
of In4ia presses, the repre~entative of the Ministry has informed the

Committee during evidence:

"The Department has taken it up. We have been feeling the
need for tackling the question of capacity-determination
for some time now. The technical officer~ have now got
down to this anti worked out a tentative formula. This
work is also to be taken up by the National Productivity
Council."
2.175. The Ministry have further stated in a note that "thismatter also figured as a subject of discussion before the Public
Account~ Committee. It was decide'd to refer this matter to an
outside expert body, the National Productivity Council. The Council is about to undertake this task. A team of a technical officer and
staff has also been sanctione'd for this purpose."
2.176. The Committee are surprised to note that until now the ..
Ministry do not have· the rated capacity of production in the Govenunent of India Presses based on a scientific assessment of job
capacity both in the composing and printing wing, of these presses
and that only recently this question has been referred by them to th~
National Productivity Council. The Committee feel that. in th~
absence of such vital information, it is difficult to 9."SCSS properly
the need for expension of existing capacityiinstallation of neW
capacity.
2.177. The Committee note that while the aver'age t)erformance
ill re'il)ect of mechanical composing sections ranges from 88.8 per
cent to 91 per cent of the capacity, with regard to the printing per.
fonnance. the average for all the presses comes to about 64 per cent
to 11 pel' cent. The Committee would like the Governnlent to·
examille whether there is any imbalance in the performallce hetween these two sections, Bud if .50. it shoulrl be remedied.
2.l'lS. The Committee hope that the National Productivity COUIlcil will also consider the percentage of make-ready-time etc. whieh·
should be allowed for purposes of achieving higher degrees of produetioa in the Government of India Presses.
2.179. The Committee note that ten Government of India preases
are at present nmning a second shift to the extent found feasihle.
However, a seeond shift has not been introduced at the new
establishments at Coimbatore commissioned in January, 19M,
at Koratty commissioned in October, 1966. The Committf'f! sttg~est

an.
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tlaat in erder to make Culler uuliatiOll of the existing capaetty itt
tfae Government presses, .secend ahilt. should be introduced in thesetwo pt'eMes without delay.
The Committee desire further that in future, proVISion should
be made for introducing' the seeODd shift in the new Government of
India presses from the time they are coltJ(lllissioned.
2.180. Pending the asse&sment of the rated capacity on a sl'if'ntific
basis by the National Productivity Council, to whom the matter has
been referred, (the Committee suggest that the Department should
continuously keep a watch over the performance of the l~sses, both
fD the composiD, and the printing wings, and whenever a 'Siamificant faU in production below the existing Donns is noticf!able, take
}Jroper remedial steps.

Return oj proof
2.181. One other factor which would affect production to its optimum capacity in a printing press is the time taken for return of
corrected proof. In a written note, the Committee have been informed by the Ministry that the Officer on Special Duty in the Cabinet Secretariat, O&M Division, now Department of Administrative
H.eforms, recommended in 1957-58 the submission of a return showing qu/!ntity of type metal matter locked up and that the Ministry
have implemented his recommendation.
2.182. The Departmental Committee on Quality Printing (195960) also recommended fixation of a definite time-limit for return
of proofs and issue of final print order. In their written note, the
Ministry have stated:
"This recommendation (and two other recommendations on
allied problems) have since been finalised and it has
been decided to incorporate the decisions arrived at in
regard thereto in the Rules for Printing and Binding
which are under revision in this Office at present."
2.183. On being asked to indicat~ the time within which the
corrected proof has to be sent back to the Government presses by
the indenting departments with final print order, the representative
of the Ministry has informed the Committee during evidence:
"The time schedule for certain time-periodicals is two weeks
for correction of proof. because it has to be sent by post."
2.184. In reply to the que!'ltion whether the time schedule for
return of proof and issue of final print order has been incorporated
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in the rules for printing and binding, the representative of the
Ministry bas informed that it bas not been done as yet.
2.185. When asked to indicate whether the Government presses
are sending periodical returns regarding the quantities of locked
.up metal to the Ministry, their representative has informed the
Committee:
"I am told these are not being received properly."
2.186. When asked to indicate specifically why no action has SO
far been taken on the recomm~ndation contained in the Report of
the Departmental Committee on Quality Printing (1959) in regard
to fixation of a definite time limit for return of proof and issue of
iinal print order, the Ministry have informed the Committee in a
written note:
"Rule 24(i) of the Rules for printing & Binding is reproduced
below:
'Proofs and final printed work will be sent direct to the
indenting oftlcer -by the press. Proofs sent by the
press for correction must be returned promoptly
direct to the press, as much expense is involved
when type metal is laid up for a considerable. time.'
'The Departmental Committee on Quality Printing (1959-60).
recommended that a deftnite time limit should be fixed
for return of proofs and issue of final print order. This
was examined at length and the following decisions are
proposed to be taken:
(i) In cases, where it is essential to retain proofs for
more than a fortnight, advance intimation giving de-

tailed reasons should be given to the press by the
indentor over the signature of a Joint SeCretary; and

(ii) In cases where the return of proofs is delayed the
matter should be reported by the press, througn the

Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery to an officer not below the rank of Joint Secretary. It was
decided to incorporate the above decisions in the
Rules for Printing and Binding which are under revision."

2.187. The Committee note that for IDION than a dee_ ODe committee after another have beea asking the Mbdstry to fls a deftnit.

1ime-limlt for retam of proof aDd for issue of ftnal print ohler for
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printiDg, but they are unhappy to observe that iDspite of Govern- .
ment's acceptance of thOSe recommendations, nothing positive laas
been doue so far. All that the MInistry have done Is to examine the
proposals of tbe Departmental Committee "at length" and certain
"decisions are proposed to be taken". The Committee do DOt know
when, if at all, the decisions will actually be taken and implementecl.
This shows, in the opinion of the Committee, the casual DUUUler i.
which proposals/suggestions made by Committees appointed by Gevernment themselves, are treated by the Department.

2.188. The Committee desil"e the Ministry to ensure that there is
no further delay in ineorporating in the Rules of Printing and Binding suitable provisions relating to fixed time-limit for return of proef
and giving print orden.
2.189. The Committee feel, however, that a time-limit of a fortnight for return of proofs by the indenting departments proposed to
be incorporated in the Rules for Printing and Binding is rather on
the high-side as this will result In locking up of metal, occupation of
space, non-prociuctive hours in composing and printing shops, l1'ealer
depreciation, etc. This in turn will result in rise of overhead expenses and eo!It of production in the Government presses. There is,
in their view, scope for curtailing this period to !lome extent.
2.190. The Committee regret that even though the recomme:ldation of tile OfIicer on Special Duty, O. & M. Division, Cabinet Sec.l'e·
tariat with regard to submission of returns showing quantity of type .
metal matter locked up has been stated to have been "implemented".
the returns are not being received properly. It is unfortt'lllate tbat
the .submission of the return, which could serve as a cheek on the
delay in the work in the Government of India presses, has been allowed to fall in disuse. They suggest that immediutc remedial aCtion in the matter should be taken.

Controlling Arrears in Printing
2.191. In his report (1957-58), the Officer on Special Duty in the
Cabinet Secretariat, 0 & M Division, now Department of Administrative Reforms, recommended that printing job progress charts
should be submitted by each Government press monthly to the Chief
Controller of Printing and Stationery. In a written note, the Mini~·
try have informed the Committee:
"In view of the setting up of the High Level Committee the
printing demands were expected to be controlled and the
matter was shelved."
2.192 .. On being asked to indicate whether there is any check by
the Ministry about arrears in printing in the Government presses,
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the representative of the Ministry has informed the
during evidence.

Committee

"During the inspections we do il"
2.193. In reply to a question whether any explanation is received
from a Government press when a particular report is delayed by
more than one month, the representative of the Ministry has infomed the Committee:
"We do have returns which we are going to systematise. We
have returns showing the number of jobs one year old.
two years old and so on. But we are now evolving a
more etTective way of clearing arrears, particularly in
the case of time publications."
2.194. When asked to indicate the time lag in arrears of printing

in the Government presses. the Ministry have informed the Com-

mittee in a written note:

"Jobs executed in the Government of India Presses broadly
consist of the following categories:
(a) Items which have necessarily got to be done by a
specified time, i.e. printing of Gazettes both Ordinary
and extraordinary. Army Orders, Navy InstructIons.
(b) Publications and periodicals of regUlar nature for
which a proper production schedule is drawn up in
advance in consultation with the indentor and the
presses concerned.
(c) Ad-hoc publications which are allotted to

different
presses taking into consideration the load of the
press at a particular time. The indentor indicates
the date for submission of proofs/copies and whenever we are not in a position to adhere to the dates
specified in the requisition, dates are suitably altered
after discussion with the officers concerned.

(d) Forms and non-urgent jobs, which are required
throughout the year and could be processed leisurely.
In these cases also, priorities in printing are often
altered at the request of the indentors.
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According to the statistics collected from the various Governments of India presses, the number of jobs in arrears in AprilMay, 1968 is as follows:
Between 6 months and one year
Between J and 2 years old
Between 2 and ::1 years old .
Over 3 years old
TOTAL

2.195. It may however, be mentioned that this forms a small percentage of the total number of jobs actually received. The New
Delhi Press alone receives annually over 12,700 jobs of which only
36 items are pending for 6 months or more -a very insignificant
percentage compared to the total load. Jobs pending in the various
Government of India presses for more than a year will be about 3
per cent of the total number of jobs received."
2.196. When asked to clarify the procedure followed in regard to
check delays in the Government Presses and action taken in regard
to transfer of jobs from one press to another or giving jobs to private pres~es, the Ministry informed the. Committe in a written note:
"For every job which is handled in a Government of India
press, a work docket is allotted to it. The complete specification of the jab and related instructions are entered.
in the work tlocket.
The progress of jobs is watched through Daily Work Progress Book in each press. Dates of despatch specified by
the department are indicated on the work docket. If no
date for completion is given, a date would .be fixed by the
press and entries will be made in the Progress Regist~r
maintained for the purpose. On the completion of the
work in one branch, the job with the work docket is
transferred to the next branches concerned, viz. composing, printing, binding etc.
A monthly arrears list is also prepared in the presses at the
end of each month. From the Work Progress Book, a list
of jobs for which proofs have been sent out and which
have been outstanding over a month is complied by the
press. The lists are received by the officers in the. press
and followup action is taken. Cases in which the return
of proofs is delayed are reported to the headquarters officer also.
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Whenever a coroplaint from an indenting department about
the delay in supply of proofs or printed copies by a press
is received in the headquarters, the matter is followed
up with the press. Inspeeting officers visiting the presses
also took into the cases of delay. Experience shows that
in many cases, delay is due to the indenlors themselves
holding up proofs or 'making too many additions!alterations and the remaining 50 per cent occur in the presses
concerned.
Delays occuring in the presses are generally attributable to
such factor as over-loading, alterations in priorities, pre"
'ssure of urgent jobs, etc. If they are due to lapses on
the part of individuals, suitable action is taken against.
them. In certain cases, large orders have to be processed
over a long period. There are also cases where jobs get
delayed on account of shortage of materials or paper.
Normally jobs are not transferred from one press to an.other,
particularly when the matter has been set up and furthf."t"
progress has only to be effected. A decision to transfer
a job from one press to another or to farm it out to a
private press is taken only in special cases where com"
posing work has not yet started or where, even though
part of the work has been done, delays are anticipated on
account of strike, go-slow tactics, etc."
2.117. The Committee are unhappy to note that even though about
• decade ago the Officer on Special Duty, Cabinet Secretariat, O.M.
Division recommended that C.overmnent should improve the machinery for controlling arrears in the Govemment presses the matter
was shelved as the Ministry thought that "in view of the setting up
of the High Level Committee the printing demands w,~re e'xpected
to be controlled". The factual position, however, is tbat in Apl"ill
May 1168 there were as many as 3850 items of jobs in arrears in
Government of India presses ranging between six month~ amI three

years.
2.198. The Committee are cODBtrained. to note that during the last
decade no concrete step appears to have been taken in til., Printing
ad Stationery Department on any matter which cuuld bring in som"
Sort of improvement in the working of the Government presses notwithstanding the appointment of various committees and recommend.tions made by them.
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2.lJ9. The Committee, therefore, recommend that the machinerY
for keepinc • check on arrears in Government presses shouid b~
systematised without any further delay and a more effective way of
clearing arrears should be evolved 80 that aU printing indents are
cleared by the Government presses within a reasonable period of
time u otherwise the printed material in most ca'ies is likely to losp
its utility and importance.
Centralisation of Government Printing2.200. The Expert Committee (Printing) on the Government of
India presses (1949-50) recommended:

"In the interest of economy and efficiency, all the printing
work must be centralised and should be undE'l' one con-.
tro!. The small units under the Ministrv 01 Information
and Broadcasting and the Ministry of Cc:mmercc should
be brought -under one control, i.e. Ministry of Works,
Mines and Powers and the Control'er of Pr!nting and
Stationery.
All secret work should be centralised in the Delhi Press and
the Secret Section should be expanded to meet all the
demands."
2.201. It has already been pointed out that the Governm.ent presses
with thejr eXisting capacity are not able to meet the entire printing
demanCi of the Government of India and that about 31 to :13 per cent
of the total demand is at present being farmed out to private presses.
In a written note, the Ministry have informed the Committee the
following estimated shortage in capacity of the Government of India
presses by 1970-71:
.

---

Estimatej demand

.-.--.- ----_._-

E~sting

capacity of

for rrinting by 1970-71 Government presses
(i) Forms
(ii) Posters/folders
----------"---- ---

25,000

tons

lakh sheets
impressions

210

11,400

tons

II 5

lakh sheet
impressions

2.202. When asked to indicate the steps being taken hy Ministry
to augme.nt the capacity so that the gap between th(' demand and
the existing capacity is bridged in the shortest possible time, :;he
Ministry have informed the Committee in a written note:
"In order to augment the capacity of the Government of India
presses, certain proposals for setting up new presses have
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been suggested for inclusion in the Fourth )'ive-Year Plan.
Besides, a programme for making intensive utilisation of
India presses was ~aunched during the last year of the
Third Plan itself. This programme, when completed, is
likely to generate additional capacity in forms printing.
The proposals for augmenting the existing capacity during the
Fourth Five-Year Plan are(i) Press for Army Headquarters (Boob,_
(ii) Press for Army Headquarters (Forms I_
(iii) Press for Hindi Printing.

(iv) Science Press.
tv) Six additional presses for books, forms, pnsters, publicity and stationery binding.
(vi) Expansion of Government of India press, Nilokheri.
(vii) Offset printing machines for Photolitho Wings of the
Government of India Press, Minto Road, New Delhi and
the Government of India Press, Nasik.
\viii) Bin~i.lg machines for Government of India pre.sses at
Faridabad, Santragachi and Nasik.
(ix) Additional printing machines for Government of India
press, Aligarh.
(x) Specialised machines for P. & T. Department."
2.203. In reply to the question whether a revie'v of the worKs In
progress and a re-phasing of priorities to cover ur~ent requirements
have been attempted, the Ministry have informed in a written note:
"In formulating the proposals for the Fourth Five-Year Plan,
priority has been given to the schemes which are continuing from the Third Plan so that the money already
spent on them does not go waste. These schemes have,
therefore, become the first charge on the Fourth Plan as
the work done on them has necessarily to be brought to
Its logical conclusion and fruition."
2.204. On being asked to explain what positive action has been
·taken by the Ministry from dissuading other Ministries and Depart·menis from setting up their own presses, the Mini:qtry have inform'
,ed the Committee in a written note:
"Whenever proposals are received from the various Ministries /
Departments of Government of India for setting up their
own printing Presses, these are always reslsted on the
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ground that such attemJpts to decentralise printing run
eounter to the well deflned polley of Gavel'DJDent to centralise printing under this Ministry. The Ministry/Departments concerned were told so. Where Ministries/
Departments are able to get plan allocation for setting up
of presses, they are asked to divert funds to this Ministry.
The main problem, therefore, that confronts us in the expansion of the printing capacity to meet the ever-increasing printing demands is inadequate Plan allocations, lack
of financial resources-both rupee. and foreign exchange.
As the Printing and Stationery Department is a serVIce
department, co-equal priority should be accorded to the
'Expansion of Printing capacity' corresponding to the
developing activities of Government that it is expected to
serve.
"or optimum: utilisation of the existing resources, the Printing
and Statienery Department has also proposed a schetne
costing about Rs. 25.00 18khs for the entire Fourth FlveYear Plan period for strengthening the organisational set
up of tile Department."
2.205. In reply to a query, the representative of the Ministry has
informed the Committee during evidence "that 30 per cent of tbe
"total printing work is being done in outside preSies and the balance
"70 per cent by the Government presses." Giving information aboub
the proposals for new presses during the Fourth Plan, the represeniative has further stated:
"We have sent up proposals for a few presses in the Fourth
Plan. We have asked for 33 crores of rupees for the
Fourth Plan."
2.206. The Committee desired information about the printing
·capacity available' in the country both in the public and the :private
sectors, which would be of use to Planning Commission as also to
-Government for determination for priorities for allocation in regard
to expansion of capacity in these two sectors. In reply the repre'sentative of the Ministry has informed the Committee during
-evidence: "No assessment of capacity available in the private sector hili
been made, because it is not a controlled industry. But
such an assessment has been suggested by us in our proposals for the Fourth Plan. We intend making this survey
before we finally decide in which direction expansion
should take place. Printing is a seasonal industry-that ia
during certain months, there is heavy printing pressure

:315 (Ail) LS-6.
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and at other times, the pressure is slack. Because of thesefluctuations the capacity cannot be determined in aD
accurate way. Our intention, when we make this survey,
1s to find out what is the installed machinery in the country and whether some of this capacity-say 25 to 30 per
cent-cannot be kept assigned for government work."

•

•

•

•

"A few months ago we have addressed the State Government.
to 'give us a rough estimate of the capacity available in
the various States. Our main purpose is to know exactly
what capacity is available, where the presses are located
and how much machinery is working."
2.Z07. The Committee accept the principle that in the interest
.f economy, efficiency and promptitude all printing work of the
Government should be centralised and put under a unified control
under a Ministry and normaDy Government should not allow this
control to be eroded by the setting up of their own Printiug Prelsesby the various ~nistries.
Before attempting to
effeet
unified control, the Ministry should reorganise their existing
centralised maehinery in such a manner that the existing printing
eapacity Is utilised to the maximum, Government printing jobs are
Recuted promptly at costs comparable to commercial printing anet
at standards which can compare favourably with standards of print.
~ jobs in advanced countries.
2.208. The Committee note that a high percentage of Government's total printing jobs (about 30 per cent) is even now being
farmed out to private presses and that the Ministry have sent Up'
proposals for a few presses in the Fourth Plan htimated to cest
about Rs. 33 crores. They would, however, like to emphasise that
before any expanslon of existing presses or installation of new units
is undertaken, Government should make aD efforts for optimum
utilisation of the existing capacity and resources and strengthening
the orlanisational set-up of the Department.

CHAPTER

m

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS
Parl.iam.eDtary Wing of the Government of India Press, New Deihl
3.1. With the advent of independence

and the corresponding

JnCl'ease in the responsibilities of the Central Legislature (in 1947),

·the Provisional Parliament (in 1950) and the two Houses of Parliament (since 1952), there was a marked increase in the volume of
printing work of Parliament.

3.2. Before the war, Parliamentary Debates and other works were
printed at the Government of India Press, New Delhi, within a week
of the manuscript being sent to the Press. During the war some
delays began to occur. The situation worsened after the war, and
in 1947 there were enormous delays in the printing of parliamentary
papers. These delays evoked criticism from Members of Parliament, the press and the general public and, in particular, libraries,
educational institutions and research workers in India and abroad.
It becar.Qe clear, on examination, that the Government of India Press
with its printing capacity at that time could not adequately deal
with the printing of parliamentary papers in addition to Goventment's own printing work. It was realised that the solution to the
problem lay in the setting up of a separate press for the printing
of parliamentary papers. This matter was examined at various
levels, and eventually, instead of having a separate Press, a selfcontained Parliamentary Wing was established in the Government
of India Press, New Delhi.
3.3. As a meeting held between the Speaker and the then Minister
Of Works, Mines and Power on 7th June, 1950, the following points

were agreed upon:

(i) Assuming that the House of People (now Lok Sabha)
would sit for 150 days and the Council of States (now
Rajya Sabha) for 60 days and work on an average for 51
hours a day and recognising that Hindi would be freely
used by Members of Parliament, the increased requirements of parliamentary printing work were estimated as
follows:(a) work in connection with the printing of circulars. Bills
etc.-Three fold.
77
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(b) Debates, including translated version-Four fold.
(c) Questions and material to be placed in the Parliament..
ary Library for information of Members in connection
with the measures before Parliament-Three fold.
(ti) Steps to meet this overall

increase were to be taken
immediately by the Ministry, including the transfer of any
machinery intended for Nasik-such as Hindi Lino
machines, to the New Delhi Press. To meet the increased
demand, the following further steps were also to be taken:

(a) The capacity of the Press should be increased by the
provision of additional buildings, machines, staft' etc.;
and
(b) Provision should be made for Hindi Printing on a much
larger scale.
3.4. It was hoped that after the decisions-referred to above,
were implemented, the position would considerably improve and all
the printing difficulties would disappear. But the experience of the
five years from 1950 to 1955 showed that, instead of the position
improving, it actually worsened, inter alia for the following reasons:
(i) The Government did not plan for the expansion of the
Parliamentary Wing, as envisaged in the above decisions.
(ii) The Parliamentary 'Wing was frequently

utilised for
printing the work of the Government and parliamentary
printing works were kept in abeyance during such periods.

(iii) Specially urgent printing works were

brought to the
attention of the printers, but due to lack of supervision
in the Parliamentary Wing and the inadequacy of staft' and
machinery, those works could not be completed in time,
with the result that alternative arrangements for eyclastyling had to be resorted to at the last minutes.

(iv) There were a lack of proper planning in the maintenance
of adequate stocks of stationery, binding material and
other requirements.
(v) The printing work had been delayed and printing mistakes (of grave character in some cases) were noticed in
Bills, Reports, etc.
3.5. The General Purposes Committee of the Lok Sabha, at their
sitting, held on the 26th November, 1964, appointed a Sub-Co:nmittee
In order to examine the position with regard to the printing of Lok
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Sabha papers in the Parliamentary Wing of the Government of
India Press, New Delhi. Some Members with special knowledge
of printing were also associated with the Sub-Committee. In addition to holding meetings, the Sub-Committee also studied matters
on the spot in the New Delhi Press. The Secretary of the Ministry of
Works, Housing and Supply, the Chief Controller of Printing and
Stationery and the Manager of the Government of India Press, New
Delhi, were also examined.
3.6. In their Report dated the 24th July, 1955, submitted to the
General Purposes Committee, the Sub-Committee made, inter alia,
the following recommendations :
(i) Since 1950, the volume of printing work of Lok Sabha
had gone up from 50,000 pages a year to approximately
2,06,750 pages a year in 1954. While making llrrangements
for additional accommodation and installation of additional
machinery, provision should be made for the anticipated
increase of printing of Lok Sabha to 3 lakh pages a year.
tii) The Parliamentary Wing should be exclUSively employed

for the printing of parliamentary papers.

(iii) Steps should be taken urgentlY by the Ministry of Works,

Housing and Supply to acquire and instal immediately
• additional machinery necessary to cope with the increased
work.

(tv) Parliamentary jobs should be executed within the tune
specified and, in particular, the debates should be printed within a week and finally, the objective of printin,
them within 24 hours should be achieved.
(v) The whole position should be reviewed after one year
so.

O~

3.7. The General Purposes Committee, at their sitting. held OD.
30th May, 1956, apPOinted another Sub-Committee to review, in the
light of tRe recommendations made by the earlier Sub-Committee
in 1955, whether adequate arrangements had been made for printing of parliamentary' papers and, if not, what measures should be
taken from time to time in connection therewith.
3.8. The Sub-Committee at their sitting held on 20th Decembel'
1956, made the follOWing recommendations:
(i) There was room for improvement in efficiency in
dUctlon.

pro..,
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(ii) The expansion of the Parliamentary Wing should be
progressively brought up to cope with the ultimate demand

of 3 lakh pages a year.
3.9. The Sub-Committee met again on 25th March, 1957, and they
were informed that the target date fixed for the clearance of arrears
in the printing of the debates could not be adhered to and that more
time was required. The Sub-Committee considered that the Printers
had not been able, even after the creation of a separate Parliamentary Wing, either to clear the arrears of the printing work by the
target dates laid down or to keep pace with the current printing
work. They felt that there should be a separate press exclusively
for printing the works of the Parliament. In reply, the Government informed the Sub-Committee that the Chief Controller's Oftlce
had put up a proposal for the setting up of a new press at Delhi.
3.10. The number of machines installed and working since 1958
in the Government of India Press (Parliamentary Wing), MiRto
Road, New Delhi is as follows:(i) Composition. Machines:

(1) Mono Composing Casters-14
(2) Mono Keyboards-10
(3) Lino-type Composing-19

(li) Printing Machines: -21
(iii) Binding Machin.es:
(1) Folding Machines-2
(2) Wire-Stitching Machines-3

(3) Cutting Machines-2
(4) Booldng-Sewing Machine-l
3.11. The Committee desired to know from Government whether
any new machines had been installed since 1958 to augment the capacity in order to meet the increase in the volume of printing work.
The answer given by the Government was "Nil". The Committee
also desired to know whether any of the machines already installed
required replacement due to age, wear and tear, etc. In a written
note, the Committee have been informed that "the declaration of
one printing machine as unserviceable il under the consideration of
Government. No other machine is unserviceable at preeent.
Ezeesrive delays in. the Printing of Lok Sabh4 Debet"
3.12. The Committee understand· that the schedule for the printing of the original version of the Lok Sabha Debates was 10 days
from the date of the sitting. Upto the end of the 1964, the printers
were able to adhere to this schedule. Since then, the printing of
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the original version of the Debates began steadily falling into arreara.

In order to cope with the work the Chief Controller of Printing and

Stationery has

recently started farming out the original

of the Debates to private printers.

varsion

3.13. The Committee also understand that the schedule for the
Printing of the summarised translated version is 17 working days.
This schedule has never been maintained by the printers and the
summarised translated version has almost always been behind schedule by one or two months even when the original version was being
printed within 10 days. The problem, however, assumed serious
proportions with effect from the Winter Session of 1964. Unable to
cope with the work, the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery
has been farming out the summarised translated "ersion of the
Debates to private printers.

3.14. A statement showing the position of priting of Lok Sabha
Debates (Original version and summarised translated version) as on
8-4-1969 is given below:
••

--_._---Session

No. of

sittings

No. of
Printed
copies
received

No. of
Debates
still outstanding

ORIGINAL VERSION OP DEBATES
Fifth Session 1968 (22-7-68 to
30-8-1968)

28

25

3

Sixth Session 1968 (11-11-68 to
20-12-68)

31

11

14

Seventh Session, 1969 (11-2-69 (Mss. of 30 Debates sent to the
to continuing)
New Delhi Preas so far. Nothing received.)

TRANSLATED VERSION OP DEBATBS
Fifth Senion, 1968 (22-7-68 to
30 - 8-1968)
Sixth Seaion,

1968 (n-n-68

to 20-I 2-68)

1

31

7

Seventh Sesaion, 1969 (17-2-69 (Mss. of IS Debates sent to the
New Delhi Prese so far.
to continuing)
Nothing receil'Cd.)

------------------

Rematb

Incre4te in Hindi Printing

Jo",
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3.15. On being asked to indicate whether there has not beeD
a considerable increase in the printing work in Hintli, the Ministry
have. informed the Committee in a written note:
''The shortage of Hindi cepacity is about 300 pages per day
on the basis of the average load during the last session.
The assistance of the Government of India presses in Fari~
bad. Nasik and Simla is taken for execution of Hindi
printing jobs. Besides this outside printing is also resort.
ed to for priting debates."

3.16. On being asked to indicate whether any survey has been
made as to the extent of increase of Hindi printing work for twoHouses of Parliament since 1956-57, the Ministry have informed the
Committee in a written note:
"No sueh survey was done upto 1983. The figures from
1964 onwards including the maximum load of sessional papers of both. the Houses of Parliament are
given below:
Year

Hindi (Royal Octavo pages)22,300
• 29,600
. 31,300
• 3S,100
• 38,000 (upto 31st A.ugqlt,
1968)

Stnional P4pe.rs:
Year

Peak Load

(Royal Octavo pages)
68 pages a day
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II2

17S
225

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

(upto 31st A.ugust, 1968)"

3.17. When asked to indicate what proposals are under conside:ration by Government for augmenting the capacity of ParliamentRry

B3

Wing of the Government of India Press, New Delhi, so that sessional papers, Bills, debates, reports, etc. are printed in time, theMinistry have informed the Committee in a written note:
"No proposals are under consideration for augmenting the
capacity of the Parliament Wing of the Government of
India Press, Minto Road, New Delhi, as there is no accommodation available for this purpose, nor can any extension be thought in the existing premises of the Press.
Further, the Press itself is now situated, as per the
Master Plan. in a non-conforming area, Steps are being
taken to set up a special Reprographic unit with a capaCltv of 100 pages per tlay for doing a part of the essential
papers of Parliament.
Apart from this, the new Government at India Press in New Delhi coming up on the
Rin~ Road will also undertake
Parliamentary work in
addition to other work."

3.18. Giving the details of the presses where parliamentary work

is being executed., the Ministry have further stated:

"The Government of India. Press, New Delhi, mainly handles
Parliament work. but as the resources have not beea,
found adequate. assistance of the Government of India
• Press. Faridabatl. Is also taken. Available Hindi capacity
in the Government of India Presses located at Nasik and
Simla is also utilised for handling the debates of the twoHouses of Parliament to the extent possible.

The following

measUl'elf are being taken for getting the
Parliament work tlone through units loeated in the Delhi
complex:(a) A reprographic unit with electric typewriters (Hind!key-board) anti Offset duplicators is being set up.
(b) The Government of In~a Press, Ring Road, New
Delhi, is being provided with the full complement of

Hindi-English equipment.

(c) Setting up of another new press in Delhi or its close'
proximity (A project included in the proposals for the- .
Fourth Five Year Plan)."
Delays iftthe 'Printing Of Sessi.c)7ull Papers and Committ,ee Repcwts3.19, Jt has .. been. br<7U,Ii(ht to the notice of the Committee that
apart from the printing' of _the original and summarised' translated
version of the debates, the printing of the daily sessional papers and

H4

..of Reports of Parliamentary Committees in time has also been posmg a problem.

3.20. Asked to state what positive steps have been taken for the
timely printing of all the items of sessional papers, the Ministry
have in a written nate stated:
"Some of the seisional papers which the Parliament Wing is
unable to handle ill tilUe are processed. in the Main Wing
of the Press. Certain Bills in Hindi and Question Lists
of Lok Sabha were also diverted to Government of India
Press Furidabad whenever the New Delhi Press could
not complete the jobs in time. Secret Bills, Reports of
the Committee on privileges are processed in the Top
Secret Wing of the Press."

"It is conceded that the present

arrangements for priting
work of Parliament are not adequate. Considering, however, the multi-lingue! nature of the work and the
flnancial resources (Foreign Exchange) of the country,
they cannot be called outmoded.. The techniques of production have to be related to the nature and quality of
work to be executed. We have already finalise'd a Echeme
of offset duplication in respect of certain sessional papers
which are required overnight, e.g., list of business, synopsis of debates, bulletins, etc. The technical officers have
further been studying the question of even introducing
computer-aitled and type-operated type-setting. All these
systems represent changes in copy-preparation. The Complexities in setting two languages, tnz., Hindi and English
and the limited number of copies pose further problem.
A feasibility study would therefore have to be conducted
before far reaching changes in methods of production can
~ introduced.. Moreover these systems would. require almost 100 per cent foreign exchange and !'election and
training of highly skilled technicians and engineers."

Ovemight Prin.ting of Debate.

3.21. The Comm1ttee note that in August, 1965, the Sub-Commtttee:
-of the General Purposes Committee made, inter alia, the following
-recommendations:
"The printing works should be executed within the time specified and in particular the Debates should be prfnted
within a week and ftnaUytbe oDjective of printing them
within 24 hours should be achieyed.."
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3.22. In a written note, the Ministry have stated:
"On the 25th August, 1962, the Ministry informed. the Lot
Sabha Secretariat as also the Rajya Sabha Secretariat that
the press to be set up in Najalgarh Industrial Area would
be planned for general puIposes while the present press in
the Minto Road area would be utilised mainly for caterIng
to the requirements of Parliament work after the press In
the Najafgarh Industrial area had been set up. It was further stated that the consideration of proposal for overnight
pl'lIlting has to wait till the new press 'in the Najafgarh
Industrial Area in Delhi is set up. A view was taken early
in 1963, after the Chinese aggresion that it would not be
possible to find additional funds for equipment for overnight printing during the present emergency and that the
Parliament Secretariat might agree to the proposal of
cyclostyling the debates for limited object they had In
view. It was also thought that by the time the new press
at Delhi came up, the position regarding volume of work
and the character of overnight printing of the Parliament
debates would be clear. It is our intention to utilise the
resources of the Ring Roard Press also for Parliament
work. It will thus be seen that the Ministry has all along
been pursuing the question of making adequate arrangements for printing the Parliament debates in the manner
• desired anti the proposal received a setback partly because
of the emergency created by the Chinese aggreSSIOn and
partly because of the difficulties in getting release of foretgn exchange for the new press."

1.23. In the course of evidence the Committee desired to know the
immediate and the long term measures contemplated to bridge the
gap between the printing requirements and the available capacity.
The Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery has stated in reply,
"The immediate measures are as follows.-I have transferred
the work from New Delhi to Faridabad, Simla and Naslk
and also given out some work to private printers. I have
also taken out some magazines and other work in Hindi
from the Faridabad Press and framed it out to private
printers in order to release Hindi capacity for Parliamentary work, because it is to be given priority. That is a1l0rt
term measure.

, We are .lso setting up a reprographic unit to produce about
, , - 100 pages' per, day overnight for Parliament for which we

16
are getting the zerographic equipment from Poland. This
is one step.
Further, some of the mono equipment for Hindi in the Faridabad Press which was being worked for one shift is now
being worked for two shifts.
We are setting up also the Ring Road Press. The Printing
Machinery has already arrived from the East European
countries, namely, the G.D.a, and it is being installed
there, and we have also got foreign exchange released from
the U.K. credit for mono equipment."
E""OTB

in Printing

3.24. The Committee wanted to know about the steps taken to see
that Parliamentary publications are free from printing errors. The
Ministry have in a written note stated as under:

UIn regard to sessional papers, not all of them are receIved tn'
typed form. Moreover, they have to be processed like
newspapers for overnight printing. Hence, printing errors
do occasionally creep in. Mistakes in regular publtcatlolll
occur vf!ty l1lrely and they are not more than what they
would occur in any printing house. Wherever such errorsare detected investigations are made and suitable action
is taken against the individual concerned."
In the course of evidence, the General Manager of the Government
of India Press, New Delhi, has stated in this connection as follows
with regard to errors in the case of Bi1ls:-

"So far 88 Bills are concerned. the proofs are checked by ~e
Law Ministry initially. We give them the proof for checking. Probably, they make changes in the wordings. Then
they hand over the proof to the Lok Sabha Secretariat
who place the printing order on us. Sometimes, we get
.only 3.4 or 5 hours' time after receipt of proof' flo produce
the printed copies. BilIs are taken special care of in the
matter of avoiding mistakes. All possible steps are taken
to see that mistakes of even punctuation do Jiot occur in
Bills".
'
Asked to state if they would be 'able to do much-better If they
got the material' a little earlier, the representative Of the Ministry
stated, ·'Yes".
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Quality of Paper, etc.

3.25. The Committee also wanted to know the stePs taken for use
.of good quality paper for Parliamentary publications specially for
important publications of Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha and for maintenance of a proper standard for the get-up of such publications. The
"Ministry have stated in a written reply as follows:"For printing of debates. sessional papers and other publications. the approved varieties of paper are stocked and
used.
Sometimes. when the required quality of paper is not available on rate contract, local purchase is resorted to. The
samples of such paper are, however, shown to the Lok
SabhalRajya Sabha Secretariats before actual purchase.
The style and get-up of publications are generally
decided by the Secretariats themselves in consultation with
the press authorities.
The Committee, however, learn that the prescribed shades
-and quality of paper for various Parliamentary jobs are often not
available and the Controller of Printing has been applying to the
Lok Sabha Secretariat for a relaxation in this regard.
~l.26.

Job-wise Debit.

3.27. The Committee desired to know the steps taken for preparation and raising of job-wise debit for the Parliamentary printing jobs
executed by the Government of India Presses. The Ministry have
stated in reply in a written note that, "No steps have been taken so
far for the preparation and the raising of job-wise debits for the Parliamentary jobs executed in the different Government of Intiia
Presses. As a service'Department, the Government of India presses
work on 'No Profit and No Loss' basis. The existing costing system,
as approved by the Comptroller and Auditor-General is designed for
raising debits on department-wise basis far jobs executeti for each
Department and not job-wise".
Volume of work

3.28. In a written note, the Committee have been "informed by the
Ministry that the quahtum of Parliamentary jobs received by the
Government of India Press, New Delhi from 1964 to 1968 (upto 31st
Augu&t, ]968) aunually for execution, from the Lok Sabha
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1966
1967
1965
English Hindi English Hindi English Hindi English Hindi
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English
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Hindi

10,0

Total

The Committee have funher been informed that the following is the daily average of Parliamentary work (Royal Octavo
Pages) receiyed in the Government Press New Delhi during the period 1-1-1968 to 31-8-1968:

GRAND TOTAL

TOTAL

Rajya Sabha

Lok S.1bha

I

1964
English Hindi

Quantity of Parliamentary Printing 10bs (in terms of Royal OctarJO Pagu)

Sec:retariat and the Rajya Sabha Secretariat is as follows:-

00

.,.

~
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3.29. The Committee note that the capacity of the ParliamentarY'
Wing in the Government of India Press, New Delhi, falls short of
the actual requirements by about 625 pages (royal octavo) per day.
The Committee find that a Suh-Committee appointed by the General
Purposes Committee as far back as 1955 had recommended that provision sbould be made in the Press for an anticipated increase of
printing work of Lok Sabba alone to three lakh pages a year and accordingly they had suggested acquiring and installing additional
machinery and making necessary arrangements for additional accommodatioDS. The Committee are, however, surprised that no new
IJIIIlchines have been installed since 1958 to augment the capacity of
the Parliamentary Wing of the New Delhi Press in spite of the clear
recommendation made by a Parliamentary Committee. It is also surprising that although the scbeme for the setting up of the Ring Road
Press was approved by the Expenditure Finance Committee in May t
1963, this Press has not yet been commissioned even though nearly
six years have elapsed. The Committee suggest that taking into account the present workload as also the anticipated increase in Parliamentary printing work (including Hindi printing work) and in
the light of the experience gained by them over the year.s, Government may prepare a realistic scheme for expansion of the capacity
of the Parliamentary Wing of the New Delhi Press.
3.30. The Committee understand that besides the Top Secret
Wing, there are two wings in the New Delhi PreSS: (a) a Parliamentary Wing and (b) a Government (Main) Wing which are engaged
on printing Parliamentary and Government work. They also understand that to cope with the increasing demands of parliamentary
printing, help from the Main Wing has to be provided to the Parliamentary Wing, in order to expedite the printing of parliamentary
papers. The Committee would suggest that all parliamentary work
should be undertaken at the New Delhi Press (both in the Parliamentary and Main Wings) on a priority basis. Any surplus capacity
that may be available in that Press after the printing of all l~ar~a
mentary work may be made available for Government work durl~g
inter-session periods. The Committee would like to stress that diVersion of Parliamentary work to presses outside Delhi should be resorted to only in very exceptional circumstances.
3.31. The Committee would also like the Government to examine
the condition of the composing and printing machines in the N~w
Delhi Press. A sllrvey should be conducted to find out wheth~r O~lng
to non-availability of spares, machinery, etc. and orgamsatIonal
weaknesses the work in the Parliamentary Wing of the Government
of India Press, New Delhi, has suftered and, if so, to what extent
there has been I(),~s of output due to the above factors. Based on the
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'findiDgB of the said survey, prompt remedial measures should be
taken.
3.32. Another aspect which the Committee would like to stress is
that there should be proper parity and correlation between the capacity in the various sections such as the composing section and the
machine room. There should not be any hold-up of composed material awaiting printing.
3.33. The Committee note that upto L964, the performance of the
printers in the matter of supplying printed copies of the original
version of Lok Sabha Debates within 10 working days and the other
jobs within a reasonable time was fairly satisfactory. But they regret that since 1965 there have been excessive delays ranging from
one month to eight months in the matter of supplying printed copies
of the original version of Debates. The Committee recommend that
efforts should be made to clear all the arrears of both versions of the
Debates at an early date and thereafter arrangements should be
made to revert to the original schedule of printing n day's debate
. within 10 days of the sitting. They also suggest that the ideal of
-over-night printing of Debates should be kept in view and sustained
efforts should be made in that direction in the light of technological
advances in the field of printing.
3.M. The Committee would also like that all efforts should be
made to avoid printing errors in Parliamentary jobs. The' quality of
material such as printing paper, cover paper, etc., used for Parliamentary publications should be of a uniformly high standard and no
variation in the colour scheme or format should be sought unless it
is absolutely unavoidable.

CIIAPTER IV
PLAN PROJECTS
. 4.1. The Committee desired to have information about the provi'Slons made, ta~ge,ts fixed for Plan schemes/projects during the
Second and ThIrd Plans and the financial and physical achievements.
In a written note the Ministry have informed that the following were
the schemes of the Printing and Stationery De.partment connecteci
with the expansion of printing capacity which stood included in the
Second Plan:(1) Setting up of Government of India Presses in the SouthCoimbatore and Koratty;
(2) Constitution of a new press in New Delhi for augmentation of Hindi printing capacity;
(3) Resiting and expansion of the Government of India Prell,
Hastings Road, Calcutta.
(4) Addition of a Photo Litho and Photogravure Winj! in the
Government of India Press, Farfdabad.
4.2. The total outlay provided for the implementation of these
'SChemes, including the scheme for housing the staff of the Goverament of India Press, Aligarh, was Rs. 500 lakhs. These schem.
-entailed appreciable amounts of investment on land and buildings aDd
plant and machinery, including foreign exchange on impart dl
eqUipment. However, the projects of this Department were Dot m.
eluded in the 'Core' of the Plan. Necessary foreign exchange couW
DOt, therefore, be made available which in turn precluded the building construction programmes being taken up. Land for two projecill
ct Coimbatore and KOTatty was, however, acquired during this plaa
period.
4.3. The circumstances created by the tight foreign exchange posi.
tion prevented any progress being acQ.ieved in implementing the
schemes during the Second Plan.
4.4. For the Third plan period (1961-66) no development schemes
were sponsored and the requirements were confined to the outIa,
needed for implementing the schemes selected for the. Second PlQ.
In other words, all the schemes of the Department included in the
Second Plan and deeided to be implemented were treated as part of
both the Second and Third Plans. Provision for these 'Vas made by
the Planning Commdssion under the 'Social Services and Miscellaneous' schemes of the Central Ministries (Head: Expansion "r
Printing. capacity) with a fiTWlnci41 limit of Rs. 500 lakhs and a programme limit of Rs. 600 lakhs.
4.5. It has been stated that there were difficulties in regard \.
foreign, exchange with the result that the building construction ~

n
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gramme of some of the projects had to be staggered. Despite of this
impediment, the Department progressed the various schemes to the'
.nmt of Rs. 371' 28 lakhs. The break up of these figures is shown

Wow:

Scheme

Financial limits
L'lnd &
Bldgs.

Plant
&

Total

Machinery

(Rs. in lakhs)

G.I.P. Coimbatore.
73' 00 70.00 143.00
G.I.P. Koratty
47'0:> 33'00 80'00
Resiting of G.LP.,
Hastings Street at
. Santragachi
.
123'00
1l3'00
Aligarh H01JSmg Scheme 34' 00
34' 00
G.I.P. Ring Road,
45'0) 65'00 1I0'0)
New Delhi
.
Addition to Photo
. Litho
& Photo
Gravure Wing
10'0:>
10'00
TOTAL

Expenditure made
Land

&

Total

Plant

&

Bldgs. Machinery
(Rs. in lakhs)

83° 64
61'25

32.05
0'28

II5'6~

61'53

97'7 6
3°'09

97·76
30' 09-

65'21

66'2[

332'00 168'00 500'00 338'95

32'33

371 '28

.

4.6. A review of physical performance in regard to these schemes.
hlClud~ in the Third Plan is given below:
. (1) Government of India Pr.ess, Coimbatore: -The building
.orks had been mostly comp1l!ted. The gap in expenditure as com..
Pared to estimates is accountable to non-completion of works relating
to development of site, quarter etc. anti their carryover to next Plan
~riod. The Press stands commissioned from January. 1964, that is
within the Third Plan periad. The productive capacity of the press
was achieved to the extent of 12 nos. of mechanical composing units
and 27 printing machines. The Press is at present working only. in
;me shift. .A.rrnngements are being m.ade for organising the press
tor the second shift working.
2. Government of India PreBB, Koratty.-The building works werewell on the way to completion towards: the end of the Third Plan.
'nse 'short tall in expenditure was due to uncompleted works. ondevelopment of site, ancillary buildings and quarters. The bulk of
the machinery .for the press ordered \iuring the period arrived in
1966--67 with the result that payment could not be made in 1965-66'
flS expected. The Press was commissioned for production in Octol;)er 1966. i.e. in the first year of the Fourth Plan (original). There
are 14 units of printing machines installed. All these are working
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only in one shift. The press has to be organised for a second ~
The J)resent installed machines would yield only about 40 per ceJi&
of its projected capacity of the equivalent of 1200 tonnes ot paper.
This is because of the fact that the high speed totaries anti othet:
stereo equipment suited to bulk printing of forms have not beeD
procured yet due to non-awilabiIity of foreign exchange from Free
Resources Area. This also accounts for the gap in expenditure ali
compared to estimates.

3. Govemment of India Press, Ring Road, New Delhi-The con..
structlon work on this project got delayed initially due to delay
in the taking over of land. Because of the bleak prospects of getoting foreign exchange for the machinery for the project, it was
also felt neces~ary later to stagger the construction schedule. Hence
progress till the enti of the Third Plan was ccnfined to acquisition
of land and building works. This also led to the short fall in planned eXtJenditure both on C'onc:truction and the plant anu machinery
purchase programme.
(4) Resiting at SantTagachi of the Government of India Pre61$,
Hastings Street, Calcutta-This scheme did not involve any foreign·
exchange as it was ea.sentially a building constructi{Yll pre gramme.
Due to tiifticulties in availability of construction material and 1...
bour, the C.P.W.D. have had to revise the time schedule for construction a number of times. The progress toward~ the end of Thir4
Plan in terms of percentage of expenditure to estimated outlay was
below 50 per cent.
4.7. Another programme provitled for as part of the Fourth
Plan, but where the Planning Commission had 'luthorised (in Sep.tember. 1964) advance action during the Third Plan perlod was: the
BtrI!nlrthening of capacity of selected Government of Intlia Presses..
The implementation of this, as other schemes, was again tied up
with heavy foreign exchl3n~e involvement for import of maChinery.
Since this was not available nothinR; much could be dtlne on this
programme during the remaining of the Third Plan.
4.8. In the course of evidence the Committee tIesired to know
the reasons for the delay with regard to construction work on the
Pre~ at Santragachi (Howrah). The representative of the Ministry
has stated, "We go en changing, but sometimes it does happen. They
Bald that the tiepth of the piles in the particular building was so
much by so much and that it ha~. gone up by double or three timesi
the drilling machine broke down or the contractor dM not coma
and so on."
4.9. The Committee desired further information in the fila~ter. In
'reply, the Ministry have indicated in a written note that "work on
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'the construction of new buildings at Santragachi to hoUle the Government of Imiia Press, Hastings Street, Calcutta W6S started ia
September, 1963 and is still in progress.
4.10. The work of construction of the Duilding is being executed
by the National Buildings Construction Corporation under the supervision of the Central Public Works Department.
The new building is expected to be completed in early lSH19.
4.11. Shifting of the entire press from Hastings Street, Calcutta

to the new building will take about 12 months' time after it is

raady for occupatioIJ..
4.12. In a written note subsequently furnished by the Ministry
to the Committee in regard to the delay in the completion of new
buildings for the Government of India Press at Santragachi, it has
been stated:
"The Project was approved by Government on the 4th January, 1963 for an amount of Rs. 1.02 crores. All the buildIngs have been completed as provided in the Project Estimates except the construction of Main Letter Press. This
building is required to take a heavy load necessitating pUe
foundation. The work of pile foundation was awarded
on the 11th August, 1963 and was completed on the 15th
April, 1965. The superstructure work has awarded.' to MIs.
National Building Construction Corporation Ltd., on the
2nd February, 1965, and the date of its completion, as
stipulated in the Agreement, was the 2nd October, 1966.
The amount put to tendered amount is Rs. 37.17 lakhs
and the accepted tendered amount is Rs. 50.13 lakh•. For
executing the work amounting to Rs. 50.13 lakhs, a periotf
of 32 months is normally required. as per the yard-~It1ck
laid down in the C.P.W.D. Manual Vol. II. From the present progress of the work the buildinst portion is expected. to be completed by the end of July, 1969, thus requiring 54 months to complete the work. There had been
delay in the work due to the followfnl! reasons:<a) Initial delay in handing over the whole site-say 2-112

months.

(b) Delay due to heavY rains and water logging during
1965 and 1966 and the site being a low-lying area-say

(c) Delay due to sudden declaration of, hostility by Pakistan from 9~65 to 11165--3 mont.s.
Due to tUslocatlon of the work on account of 'hartal'
and firing, etc., at Santragachi the work was de]ayetl

ea)
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from 3166 to 416S-2 montns.
(e) Delay due to rams dUling 1967-2 months.
(f) Delay due to non-availability of small dia, bars, thuinc
March and April, 1966-2 months.

Thus the total reasonable period, for completion of the work
comes to about 47-112 months (32) plus 15-112). WheneYel"
there is unforseen dislocation of work due to 'hartal~,
'bundh', etc. as mentioned above, an extra period is reqUIred to bring the tempo of the work to the required
level. Moreover, the work provides foOr canstructma
'folded plates roof' of a very large span provided wiUa.
north-lights which, being a precision work, requires more
time than executinJ! the same class of work for ordinary
R.C.C. structure. Constructing these, a period of 2--1/1
months can be allowetl. This, coupled with a period of
another 4 months for delay in some minor executing details, explains the delay in the completion of the project."
4.13. With regard to the Fourth Plan the Ministry have informed the Committee that the ~chemes formulated for the expansioa
of printing capacity in the Fourth Plan (original) covered the mam
categories of work-long run book work, publicity material, forma
and manufactured stationery, and provided for the following:

.

(1) Strengthening 'the capacity of selected Government ef.
In~a

presses;

(2) Setting up of two Photo Litho pressesj
(3) Setting up of feven new Forms presses with StatloD~.
Binding Wings attached to two of those Forma presses.
4.14. Pending the emergence of the final Plan programme . .
the extent of allocation, no new schemes of the Department ha"
been taken up for implementation.
4.15. Since work on the continuing schemes and the advaace.
ac:tion programme of strengthening of presses has to be brought t.
their logical conclusion, these are the schemes on which efforts are
being concentrated in the Annual Plans.
4.16. The activity taken up under the Fourth Plan (orfgiD.IIQ
covers also the settlng up of the three Text Book Printing PreIIeI
at 1I,.lOre, Bhubneshwar and ChandiRarh to print school books aDd
daer educational Uterature under the programme of campullll'f

!JO
primary etlucation. This project. ~mes under the Plan allocation
of the Ministry of Education. The presses are to be set up and
run under the adminiEirative control of the Printing and Stationery
Department. The bulk of the printing machinery for this porject
will be received as gift from the Government of the Federal Republic
of Gennany. The Government of India will bear the expenses on
CUstoms duty, etc., on machinery to be obtained as fift; items of
machinery to be obtained from indigenous sources. the constructioD.
of buikling at Mysore, Bhubneshwar and Clmndigarh. and the other
incidental and running expenses including expenditure on f<1l'eign
technicians. The scheme was cleared by the Expenditure Finance
Committee in June, 1967 at IQ total cost of Rs. 375 lakhs. An agreement was signet! between the Government of India (Ministry of
Education) an'd the f<treign Government in November, 1967. These
presses are expected to be ready for opration by 1970-71.
"~7.

The Committee are unhappy to note that there has been.

heavy shortfall in expenditure against the estimates during the Third

rive Year Plan in respect of Government of India presses at Coimbatore, Koratty, Ring Road (New Delhi) and at Santragacbi. The
reascmSfor this shortfall are stated to be due to the DOn-completioa
of works relating to development of sites, ancillary buildings and
quarters, and delay i:t taking over of land, etc. The Committee need
hardly point out that such delays result in upward revision of eosts
of projects and also upset the time schedules.
4.1S. The Committee are not convinced of the reasons advanced
J.y the Ministry for the delay in the construction of the press buildIngs at Sautragachi. They are surprised that the construction
*hemes at Santragachi which did not involve any foreign exchange,
ad which was essentially a building construction programme, was
..ery much behind schedule and by the end of the Third Plan the
percentage of expenditure to estimated outlay was below 50 per cent.
ftc Committee deplore the abnormal delay of about six years in
~ODStructtng a building for the press.
4.19, The Committee therefore recommend that the Ministry
.heuld investigate the reaSons for the abnonnal delay in the ronstruction works at Santragachi and other presses and fix responsibility

therefor.
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5.1. Statements indicating the original estimates, the revised estimates and the actual expenditures in respect of the ~vernment of
India presses tiuring the years 1964-65, 196f)..66, 1966-67 and 1967-68
are given below:

BUDGET AND FINANCE

CBAPTitB V

f8
U The short1lall in actual expenditure against the revised eatl--"ates far 1964-65 has been expl81ned. by the Ministry as:
(i) mainly due to non-filling up of vacant posts in presses;
(it) lesser claim for Children Education Allowance, Medical
re-imbursement etc. having been received;
(ill) non-materialisation of purchaselpayment on aecount

of
non-finalisation, non-purchase and non-receipt of machinery as was anticipated; and

(iv) less purchase of Stores than originally anticipated.

I.S. The shortfall in actual expenditure against the revised esti.ate. for 1965-66 has been explained by the Ministry as:
(i) tiue to non-filling up of weant posts;
(it) non-procurement of machinery on account of foreign ex-

change difficulty;

(iii) non-procurement of plastofian sheets for Government of

India Press, Faridabad on account of foreign
cIiftlculty; and

exchange

(iv) less amount of depreciation adjusted on the basis of
actual calculation made on dead stock articles, than anticipated at Revised Estimate stage.
1.4. The shortfall in actual expenditure against the revised esti-

. .tee for 1966-67 has been explained by the Ministry as:

(1) due to a large number of posts having remained unfilled,
posts for which provision was made were not created"
adjustment of bills drawn on Simple Receipts;
(ii) reduced expenditure due to non-materialisation of expeeteci payments on freight charges, purchase of spare

parts etc.;

(iii) reduced expenditure due to non-procurement <If machinery
owing to Foreign. Exchange difficulties;

(Iv) nOD-adjustment of credit to Depreciation Fund in the else
of • press before the close of the year; and

('" Reduced expenditure on aceount of nOD-materialisation of
the procurement programme aa anticipated.

"

5.5. Shortfall in aetual expenditure against the revised estimatea
for 1967-68 has been explained by the Ministry as:
(1) due to ,pertain posts remaining vacant throughout
year;

the

(ii) non-materialisation of the purchase of spare parts owing

to Foreign Exchange difBcultles;

(iii) non-procurement of machinery involving foreign exchange
and curtailment of less essential requirements to effect
economy; and

(iv) non-materialisation of procurement action of stores as alio
non-receipt of debits.
5.6. The Committee note that during the last four years from
IlM-65 to 1167-68, there have been large savings year after year iD
the actual expenditures as a,aiDst the revised estimates and that
some of the contributory factors responsible for these savings, luch
u non-filling up of vacant posts in the preSses, non-materialisation of
porchaselpayment for machinery, less purchase of stores, otc. have
1teen oceurrine year after year. This ollly indicates that the factors
eoatributmg to shortfall in ~nditure in an earlier year are not
taken due note of while framing the estimates for the subsequent
year and the budget estimates are repeatedly being inflated without
any relation to actual position.
5.7. The Committee desire that all efforts should be made to
improve the budeetine reIatiD&' to GoV8l'DD1eIlt of India pressea to
aab it more realietic.

CHAPTER VI
PRESS ESTABLISHMENT
6.1. The. Committee have been informed by the Ministry in •
written note that the Printing and Stationery Department has 14
Government of India presses, a Forms Stores and a Stationery Office
at Calcutta and a Publications Branch at Delhi. In the Government
of India presses, there are 10,364 industrial ami 1,872 non-industrial
employees as on 31st March, 1968.

·Committee

fOT

Worker3-

the Categorisation

of Government Of India Pres.

6.2. A "Committee for Categorisation of Government of India
Press Workers" was set up on 26th November, 1963. The terms of
reference of the Committee were:(i) to review the classification of the posts of industrial
workers, in the Printing Presses under the control of
the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery, into the
categories of unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled, hlghlyskilled and supervisory;
(ii) where necessary for the purpose of such review".to exa-

mine the qualifications, and the field of recruitment! promotion laid down for each particular post and to suggest
modifications therein.

6.3. The Committee submitted its report in December, 1964. The
report contains recommendations for (i) categorisation, (ii) revision
of pay scales, (iii) abolition and creation of categories (iv) merger
of existing categories and (v) general recommendations concerning
the service conditions of workers, modifications in the recruitment
rules and channel of promotion etc.
6.4. At the time of review of the industrial establishment of the
Presses, there were 124 categories of workers in all. The Committee took up the work of reviewing and classifying 93 categories
only, after elimination of the entire Reading Branch; the highly
paid groups whose minimum of the scale of pay was more than Rs. 240
and certain other categories which were not strictly industrial.
6.5. By rationalisation of the categories and streamlining the set
up according to the nature of skill involved at various levels, in-eluding supervisory, and by weeding out redundant categories, this
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Committee reduced the number of the categories reviewed from 93
to 71. On a further examination of the recommendations of the
Committee in consultation with the Ministry of Finance, the Government have further brought down the number of categories to 64.
6.6. In a written note, the Ministry have informed the Committee: "In the process of implementation of the decisions of Government on various recommendations of the 'Committee for Categorisation of Government of India Press Workers', 1964, the following lmpOJ;tant changes have been made:

<a>

The pay scales of 19 categories of workers have
upgraded.

been

<b) 4 new categories with higher pay scales have been created
with a view to afford more chances for promotion 10
higher pay scales.
(c) The existing set up has been streamlined with the aboli-

tion of 18 categories and redesignation of 22 categories.

(d) The Sections in the productive Branches of the Presses
have been reorganized on a rational basis with the composition of each Section with 15 to 20 skilled workersl
working groups.
(e) The supervisory level has been streamlined

with the
creation of only 2 levels of Foreman and Section Holder
in the scales of Rs. 20G-380 and Rs. 175-240 respectively,
as against existing 8 categories in the pay scales.

6.7. Some of the decisions taken on the recommendations of the
Committee were reconsidered recently and orders have been issued
improving further the scales of pay of 7 categories."

Co-mmittee f01' the categorisation of pOsts in the Reading Branch of
the Government of India Presses, 19666.8. A second "Committee for Categorisation of posts in the
Reading Branch of the Government of India Presses" was set up on
the 4th July, 1966. The terms of reference of the Committee were:
(i) to review and classify the posts in the Reading Branches
in the Government of India Presses, under the control of

the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery, into unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled, highly-skilled and supervisory.

(ii) where necessary for the purpose

of such review, t.
examine the service conditions, pay scales, duty hours an'

I~

the fleld of recruitment/promotion laid down for eaeb.
particular post and to suggest modifications therein.
Subsequently, some more categories, not pertaining to the Reading
Branch, were also entrusted to the Committee for review.
6.9. The Committee submitted its report in two parts; (1) relating
to Readin'g Branch in May, 1967 and (ii) relating to other categories
entrusted to it in August, 1967. The report contains recommendations for (i) Categorisation (li) Revision of pay scales (iii) Abolition

and creation of categories and (iv) General recommendations eoncerning the service conditions of workers, modifications in the
recruitment rules and modifications in the channel of promotion.

6.10. In a written note, the Ministry have informed this Committee
that on the basis of the recommendations of the Committee for the
Categorisation of posts in the Reading Branch of the Government of
India Presses, 1966, orders have been issued upgrading the scales
of pay of two categories.

6.11. The Ministry have further stated:
"Some of the important recommendations of the Commit.tee
which have been accepted in principle and are proposed to
be implemented are:
<a) Two new categories are proposed to be created. ,One of
them will be the post of Reader-in-Charge for supervision of Reading Branches with a strength between
10 and 50. The other will be the post of Copy Editor for
editorial functions in respect of gazette printing anet
other publications, in letter presses.
(b) The supervision of the
entrusted. to:

Reading Branch should be

<I) a Head Reader if the strength of the Branch is 50 or

more.

(li) a Reader In-charge if the strength of the Braneh ..
between 10 and 50.
(c) '!be Readership Examination, through which the Junior

Readers or Readers Class II are appointed, which WIt
hitherto a qualifying examination, will be a competltm
examination hence-forth.

(d) The Committee recommended that the level and qualfty
of Ughting as well as space allotted to a particular . .
of Headers should receive importance for ensuring bett.
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Norking conditions. They also recommended that all
the aspects relating to working should be taken hlto
account at the earliest stage of a project for a new Press
and improved in the old presses. These recommendations have been accepted by the Government."

'In.centi,,e Bon.1&8 Scheme6.12. In his Report (1957-58) on the working o! Printing and
Stationery Department, Shri G. P. Shahni, Officer on Special Duty in
the Cabinet Secretariat, O. & M. Division (now Department of
Administrative Reforms), had made the following observations in
regard to the Incentive Bonus Scheme:
"It is almost unanimously held that abolition of the piece-rate
system of remuneration for the industrial workers has
resulted in significant drop in printing output. T.bie
naturally has raised the question of increasing productivity
through a suitably-designed incentive bonus scheme,
non-financial incentives being taken to be of very limited
value which too might be realised only after a long period.
The Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply has already
accepted a bonus scheme prepared by the Controller of
Printing for introduction in the New Delhi press. As the
scheme is expected to yield fruitful results in t~e matter
of higher productivity, it is recommended that any dimcu1ties standing in the way of its implementation should
be removed.
To ensure successful execution of the scheme, it would be
necessary that a quarterly report on its working is submitted by the 'Press detailing its performance and the
obstacles encountered."
, 6.13. Stating the action taken on the above recommendations of
Shri Shahni, the Ministry have stated in a written note:
"The incentive Bonus Scheme originally introduced in the
Government of India Press, New Delhi, towards the end
of 1958 on an experimental basis, is in operation in six
Government of India presses and is being extended from
year to year. The out-turns prescribed in the scheme have
not been considered to be scientific. It has accordingly
been decided by the Government to entrust the work
relating to the revision of norms on the basis of a proper
work study in the Government of India Press, Faridabad
to the National Productivity CounCil, New Delhi. Government have also accorded sanction to the creation of a
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complement of staff headed by an officer in the grade of
Controller of Printing to understudy the National Productivity Council and later fix norms in other presses."
6.14. On being ask-ed to indicate the details of the incentive bonus
scheme, the representative of the Ministry has informed. the Committee during evidence:

"The incentiv~ bonus scheme was introduced for the first time
in 1958 in the Government of India press at New Delhi
on an experimental basis. Certain norma were worked
out for some of the printing and composing operations by
an officer on special duty, based on out-turn of piece-rated
workers. Because, till 1948 the Government of India press
workers used to be paid on piece-rate; it is only after
1948 that they came to the salary system. Once they
hav€' come to the salary system, it was necessary to fix
some out-turn for them. That out-t.urn was fixed and the
scheme was introduced in 1958. They are given a bonus
at the rate of 5 paise per hour of extra out-turn for each
Rs. 10 of the operative's basis monthly salary."
6.15. Explaining the Ministry's experience of the scheme, the
representative has further stated:

"The unions and workers !-lay that the out-turns fixed on the
basis of piece-rated out-turns are very high. Secondly,
the Law Ministry have advised us that we can pay extra
for more out-tum but we cannot deduct wages for less
out-turn than provided in the scheme. So we have not
been able to deduct any wages. Some benefit we are
getting."
6.16. In reply to the question whether the payment of extra money
is more economical, the representative has stated:

"We are getting that at the moment but in order to improve
upon it we must have the norms accepted by the workenr.
'l1mt will be done after the National Productivity Council
study team submits its report."
6.17. When asked to indicate the total number of man-days lost
due to strikes etc. in the Government of India presses during the last
three years, the Ministry have furriished the f61Iowing figures for
information of the Committee:

, lOS

of man days lost owing to strike.'! etc,
during the last th,.ee yeaTS

~tatement showing the number

------- ._-.. - .. _--- ---S1.
No.

Name of the Government
of India Press
..

Year 1965-66
Year 1966-67-'

_.-----

No. of
Man-days
Lost

----- ---_. -- ...
Nil

Government of India Press, Minto Road, New Delhi ,
2 Government of India Press, Faridabad
3 Government of India Press, Nasik
J

1055

'.

Total during 1966-67

,

3735

'.
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Year 1967-68Government of Jndia Press, Minto Road, New Delhi
l
GoVernment of India Press, Faridabad
3 Government of India Press, Simla

13309
20886

1

611

Total during 1967-68

---

..

-------

6.18. The Committee Dote that on the basis of the recommendations of the Committee for Categorisation of Government of India
Press workers (1963), the Government of India have brought down
the categories of workers from 93 to 64. They also note that the
Sections in the Productive Branches of the Presses have been reorgaDised OD a rational basis with the composition of each Section
with 15 to 20 skilled workerslworking groups.
'.19. ~e Committee are glad that some of the important recommendations made by the Committee for the Categorisation of posts
in _the Reading BraDch of the Government of India Presses (1966)
have been accepted in principle and they are proposed to be inlplemented. The Committee suggest that a review should be made after
three or four years with a view to see to what extent the scheme
has succeeded iD mcreasing the efftclency in Government of India

Presses.

6.ZO. The Committee note that the Incentive Bonus Scheme is
BOW in operation in lIix Government of India presses and is beingextended from year to year. They are unhappy to be told that the
outturns preseribed in the Scheme have not been considerd to be
acientiftc. The Committee fan to understand how a Bonus Scheme-
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could at aU be in operation all these years when DO sdea.tifie DOI'JBI
were in existenee for the outturD of work. The Ministry should
have taken up the question of revision of norms on a scientific bads
mueh earlier. The Committee hope that the Productivity Stud,.,
which is being conducted by the National Productivity Council, and
to which an officer of the grade of the Controller of Printing is to
be attached as understudy, will be completed without avoidable
delay.

6,%1. The Committee are distressed to note that 34.,886 man-da78
were lost due to strike etc. during 1967-68 in three Government of
IDdia presses a. against 4,800 man-days lost during 1966-67. The
Committee are of the view that there is scope for improvement iD
the labour-management relations in the Government of Indill PreSHI
so that there is no fall in prodUction due to strikes, ete.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUStON
7.1. The Printing and Stationery Deparlment (Printing Wing)
functions as service organization attending to the printing requirements of both the Houses of Par1iam~nt, various Ministries and
Departments of the Government of India and the Union Territory
Administrations. It undertakes the printing of the official gazette,
Acts, Reports, Codes, budget papers and other secret work etc. The
Department is also responsible for arranging the printing and distribution of all kinds of publications and forms required by Defence,
Posts and Telegraphs and Civil Departments, etc.
7.2. The Committee have noted during the cotm!e of"'~xamination
that where jobs cannot be executed in the Government of India
Presses for want of equipment or for want of capacity, they are
formed out to private presses. In certain cases, the Departments are
given powers to farm out works themselves and are given advice
regarding drawing up of specifications. forms of quotations, etc. The
rates ol1tained by them from private printers are scrutinised and
approved by the Printing and Stationery Department.
7.3. The Committee have observed that some Ministries and
Departments have been delegated certain powers to get their
emergent printing jobs executed without obtaining prior approval
of the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery. They have suggested that Government should evolve a system whereby, the
indenting Ministries and Departments report all printing jobs got
executed under their own Dowers to the Chief Controller of Printing
and Stationery so:that the quantum of printing jobs got executed
departmentally is available with the Chief Controller of Printing and
~tiM~.
7.4. While the printing work of the Government of India is
centralised in the PrintinQ' and Stationery Department, there is
demand from some individual Ministries for setting up of separate
presses under their own control. The Committee accept the principle
that in the interest of economy, efficiency and promptitud~ aU printing work of the Government should be centralised and puf under a
unified control under a Ministry and normally Government should
315 (aii) LS-8.
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not allow this control to be eroded by the setting up of their own
printing presses by the various Ministries. Before attempting to
effect unified control, the Ministry should reorganise their existing
centralised machinery in such a manner that the existing printing
capacity is utilised to the maximum, Government printing jobs are
executed promptly at costs comparable to commercial printing and
at standards which can compare favourably with standards of printing jobs in advanced c~untries.

.

7.5. The Central Printing Agency of the Government of India ,is
at present engaged in the printing of more than 10,000 types of various
forms and stationery for the Civil, Military and P&T Departments.
The Committee have noted that there is practically no effective
control on the number and volume of their production, nor is there
any machinery available for ascertaining whether there could be
rationalisation of the various types and number of forms and reduction in the number of their printing copies. The Committee have
emphasised that a serious study of this problem should be made so
that printing of non-essential form is reduced to the minimum and
the number of different types of forms is also reduced to the extent
possible.
7.6. The Committee are of the view that the question of introducing job costing system in the Government of India presses has not
at all been given the importance it deserves during the past ten
years. They feel that it is essential to have individual job costing
in the Government of India presses as without this there cannot be
any dependable basis as regards the economics and utility of getting
the work done through Government presses w-a-vis private presses
or for the expansion of the existing Government presses or for the
installation of new presses.
7.7. The Committee have noted that Government have been
farming out certain types of printing jobs to private presses in the
last seven or eight years at rates which are even hundred per cent
above the schedule of rates. They consider that the schedule of rates
maintained by the Department for private printing has no relation
whatsoever to the realities of the situation. They have desired that
the schedule of rates prevalent since 1957 should be reviewed and
brcught up-to-date without delay.
7.8. The Committee have expressed surprise that until now the
Ministry do not have the rated capacity of production in the Govemment of India presses based on a scientiflc assessment of iob capacity
both in the composing and printing wings of these 'Presses and that
only recently this question has been referred by them to the National
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Productivity Council. TIle Committee feel that in the absence of
such vital information it is difficult to assess properly the need for
expansion of existing capacitYlinstallation of new capacity.
7.9. The Committee have noted that a high percentage of Govern..
ment's total printing jobs (about 30 per cent) is even now being
farmed out to private presses and that the Ministry have sent up
proposals for a few presses in the Fourth· Plan estimated to cost
about Rs. 33 crores. The Committee have, however, emphasised that
before any expansion of existing presses or installation of new units
is undertaken, Government should make all efforts for optimum
utilisation of the existing capacity and resources and strengthen the
organisational set-up of the Department.

NEW DELHI;
April 14, 1969.

-----

Chaitra 24, 1891 (Saka).

P. VENKATASUBBAIAH,
Chairman,
Estimates Committee.

of Printi" , Job, Farmed Out
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. 5,35,670

6,33,900
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------By Other Gov.D eptt.
Asstt. Contro ller (O.P.) Calcut ta
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(Vide para 2.40 of Report )
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APPENDIX 11
(Vide para 2.67 of Report)

Letter No. 43 (35) /62-S&P II/P.I. dated, the 4th April, 1964 from
Ministry of WH&S (Deptt. of W&H) to all MinistrieslDepartments
the Government of India, etc.
SUBJECTs.-Printing Of Scientific Papers, notes and reports

of Gov-

ernmental Scientific Organisahom.
The undersigned is directed to say that in accordance with the
"Rules for Printing and Binding" issued by this Ministry, the Printing
of Publications etc. of the Ministries/Departments of the Government
of India is normally arranged only through the agency of the Chief
Controller of Printing and Stationery. The Rules also provide that
printing at private presses is prohibited without the sanction of the
Chief Controller of printing and Stationery and that any arrangements for outside printing and the rates to be paid for such jobs
should be previously approved by him.
2. It has now been decided that, as far as scientific publications
are concerned, if the Government Presses cannot do the work of
requisite quality and within the required period, the 'Governmental
Scientific Organisations can get their publications printed at private
presses. In view of this decision, it is requested that necessary
intructions may be issued to the Governmental Scientific Organisations under the administration control of Ministries/Departments
that when they place requisitions on the Chief Controller of Printing
and Stationery for the Printing of their scientific publications, they
shOUld clearly indicate the quality of printing (e.g. by sending a
sample pnge from an appropriate publication) and the time schedule
in accordance with which the material has to be printed. The organisations should, if possible, also indicate the name of the private
press which would be in a position to execute the job of the required
quality nnd within the required time in case a Government press is
unable to do the work of the requisite quality within the stipulated
time. It will also be helpful if the scientific Organisations cau give
information regarding the amount which wil be cf1anged by that
Press for the printing of the material. On the 'basis of this information fUrnished by a Governmental Scientific Organisation, the Chief
]11
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Controller of Printing & Stationery will be in a position to indicate
whether a Government press wil be able to execute the work of the
required quality and within the required time or the organisation
eoncerned may entrust the work to the private presses referred to by
it.

APPENDIX

m

(Vide para 2.68 of Report)
Note on authorities empowered to get their emergent petty printing
jobs executed through private agencies
1. The following authorities are empowered to get their emergent
.md unforeseen petty printing and binding jobs executed locally
through private agencies upto the monetary limits indicated against
1bem, which shall also include the cost of paper and other binding
Jaaterials:(i) Ministries-Rs. 1,000 per annum.

(ii) Heads of Deptts.-Rs. 500 per annum.
(iii) Heads of Offices.-Rs. 200 per annum.

In such cases, the cost shall be debited to the contingencies of the
UinistrylDeptt. concerned and no approval of the rates by the Chief
(;ontroll~r of Printing & Stationery shall be necessary.
2. To meet the shortage of essential P. & T. forms on account of
Ilon-supply or short supply by the Government of India Presses, the
Heads of P & T Circles have been permitted to get their four months'
requirements printed locally on ellch occasion. This power is limited
to Rs. 7,5001- for each form and each occasion and is exercised after
the Superintendent of the Postal Stores Deptts. concerned has certil1ed that the Forms Store are not in a position to sllpply the require..
ments in time. Powers have also been delegated to the Heads of
l' & T CirCles, to the extent of Rs. 5001- for the 101' (, !)rinting of publications and other ~on-standard forms and R i. 5,iJvOj- for local prin~
lug of non-essential P & T standard forms, the power being exercisable in respect of each from/publication on each occasion, subject
to funds being available in the budget.
3. In order to ensure that the work of the Defence Organfsatlona
does not suffer, powers to the following extent have been delegated
to the Defence authorities mentioned below, for iJJocal priDtlng of
standard forms:(I) D.M.R. & F. .

(2) G.O.C.-in-C.

sta!ldard
• Rs. 1,000 pc. rtransac-~IIBRE
~ are not availtion.
RI. ,00 per transac- . able from the GoVt.
tion
of India
forma
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(3) Officers CommOlnding
units/Formations/
Establishments.

Rs. 25 0 per transaction.

lstOfe

J

Calcutta.

4. Commissioners of Income-tax have been delegated power to
the following extent:(i) Local printing of Income-tax, Wealth Tax, Gift Tax, Estate

Duty, Super-Profits Tax, Expenditure Tax and Companies
(Profits) Sur-Tax forms in emergent cases on competitive
tender basis at a cost not exceeding Rs. 8001- per job subject
to an annual limit of Rs. 4,000 these limits being exclusive
of the cost of paper/material.

(il) Local printing of Income-tax fonns in regional languages

on competitive tender basis including the cost of paper,
provided the cost of paper does not exceed Rs. 1'25 per lb.
and subject to the approval of rates by the C.C.P.&.S. before farming out the jobs.

5. Collectors of Central Excise have been delegated power to the
following extent:(1) Local printing of essential forms in emergent

eases on
competitive tender basis at a cost not exceeding Rs. 500
per job subject to an annual limit of Rs. 25001- (exclusive
of cost Of paperlmaterial), provided the rates' do not
exceed. Schedule Rates (B) of CCP&S.

(2) Local printing of essential fonns in regional languages on
competitive tender basis including the cost of paper, provided the cost of paper does not exceed Rs. 1.25 per lb. and
subject to the approval of rates by the CCP&S before
farming out the jobs.

6. Powers have been delegated to the Director General, Geological Survey of India, and to the Controller, Indian Bureau of Mines,
for arranging local printing of their reports, publications etc. Jncluding those, in regional languages, after getting clearance from the
CCP&S that the capacity in Government of India Presses is not
"'Y'ailable for such jobs, to the following extent:. (I) &eculion of fl}ork flJirhout calli", for Unders.

(a) lobs of urgent nature on Sched\11e Full powers.
rates.
(b) Non~urgeilt jobs on schedule Not exceeding RI. SOO in each

··rates:

case.
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(c) Work including special opera- Not exceeding Rs. 1,000 in
tions not covered by schedule
each case provided that if the
rates.
operations are a part of the job
entrusted under (b) above
the relevant limit will apply.
(d) Jobs of unusual and special Not exceeding Rs. 3,000 in
nature given on the basis of
each case provided the rates
limited or single tender at rates
do not exceed the schedule
exceeding the schedule rates.
rates by more than 50%.
(2)

E%tcution of work on tender basis
(a) Work awarded on tcnder basis

Full powers to accept the lowest
acceptable quotation
which
does not exceed Schedule 'A'
rate by more than 50 %.
(b) Work on tender basis when the Full powers.
total estimated cost does 11'.t
exceed schedule rates.
(c) Ignoring of the lowest tenders, Full powers (within the powerl!l
delegated subject to reasons
for non-confl1rmity with the
being recorded.)
specifications laid down for rcquirements.
The powers delegated above are exclusive of the cost of material.
(d) Acceptance of tenders inclusive Full powers provided the total
of cost of paper/materials.
cOSt in each case does not
exceed Rs. 5000 and further
provided that (i) the quantity
of paper required is small and
the work is urgent, or (ii) the
requisite paper is out of stock
OF it is not possible to await
supplies from the mills, or
(iii) the paper required is
of a specIal variety not ordi.
narily stocked and supplied by
the Stationery Office, Calcutta. This power is subject
to the condition that the processing costs do not exceed the
limits prescribed in led) above.
Powers to make deduction from Contractors' Bills for their inability to return the raw watcria!s at rates other than penal Tate.-

Full Powers
The powers delegated above except item l(a) are subject to the
overall limit of Rs. 2 lakhs per year excluding incidental charges.
7. The Director, Publications Division, has been delegated power.
to resort to private printing in respect of (i) Publications in regional
languages, and (ii) pre:::tige Publications not exceeding 20 in number
per year subject to the following conditions:(1) The Publications Division will be treated as a paying
indentor in respect of this delegation of power.
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(2) The receipts from sale of these publications will contInue
to be credited to the Head "XL IX-Stationery and Printing".
(3) The tendered rates for the local printing of the

~o publications which are complicated and are expected to be of
a high standard and where there is an element of urgency,
should be shown to and got approved by the Chief Controller of Printing and Stationery.

(4) The powers for Local Printing of Publications m reglonal

languages will be subject to the following limits:-

(i) &ecutio1;J of work without calling for tenders.

(a) Jobs of urgent nature on schedule Full powers.
Rates.
(b) Non-urgent jobs on schedule Not exceeding Rs. SOD in each
case.
rates.
(c) Work involving special operations Not exceeding Rs. 1,000 in
each case provided that, if
not covered by schedule rates.
the operations are a pan of
the job entrusted under,
(b) above. the relevant limit
will apply.
(d) Jobs of unusual and special nature Not exce-eding Rs. 3,000 in each
case provided the rates do
given on the basis of limited or
not exceed the schedule rates
single tender at rates exceeding
by more than 50%.
the schedule rates.

'ell) Exectttion of work on tender basis :
(a) Work awarded on tender basis

Full powers to accept
the
lowest acceptable quotation
which does not exceed schedule
cA' rates by more than 50%.

(b) Work on tender basis when the Full powers.
total estimated cost does not
exceed schedule rates.
(c) Ignoring of the lowest tenders, Full powers, witbln the powers
delegated to th~ DireCtor,
for non~onformity with the
Publications Division, subspecifications laid down for reject to the reasons being requirements.
corded.

N.D. The powers delegated above are exclusive of the eost of
" , I, i

.material

(d) Acceptance of tender inclusive of Fun, powers provided the total
COlt of paper/materials.
coit in each cae cb!I Deft
~

Rs! SOOO and further

provided that (i) the quantity
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of paper required is small and
the work is urgent, or (ii) the
requisite paper is out of stock
or it is not possible to await
supplies from the mills, or
(iii) the paper required is of a
special variety not ordinarily
stocked and supplied by the
Stationery Office, Calcutta.
This power is subject to the
condition that the processing
costs do not exceed the limits
prescribed in (i) Cd) ahove.
(iii) Powers to make deduction from Full powers.
contractors' hills for their inability
to return the raw materials at rates
other than panel rates.

(iv) The above powers, except item at (i) (a) are subject to an
overall limit of Rs. 2 lakhs per year exclusive of incidental charges
such as packing and forwarding charges railway freight, Octroi and
cartage.
(v) In cases the cost is in excess of the schedule rates (including the allowable percentage), the procedure to be followed shall
be decided. by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting in consultation with their Associated Finance.
•
Scientific Deptts.-exempt as per annexure 'D'.

APPENDIX IV

(Vide para 2.72 of Report)
Rule 12 of the Rules for Printing and Binding
12. PRINTING AT PRIVATE PRESSES: Printing at private
presses without the prior sanction of the Chief Controller of Printing
and Stationery is prohibited.
EXCEPTIONS. This rules does not apply to:-

(a) Ministries and Departments in cases where the value of
printing, including the cost of paper and other binding
materials does not exceed the limits indicated below:
Ministries-Rs. 1,0001- per annum
Heads of Departments-Rs. 500 per annum.
Heads of Oftices-Rs. 200 per annum.
Work for such offices may be done locally upto the limit shown
above through private agencies and charged to their appropriations
for contingencies. No approval of rates by Chief Controller of
Printing & Stationery would be necessary.
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2

Binding

Extent

of Power

4

Rules.
orders,
restnCUODS
or scales subject to which the
expenditure shall be incurred

1958

The expenditure shall be incurred subject to the provisiorls of the Rules for Prin(i) Deptt. ofParliamemary Affairs President's Recurring NonRecurring ting and Binding and any
Sectt., Vice-President's Seen: & Prime
other orders that the AdmiMinister's Sectt.
Rs. 1000
Full
per annum Powers.
nistrative Ministry or Printing & Stationery
Deptt.
in each
may lay down from time to
case.
time.
(ii) Other Deptt.
Full
Full
Normally
the entire Printing
Powers
Powers
& Binding work is executtd
Do.
Administrators Heads of Deptts.
Do.
through the Chief ControlJer
Rs. 1000
of Printing and Stationery and
RS·5OOO
per
in each
the cost in the case of Nonanuum
case.
Paying Deptts. is debitable
in each
to the Printing & Stationery
case.
Department's grant.

3

Monetary limit tipto
which expenditure
can be incurred

of Repon)

thi Del~ation of FinancilJl Por.oers Rulu,

2'72

Non Paying Deptts. of the Central Goot.

Item of
expenditure

16 Printing and

1

S1.
No.
of
Item

Item 16 of Anrae.xure to Scheduk V to

(Vitk para

APPBNDIXV

<l:J

:::

""

I

Ciii) Payrng Deparlmems

Rs. 500
in each
case.

Full Powers

Rs. 50
in each
case.

Under Secretaries in the Deptt8. of the
Central Govt. declared as Heads of
Offices.

RS.lOO

in each
cash.

3

Heads of offices other than Under Sccreta- Rs. 10
des in the Deptt. of Central Govt.
per month
in eac.~
case.

2

per

8IUlUDl.

Except in cases mentioned
in paragraph 3 below, local
printing may be resorted to in
emergent and special cases
with the prior approval of the
C.C.P. & S whose concurrence
shall also be obtained to the
conditions of the contract
and the rates to be paid to the
private printers. In such cases
also, the expenditure is debitable to the Printing & Stationery Depn.
3. The following
authorities
may get their emergent and
unforseen
petty Printing
and Binding Jobs executed
locally through private agencies upto the monetary limitsindicated against them, which
shall also include the cost
of paper and other binding
materials :
(i) Ministries
RI. 1,000
2.

4

_

~

of

RS.200

per annum.

Rs. SOO
per annum.

---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - -

In such cases the cost shall be
debited to the contingencies
of the
Ministry/Department concerned and no approval of the rates by the Chief
Controller of Printing and
Stationery shall be necessary.

offices

(iii) Heads

(ii) Heads of
Departments

ttl:!
t-

APPBNDIX VI
(Vidl para 4 ofIntroduction)

Summary of Conclusion,! Recommendations contained in the Report
·S. No.

I

2

1

2.13

2

3

Summary of conclusions!

Reference to para
number of the
Report

2.19

recommendations

3
The Committee note from the statement showing the
value of printing work done in Government at India
presses during the years 1963-64 and 1964-65 that although there has been some reduction in the value of
the work done in respect of certain heads of accounts,
there has been a very sharp increase in respect of some
of the items e.g. 'Taxes on income other than corporation tax', 'other taxes and duties', 'Administration
of .Justice', 'Police', 'Public Health', 'Industries',
'Labour and Employment', 'Public Works', 'Currency
and Coinage', 'Mint' and 'Miscellaneous' under free
printing. The Committee suggest that the Ministry
should analyse the causes of the sharp increase in
the value of printing work in consultation with the
Ministries concerned and take up with them 'the question of taking meaSUres to effect economy in the
printing work in the Government of India as far as
possible.
The Commlttee suggest that the Ministry should continue to analyse the causes of shati) rise in ex;pendi.ture on particular items every year and take it up
with the Ministries/Departments concerned so that an
overall watch is kept to avoid unnecessary expenditure on printing. They regret that there is no such
overall control in existence at present.
The Committee note that the Ministry are compiling
figures about the volume of printing jobs turned out
in Government of India presses in terms of sheet impressions whereas in respect of similar jobs farmed out
to private presses the figures are compiled in terms
of page impressions. It has been contended by the
Ministry that for ,purposes of cDmparison, the p'l'oduction in these two sectors cannot be converted into a
common denominator with any degree of approximation. The Commrttee fail to understand however,
why statistics for both. the sectors cannot be maintained on identical standards. In these circumstances

------ .. _._--_._--
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3

2

they do 1Iot know as to how far the comJ)lU'ative l1eurea
of the value of jobs done in the Government of India
presses and t4 the jobs got executed through privau:
presses BTe realistic.

...

2.20

2.12

The Committee regret to note that neither any acof the total nwnt»er of non s~dard forma nor
the cost in respect 01 these items is maintained by the
Presses. A!J matters stand, no-body now knows about
the expenditure incurred by Government of India lD
,prmtmg the civil. military and postal farms annually.
n. situation shou:d therefore, be remedied early.

..~ eount

The Committee feel perturbed to note that the Gov4l'nment prEsses wUl be able to make only 30 crores at
various types of numbered receipts out of 60 crorea requU.ed by the P &r T Department and with regard 10
tag labels, the GOvernment prea capaCity falls sbort b7
28 crores. As per indications given this gap will not
be bridged ma'nly.owing to insufficient capacity to
match 'the demarias.
The Committee note that farelgn exchange to the extent of R~. 14 lakhs from tree resources areas bas nocently been made available to the Printing and ~ta
t1one 17 ,Department for the procurement of tag-label
making machines for the Government of India Press,
Koratt'l. whi~h has been designed specially for prmtingOff"rn'1s. As relards release of foreign exchange
for lb,! NtllSiniil' specialised machine., the Committee
wou:d like the Government to come to an early deci,sion in th{! mattet' in view of the great shortfall in tbe
capacity leI meet the demands of the forms.

.. -;

What, however, pal$esthe comprehension of the
Committee is when the Ministry could not get the n~
oe!sary-,allocation trom free resources for the euential machines,' how the requii-ements Of foreign ex.;.
chllftge for the P & T P:'ess prOposed to be .et up b1
the"P',. ''PDepartment will be met. Moreover. lD
their opinion' a decision' itu to be taken as to whether
'"'will 'be advl.tb'f! to .now separate presses to be
nt Upb"tndtviduai Ministries/Departments or whe'tiler allt~' .,·"ses haV~ tcr be set up under a Cell'~li11e8 'llOntrOl"Wtiieb l" ..U'DOoSecl to be an expert
'Authority.
Therefore, before any decision is IInal1-1
ta~n with rega,rd to,the. proposal or' the P.Ir!r. De" paftmeri('fo1" i~l,tlnBup,~~lr own press, a deci.anD
'With z'egHi'iJ ,to OVerall .polley ,~ .thia matter should be
''taken.
"
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The Committee recommend in this connect1oa tha&;
th'rn (~stin,ates of future demand for printing uf p&r
forms should be prepared. In consultation with the
Depll,·tJnent concerned and after taking the overalL
position In re"pect of the demand for printina and.·
capacity avaHable with Government and the private
agencies, proposals for expansion of existing Government presses andlor settmg up of new ones should be·
put up for conside·ration by the proper authorities.
At the same time the Committee would like to impress upon the lVLmistry of Health and Family I-'lanning and Works, Housing and Urban Development lbe
necessity to st-rcarniine the central printin, oraanisation in su~h a manner as to ensure that the inaenting Mini:;t:'iesIDepartments can be assured of a d..
pendable, economical, efficient and quick printing service of standard qUllllty coulparaoJe to the bMt standards of jobs obtained in more advanced countries.

From the figures given in Appendix I the Committee
note that although th~re was a fa:! in the value of
jobs farmed out by the headquarters office of the Chief
Controller of Printing and Stationery and the Alsist..
ant Controller (Outside Printing), Calcutta in 1966-81
as compared to 1965-66, there was a shaT}). iner. . .
in the value of jobs farmed out during 1967-68 as compared to the earlier two years. The Committee a1»·
note· that tile figures of expenditure as shown in the
Appendix do not includo the figures in respect of some
of the jobs executed by some Mini!tTies and DePIll1-:
menta which have b~en de'egated certaIn power. to<let their emergent p. inting jobs executed without 0btaining prior approval of the Chief Controller of
Printing and Stationery, Therefore, these statistiClalso are incomplet(~ and show lack of centrallsecl eontrol.
The Committee would like to imPresl upon GoverD-

ment that a system .hould be evolved and

eona~

,followed.b)i the .indenting Ministri.. and Departmeatl.
ot. reporting· all printinC job3 got executed d.,artmentally. under their own powers. 10 that·the quantumJ
of printing jobs annually got executed by an the ao.-ernmental departments pUt torether is ...nabla
the Chief ConwoUer of Printin, and Stationery.

wi.

11

,The Corrunitteenote that thedemud for prbltlDl_
the Government of India pres. . is~ oulpadne their'
existing capaeity and therefore wodt hal to be farIneIt
out to private preslle~, In their opinion the IIln!*r
should review this a9Pf!cl trom all RDgles tn order tarfind out 11 Jt welrid not be prudent ancl eeoMM .....; tID>

---- -------.----
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prune the printing requirements of Government of
India to the extent possible for which serious eJ!orta
could be made.
2,53

The Committee also urge that at the time of this
biennial examination, the Screening Committee should
invariably call for all information about the number
of copies of each publication printed, number of copies
dist-ributed free of cost, number of copie'! sold and the
number of copies which could not be utilised.

.ll

14

>-

The Committee note that a publication of a regular
nature once cleared by the Screening Committee does
not normall)-' come up for review before this Committee unless a necessity is felt by the ContTollmg
MinistrylDepartment of inrreasing the number of
copies or the number of pages of the publication. The
Committee recommend that all publications once cleared .by the Screening Commlltee ~hould be examined by
them biennially with a view to deciding upon its further Issue for another peelod of two years, taking into
consideraHon Its utility and economics of printing and
publication obtaining at the time of review.

%.83

The Committee are surprised to note that the Central Printing AgenC'f of the Government of India is
at present engaged in the printing of more than 10,000
types of various forms and stationery for the Civil,
Mi1itary and p.&T. Departments and that there II
practically no effective control on the number and
volume of their production, nor is there any machlDelT
aval}l\ble fo" I.I!Icertaining whether there could be rationalisation of the various types and nmnbers of forms
""d re1uction in the numbers of their printed caplet.
'!'he Committee have alllo been informed tbat no study
ha'! been carried out In this matter !IO far. The Committee feel that it III high time that a lIerious .tud", of
thlll nroblem is made so that those forms, the printing
of whi,.h ('an be done away wIth, are removed from
th.lI list, printing of noo-elSential forms are reduced
to the minimum and wherever possible the num~
of different types of formll is also reduced to the estent ponlble.
.
.

2.84

. From the IItatistiesfumished, the Committee find that
th'! number of copjPII of D.O. letter heads printed m.
It64-R!'i Will ahout 1.30 crore.. a~ agaInst only 52 lakM.
.Ift 1955-58. The copies ot .D. O. enve'GPeIt printed
have also J!one up from 20 ·lakh.'1 tomo~e than 581aIth•.
The Cnmmittee arlO nf the view that Sf!riou'! efforts are
called for to relltriat the printing of DO letter heada.

..

-_._--------
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3

While attempts ha\te been made b J1 the -Government .of
India in August, 1988 in this behalf by laying dOWEl
the categories of inclividua_1I to whom DO letter heada
would he-reafter be supplied, the Committee would
like the Ministry to keep a strict watcb, oyer the Gov"rnment of India pre,;ses to ensure that no exceptIoaa
are made to these categories and even the number 01
c:opi~ of the letter heads printed are aI,o kept to the
minimum. As regards official letter heads and other
publications which are not of regular nature, the
Committee desire the Ministry to review the position
at an early date in order to reduce their number to
the extent possible and effect economy in expenditure.

. 18

The Committee note that under the rules for authoriSation of printing jobs to be done by government
departments through private presses the Printing and
Stationery Department a ~e posted with the details of
quantum and value of printing jobs got executed by
government departments under this delegation of
powers. But the Department will have no information
about the quantum and value of work farmed out to
private printers by the Departments under their own,
powers.

2.'78

if

The Committee recommend that the' desirability of
amending th~ rule, whereby printing and binding jobl
of all t ~es executed bv the paving and non-payiftl
in<\ento1'8 of the Government of India are invariably
rePorted
the Chief ,Cotroller of PrInting and StatlOnery J;JUIy be examined sn that the detail II of qua",.
tum and value of printing and bindine jobs donfl! .".
arid. on behalf ot the Government of India are avall·
"able at one place.
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~ Committee note that th& Ministry had to aUow
the Government SCIentific orgahisations in November.
1988 to hlive their printin~ jobs done th~ough priva~
Pre"ses, 'due to shnrtaJ!e of cay,acitv in the Guvernntent of IndIa Presses, Thev fire however glad to note
~ ..('<
ttnlt'a 8t!I.efiee~Pri!sir 'PrOject hils been included in tbft
r· Fourth' Plan proposill,
'the. C~mmitt~~' sqpest, that Jluitable arrangemena
.
mllv be made bv the Chief C~n·rolJer of Prlnt!ng and
• . ' StattOMryfor 'thecollectton of infcmdtl60n
of '!Ihta
.• ,.
···..vol1ufie·and va'u~ot"rlnttng jobs ~ot executed by tM
'.,""
-.cimtifte ol-ganllations tHrotll!f private press...
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1

2

3
bas risen considerably. The result il that the Publications Division have TO operate within 50 per cent
above the scheduled rates ani even taen they are not
ab'e tn do it within. that celling and have to go to the
. Ministry of Finance.

2.102

In view of the fluctuating market rates and conditions, the Committee desire that the' Deoarlmen!
should have a permanent machinery 1.0 conStantly r'"
view the rates of printing of various items and types
of work and is~ue revl..'1ed schedule of rates at least
quinquennially. The sehedule of rates now in OJ)eration sinre 1957 needs to be revised without any fur~ber delay.
As regards printing of publications brought out by
the Publications Division. the Committee feel that an
e1fart should be made to see whether it woulrl not be
possible to utilise the language presses of the varlOUS
St'ate Governments to bring out the literature in the
reldonal languages by the Pub:ications Division. This
should be pos~ible in case the State Qgvernme~
Presse. have any un utilised capacity. The Committee
hope suitable action in the matter will be initiated.

21

U04

As "regards the delegation of powers to the Publications Division for bringing out 20 porestille publications by printing them through private presses, the
Committee note that the Printing and Stationery De.
partment are sti~l printing these and the Publications
Division have not exercised the powers dele~ated to
them.

J;120

The Committee note that the Director of Advertisfnr
and Visual Pub11dtY (DAVP) jobs are invariably Ume
bound and rush jobs mostly in reglonal languages an~
the capacity in Government Presses has' not beeD
found to be adequate enough for acceptance of DA VP
Jobs for execution within the time limit specified, They
further note that while ea1line( for tender!! from private presses for a job the DAVP now endor~e1 ,. ('0","
of the notice to the CCl' & s to enquire whe-ther it. j>
pOBSt"le for a Government of India p·ess to execute
the pariiculll1' job within the prescribed tfme·1fmll
The Cotnmlttee desire that thlq present prartice of sI- .
'muttaneGUs notieelhoilld continue for the time being
and .the work' Ihould be gWen' to the Government of
JRdf.a. pressea if they ean
the'job in time.

do

In the m~anttme tbe Co~ttee.hope that it win be
poslJible for the Printing ~ Stationery Department
to have their plan fOr two, photollt~~QI!\~' .ilPP.1e-

2

1

3
mented during the Fourth Plan for which proposala
have been made in order to handle DAVP jobs alao in
the Gove.nment of India prelses. The Committee trust
that this proposal has been ma:ie after carefully assusing available capacity for photolitho work in the
country.

1.122

The Committee note that no comparison of the rate.
of the DA VP for private printing is made with the
schedule of rates maintained b)' the CCP " S, the
mam reason being that jobs executed through private
presses by the CCP " S on the ba~is of his schedule of
rates are entiTely different from those handled by the
DAVP and that the existing s: hedules do not provide
for rates for such works. The Committee would Uke
the DAVP to ensupe that speclal care ill taken, in
view of the fact that their rates are not compaT8ble
to the schedule of rates to see that the rates charged
from them by the private prmtera are reasonable and
competitivp.

l.lS8

'('he Comm'ttee feel Derturbed to learn that the then
Officer on Special Duty in the 0 " M Division, Cabinet
Secretariat, who wa~ dr-put--d in 1957-58 to enquire into
the working of the Printinll and Stationery Department "did not RO into the vanoua proposals but made
recommendations on the basis of the views held by
the officers of the Printinr " Stat!onery Department
And hence the re('()mmendationsmade by him In his
report could not be tre-ated a~ ImD!lrtial", If this wu
the view held by the MinistT)' the Committee fall to
understand whv this matter was not broullht to the
notice of the Head of the Orllanlsation " Methods DIvision In the Cabinet SeCTeh-iat and a nf'!W organisation and method study carried out Immediately.

1.111

The Committee are alFO unhappy that although tn
1957-58 individual job eosttnq Ivstem wa'l to be trled
In the Government of India PreiS, New Delhi, It could
not be Implemented u no stat! for this work WU
lanctioned.

1.131

In view of the .r~menh advanced by the Minlltry
In iustlftcatlon of their Itatl"ment that ·'00 compari!!OD
II made of the cost of nrintfng In different Goven.ment of India pnlses with the eost of printin, In privlltepresses. al lIuch a eomnar'son will not be reallltic", the Committee do not understand why In that
,calle a Cost Study TeRm ha. been al)t)Ointed "to lavestf,ate costs of production In the Government of
India presses and their complI!'ilOn with eoata lD prt..
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vate sector." Tbe Committee are of the view that the
question of introducing job costine system· in the Government of lnlia presses has not at all been given the
importance it dese. ves, during the past en ye....
In the opinion of the Commit lee it i. essential to
have individual job costing system in the pre". without
which there can be no dependable basis as legareis the
economIcs and utility of getting the work done through
Government presses vis-a-vi3 private press or for the
expan!1ion of the existing Government pres.ies or for
the installation of new presses. The Committee feel
.that re-organisation of the fUnctions of the Government of India presses for the purpose of rationalisation to improve their efficiency and to introduce eco. nomy in production is overdue.
The Committee are surpri~ed to note that the rat.
for private printing now being maintainetl by the Ministry with reference to which acceptance of tendem
for printing jobs being fa!'med out to private presaes
is decided by Government, first came into existence
as early as 1942 and that these rates were modified on
ad hoc bas's in 1947 and in 1957, after which there has
been no revision of these rates.

:2"1

1.147

It is all the more surprising that even though "50
per cent ove!' the orig:nal schedule of rates are being

paid to private printers from 2-5-1949" and "the necessity for further revision of the schedule of ratee
was incrr-asingly felt since 1962 when it was found
that the rates quoted by p"ivate printer!! on tendert
were in many rases even more than 50 per cent higher
than the scheduled rates", the inrumbent pToposed to
be appointed for the reviSion of the !'chedule of rates
on a more realistic basis in April, 1967 was "etuallT
put on the job on the 24th August, 1988 only.
1.18

The Committee are also surprised to note that GOVernment have been farmng out certain type! of printing jobs to private presses in the last seven or el.ht
years at rate~ which are even ove~ hundTed per cent
above the schedule of ratel. Therefore, the Committee cannot help reaching the conclusion that the
schedule of rates maintained by the Department for
private 1'I'inttnJ( haoq no relation whatsoever to the realities of the situation. The Committee hope that the
Offtroer on Soecial Duty lotely appointed fOT the reo.
vl810n of !'Chedule of rates on a more realllltle basis
will complete hll 'ob eXl)editlouslv and that a periodical review will be undertaken to ..... the colt III

no
1

2

3
prititl:nJ. in Gove.~nt· Rf India presaes vii-a-vi&.
prlva." p~elIses wIth , v~ew 19 1mprov.llll the eitlciem:YI
~ ~ QClvel'~ent ~ressea.

2.160

The Comm.ttee fUrl.her note that in view of tbe;
need.. of the P6.T DepaJ."tment for forma alJ. over Ineua..
reglOna! Il1' _angements for their printlng and distribution, and &torale and transport are mevitable and.
hence centrallsatlon of the lob of printing PacT forma.
is not considered deslrable by the MinisU'y. On tha
othe, band the MinistTY feel that they have to strengthen the Out.)icie Printing Or.aaisation at. Call utta aDd.
probablY open new offices in Madras and in Bombay
With the in~istence of the PacT Department to print.
trilingual form. The Conunittee hope that any expansion of the existing organisation or opening of simi:ar organisations in other areas will be' consUered
only if it is found that the new presses proposed to be
If8t up b; I the Ministry would not be able to meet therequirements for P&T for-rns and other work of the
Government that is being done by the Outside P.intingOrganisat:on at present. The Committee further hope
that the expenditure involved in the eXDan"ion of the
org3nisation. when ltfo:! absolutely unavo'd1lb'e. shouldt
be keot to the minimum commensurate with efficiency.

2.161

The Committee note from the statements fUl'Dished
that the cost of print:ng P&T fo"018 executed under'
~he triennial rate contract dUring the
period from
i965-66 to 1967~68 is cheaper as compll1'ed'to non-PacT
forms executed during the same period on an ad h~
tender basis. Thp. Committee would Uke the Minis-.
try to analyse the cau!~ in order to see if cheaper
r~tes than at p-esent could not be obtained for gettinl
the non-P&T forms printed through private pressea.

2.1'16

The Committee arc surprised to note that until now'
the Ministry do not have the rated CIlp'city of produetionln the Gove-rnment ef· India presses based on
a sClenttftc UHssment of job~acity both In the composing and printing wings of these p"e!lses and thatonly- recently this question has; been referred by them'
to the National Produetlvity Gouncil. The Cbmmittee
feel that in the absence of· Illch vital information, it fa
dlm...·ult to asseSlJ properly the need fo!' expansion or
mating capacity installation of new capacity.

Tbe Committee note that while the average perfor-

.nce in ~~oa'i Qf mechanfc~l eomposinl{ seetionr
J:lni." frQtn 88.8, p~.~n~.to 94 per cent of ' the capaclty, wth rev.iud to the prinftng performanee, theaVera;e tor all the prenit3 cOmes ~a'bout" M- per . .

1

2

3
to 67 per cent. The Commi'tee would like the Gov-

ernm~u' to examUle whewe.- Ulere 1& any unba!ance m..
tnt: pertarmance between these two IMICuona. ana 11 au..
ltshould be remedied.

II

3.

2.178

The Committee hope that the National ProductlvitJ>
Council will lU~o consider the percenta,e of maKeraauy-tlme, etc. which should be al.owed for purpOiles.
Of acruevlllg higher degrees of p.oductlon in the Goernment of !naia presses.

2.1'19

The Committee note that ten Government of InQJa.
presses are at present running a second shift to the
extent found felsible. However, a second shift has not.
been introdUCed at the new establishments at Coimb~tore commissioned in January, 1964, and at Koratty
commissioned in October, 1966. The Committee BU,gest that in OTder to make -fuller utilisation of the:P.Xlllting capacity in the Government pres,es, second
.hilts should be introduced in these two presses witnout d,lay.
'!'he Committee desire furthet' that in future, provision shou'd be made for introducing the second IIhift
in the new Goveornment of India presses from the timethey are c:omlllissioned.

2.l80

Pending the a~sessment of the rated capacity on a
llc:ientiftc basis b}~ the National Productivity Council,
toO whom the matter has been refer ed, the Committee
sugge3t thllt the Department should continuouslY keep
a watch over the performance of the Pre~es, both io
the composing and the printing wing!, and whenever
a significant fall in production below the existingnO"m3 is noticeable, proper remedial steps should b~

taken.

The Committee note that for more than a decade one·
comm:ttee after another have ~en asking the Ministry to fix a definite time-limit f(1r return of proof aneft
for is~ue of ftnalprint order for printing, but they are
unhe.ppy to observe that insplte of Government's acceptance of those recommendations, nothing positive-has been done so far. All that the Ministry have done
is to examine the proposals of the Departmental Committee "at length" and certain 'decisions a"e proposed
to be taken". The Committee do not know when, it"
at all, the decisions will actually be taken and Implemented. ' This !thows, in the opinion of the Committee,
.ihe· casual mqnner In which pro1)osa1s' suggestions
. made by' Committees apointedbv Government tham,: .eN-es,.retreated by the :Depirtment.,
... . ,
L

I~

3

I

2.188

The Committee desire the MinlItry to eosure that
theTe is no further delay in incorporatinl in the Rulel
of Pdnting and Binding suitable provisions relatiDI to
fixed time-limit for .return of proof and ,iving print
orders.
The Committee feel, however, that a time-l1m1t of •
fortnight for return of proofs by the indentine departments proposed to be incorporated in the Rules for
Printing and Binding is rather on the high-side this will result in locking up Of metal, occupation of
space, non-productive bows in composing and printing shops, greater depre(;~atjon, etc. This in turn will
result in rise of overhead expenses and coat of pro.
duction in the Government p-esses. There lI,
In
their view, scope for curtailing this period to lOlDe ex-

tent,
1.190

The Committee Tegret that even though the recommendation of the Officer on Spedal Duty, a I: M Division, Cabinet Secretariat with regard to submis"lon
of returns showing quantity of type metal matter
locked up has been stated to have been "'implemented", the returns are not being reCeived properly..
It Is unfortunate that the 1'Iubmlssion of the return,
which could serve as a check On the delay in the work
in the Government of India presses. has been' allowed
to fall in disuse. They suggest that immediate remedial action in the matter should be taken.
The Committee are unhappy to note that even
though about a decade ago the Omcer on Special Duty.
Cabinet Secretariat, a.M. Division recommended that
Government should improve the machineTy for controlling arrears in the Government pre~.es, the matter
was shelved as the Ministry thought that "'in view of
the letting up ot the High Level Committee the print.
Jng demands we-e expected to be controlled". Thll
factual pOlition,. however, Is that In AprillMaY, 1988
there were as many as 3850 items of ,ob, In arrears ba
Government of India presses ranlin, betWeeD lis
months and three yean.

·1.111

-The Committee are constrained to note that duriD.
the last decade no eonc~ete step appears to have heeD
taken in the Printing and Sta\ionery Department OD
any matter which could bring.in some IOrt of improvement in the worJdn, of the GOvernment preutII notwJthstandln, the appointment of various comml"anc:l recommendations made by; them.
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The Commitee, therefore, recommend that the .....
ehine::y for keeping a cheek on arears in Govemmeot
presses should be systematised without any furlbel'
de.ay and a more effective way of clearIng arrean
should be evolved so that all printing indents are
cleared by the Government p esses within a re&IOnable period of time as otherwise the printed material
in most cases fa likely to lose its utility and lmportance.
The Committee accept the principle that In the tntere.>t of economy, efficiency and promptitucte
all
printing work of the Government should be centralised and put under a unified control under a Ministry, and normally Government should not allow tbia
control to be eroded by the ~etling up of thell' OWll
printing presses by the various ministries. Before attempting to effect unifie:l control. the Ministry should
reorganise their existing cenlraJised machinery in such
a manner that the existing printing capacity is utilised
to the maximum, Government printing Jobs are executed promptly at costs compaable to commerc18l
printing and at standards which ean compare tavourab~y with standards of printing joba
in advanced
countriell.

39

2.208

The Committee note that a high perrentage of Goyernment's total printing jobs (about 30 per cent) ..
even now being fa~med out to private pres~es and that
the Ministry have sent up proposals for a· few presses
in the Fourth Plan e~timated to cost about Rs. 33
crores. They would, however, like to emphasise that
before any expansion of existing presses or installation of new units is undertaken, Gove~nment should
make all effort" for optimum utililation of the eXlsttng capacit,1 and resourC'es and Itrensthenlna the 0rganisational set-up of the Departmen~.

40

1.2t

The Committee note that the capacity of the ParUamentary Wing in the Government of India Pres., New
Delhi, falls Ihort of the actual requirements by about
625 pages (royal octavo) per day. The Committee
11nd that a Sub-Committee appointed .bv the General
Purpose!! Committee as far back as 19115 had rec~
mended that nrovision shoqld be made in the Prell
for an antiCipated increase of printing work of Look
Sabha alone to th~ lakh pa~es a year and accordlnclv they had suggested aeouirlnlf and lnstallinlf addStional ma('hlnery and maldntr neeeaan arrantemema
for additional accommodation. .'1'he Committee are,

1
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aurpriae:i

\h~t

!¥I new machin.. have been.

tince 1958 to ~ugment the capacity of the

p.,rUlUIltmtary Win. of the

tiew

Delhi PrtlJa in sPIte

of the c.ear recommenc1atlon made by a Parliament-

arv Committee. It is alao !!utll1isinl that althoulh the
scheme for the setting UP of the Ring Road Press was
aDproved by the Exoenditure Finance Committee m.
May. 1963. this Press has not vet been commissioned
fl!ven though nearly six veal'!'! have elapsed.
The·
Committee suggest that taking into arcount the prA~t workloau alJ also tne anticioated lDereasp
in
Pa~liamentary printing work (including Hinii print':
ing work) and in the lillht ot the expertence ,ained
by them over the 3 ears. Government may prepare •
realistic scheme for expansion ot the capacity ot tbe'
Barliamentary Wing of the New Delhi Press.
The Committee understand that besides the Top See-et Wing. there are two wings, in the New Delhi

PreIs:

(a) a Parliamentary Wing and (b) a Government
(Main) Wing which are engaged on printing Parlia. mentary and Government work. They ala understand!
that to cope with the increa'!ing demands of parliamentary printing, help from the Ma:n Wing has to be
provided to· the Parliamentary Wing, in oder to
expedite the printing ot parliamentary pape;s. The
Committee would suggest that all parliamentary wOTk
should be undertaken at the New DeIhl Press (both
in the Parliamentaryl and Main Wings) on a pri07ity·
basis. Any surplus capacity that may be available in
that Pre~s after the printing of all Par!iamentary work
may be made available for Gove-nment work during
inter-session periods. The Committee would like t()
.tress tbat diversion otParliamentaTY work to pressee
outside Delhi sbou)d be. resorted to only in very exceptional circumstances.
~Ul

,r'..
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The Committee wou~d also like the Government to
examine the conclitlon of the composing and printing
machines in the New Delhi Presl. A IU~Vey shOUld beeonducted to find out ~hether owing to non-avail., Ilbility of SPaTes, machillery, etc. and organisational
weaknesses the work la the Parliamentary Winq of
the-Government of ·Inciia Pre-os, New Delhi, has lufrered
and. If so, to what extellt there hu been losl ot output
~e to the above ·fadors. ,B/l98d ~n the findings of the
.. eaJd" survey.: prompt· :~almeasure. should be

. :.taJt••

_ _ _ __
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3.32

Another aspect which the Committee would like to
stress is that the.e shou.d be proper parity and correlation between the capacity in the variow sections SUCD
88 the composing section and the machine room. There
should not be any hold-up of composed matelUl
awaiting printing.

3.33

The Committee note that upto 1964, the pertormauce
of the printers in the matter of supplying printed copies
of the original version of Lok Sabha Debates within
10 working days and the othe~ jobs within a rea!lOnable
time was faiTly satisfactory. But they regret that
since 1965 there has been excessive delays ranlinl
from one month to eight months in the matter of suppl~jng printed copies of the original version ot Debit_
The Committee recommend that efforts should be made
to r.lear all the anears of both versions of the Debates
6t An ea~ly date and thereafter arrangements should be
made to revert to the orl~inal schedule of printing a
day's debate within 10 dayS o! the sitting. They abo
auggest that the ideal of over-night printin« of Debate.
should be kept in view and sustained efforts should be
made in that dirertion in the light ot technical adv~
in the fteld of printIng.

-45

3.34

The Committee would also like that all efforts should
be made to avoid printing e-rors in Parl!amentary jobs.
Tbt' quality of material such as printing paper, cover
paper, etc., used for Parliamentary publications shou1d
be ot a uniformly high standard and no variation in the
colour scheme or format should be sought unless It II
aOsolutely unavoidabl1!.

. ·-48 .

4~17

The Committee are unhappy to note that there haa
been· heavy shorttaD in· expendIture against the esti-

mates during the Third Five- VeRT-Plan in respect or
Government of India Presses at Coimbatore, KorattY.
Ring Road" (New D1!lhi) and at Santragachl. The
reaons ·to!" this short.faU are stated to be due to the
non-comp1etionot works re~ating to development Of
sites, ancillary buildings and quarters, and delay IA
tak.ing over of land, ete. The Committee need hatISt7
-point that such delay.· ~sult in upward revision of
. co~ o~, pro:tec:ta and
UPiit the time schedules.
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'Dheco Committee-a-e m:;t,·convtltced of the rell80DS ael.vuacett by 'the·Minlftryfol' the delay in the con,'Itruct.iOft'. qfthe ;'l'hB "b'uWUnbJlt Santrapchl The,.
_ ,turPrised, ,that·ttte eomdruetion achemea at Santra· ...cidwfddt.·:-d4d ' Det " itivolv&' 'anY foreian euhanle.
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attd whic~ was essentially a building eonstTuction
prvgramme, was very much behind schedule and by
the end of the Third Plan th'e pereerltale of expenditure to estjmated outlay was below 50 per cent. The
Commit tee deplore the abnormal delay of about six
yeau Ul c(lQstructing a building for the press.
4.19

' The Committee therefore recommend that the Mini!'1':;' hsould investigate the reasons for the abnormal

dc.l:Iy in the construction works at Santragachi and
other presses and fix responsibility therefor,
, lUI

S.'

II

The Committee note that during the la~ foW' yeat'S
fror.l 1964-65 to 10981-88, there haye been larle lav·
l:tls year atter year in the actual expenditures as
against the revised estimates and that some of the
contributory factors responsible for these aavings,
such as non-filling up of vacant post in the presseB
non-materi&llsation of purchase/payment for machinery, less purchase of stores, etc. have been occurrIng
year after year. Thb --only indicates that the factor.
contribuUnr to shortfall in expenditure In an earlier
year aTe not taken due note of while framing the
estimat~ for the subsequent yeaT and the budget
estimates are repeatedly 'being inflated without an7
re!ation to actual position.
'
The Committee desire that all efforts should be made

to Improve the budgeting relating to Government of
India p:-esses to make it more realistic.

8.18

The Committee note that on the basis of the recommtndations of the Committee for Categorisation 01.
Gcvernment ot India Press Workers (1963), the Goverr.ment ot India have brought doWn the categories
of workers from 13 to", They alto note that the
S~tions in the Productive Branches ot the Presaes
haVe been reorganised' on a rational basis with the
eotnposition ot each Section with 15 to 20 sldUed
workel1'iworJdng croups.

&1.

The Commlttee are glad that lOme at the importaDt
recommendation. made by the Committee for the
c.tte,ori!l8tion ot posts in 1fte Readil'l, Branch of the
Government of India Preaes (1968) have been acC(!pted in principle and they are propoled to be· 1m.
plemenkd. The Committee 'sudeat that a review
should __ at. . after three 01' four ,-ears with • "lew
to ... to Wbatexteftt 't!ae lChem~ haa 1Ucceec18d 1ft
tncr.a., the efreclency In Gov-el'lUnft& of India

Pt....
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8.20

The COmmittee note that the Incentive Bonus Scheis now in operation in six Government of India
pl'esses and is being extended from year to year.
They are unhappy to be told that the oatturna prescribed in the SCheme have not been considered to
scientific:. The Committee fail to understand how
a Bonu3 S(;heme could at all be in operation all those
years when no scientific norms were in existence for
tbe ouLturn of work. The Ministry 'should have
taken up the question of revision of norms 1m a
scientific basis much earlier. The Committee hope.
that the Productivity Study, which is being conducted
by the National Productivity Council, and to which
Cn oftl::cr of the grade of the Controller of Printina
is to It,,· attached as understudy, will be eompleted
without avoidable delay.
mt.S

ce

u

&.21

The Committee are distressed to note that 341106·
man-days were lost due to strike etc. during 1967-68
lot three Government of India prelsel.. againat 41860mr.n-days lost during 1966-67. The Committee are of
the view that there is scope for improvement in the·
labour.management relations in the Government of'
India presses so that there i.Il nO tall in production.
due to strikes, etc.

---_._--------
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APPENDIX VD
(fJide para S of Introduction)

Analy,; of Conclusions/RecommendatiotU conuuntd in 1M Report
'I. CLASSIFICATION OF MCOMMENbATIONS :
A.

Recommendations for improving the organisation and working :

Serial Nos'. i, 2, 3, ,4, 5, 6; 7, ~, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19,20, 21,
22, 23,24. 25, 26, 2,7'~~, ?9, 30, 3I~ 32 , 33, 34,35, 36,37,38,39,4°, 41,42,
.-$3, 44, 4}, 46, 41, 48, 49, 50 ,51 and S2.
'
B. Recommendations for effecting economy:
Serial NoS. 14 and 15.

71. ANALYSIS OF TqE RECOMMENDATIONS DIRECTED TO·
WARDS ECONOMY
.

----- --- ------ - - - - ,---------------,

SI.
No.

S1. No. as
per SUtnmary
Recommenda.. tions
(Appendix VI)

t

Particulars

'

..

14

Th~

h'we sUt;~ested that a study of the
problem of control on the number and volume: of
various form'! and stat~ont'ry is made immediately
so that rrinting of non-ess!"ntial forms are reduced
to tlte minimum and wherever possible the number
of different tYpes of forms is also reduced to the
extent possible.

5

The Committee have suggested that aerioUll effons
are made t:> restrict the printing of D.O. letter
heads and a strict watch over Government rressel
is also kept to ensure thllt no exceptions are made to
the cate~ries of individuals entitled to receive
such D.O. letter heads and that the number of
,opies thereof to be printed is alao kept to the
minimurr.

C~'11'11ittee

'The Committee have 8'SQ sUJ/:gested that the Ministry
should review tlte positinn in regard to official
letter heads and otht'r publications which are not
of regular nature with a "lew to reducing their
number~to the extent possible and effecting economy
in expenditure.
I
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AIfIDI:I
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No.

No.

SL
No.

Name of Aceot

--------------------DBUD

a40 JalnBoot

I,.

Age~,

33.

Con-

naught Place. New Delhi.

II

ODord Boot & StatJooay

Company, Scindia HOUle.
Connaught
Place. New

68

Delhi-I.

Sat Narain & Sons, 3141,
Mohd. Ali Bazar, Mod
Gate. Delhi.

3 U. People's Publishing House,

76

:16.

Atma Ram & SOilS, Kashmere Gllte, Delhi-6.

9 3'.

8M

27.

1.

M. Jalnl & llroth~.rtI,
Mori Gate. Delhi.

Rani Jhansi Road. New
Delhi.

II

zS. The Central News Agency,

IS

&9. '!"he English Boo;c_ Store,
,-L, Connaught CirCUlI,
New Delhi.

10

23190, COllDsught Place.
New Delhi.

30.

al •
~.

Jayana Book Depot. Clapparwala Kuan, Karol Bagb,
New Delhi.

66

Market, Delhi-6.

S~.

Janpath, New Delhi.

J7.

Bookwell, 4. Sant Naran
karl Colony, KiDgllWI\Y
Camp, Delhi-9.

MANIPUR
School

Impbal.

.7

pat~

56. Hind Book House,

High

LaJ-

Brothers, 188

48, Amrit Kaur Market,
Pahar Ganj, New Delhi.

98. Shri N. Chaoba Singh,
N ewa Agent, Ramlal Paw

Lakshmi
Book Store, 4a,
Municipal Market, JllOpath"
New DeIhl.

Bahree

The United Book Agency.

Annexc.

AGENTS IN FOREIGN
-COUNTRIES
J9.

The Secrerary, Establishment Department, The

High Commission of India
India House,Aldwych,

LONDON W.C.-2.
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